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INTRODUCTION 
Among mature and well-educated people, the religion-
science problem involves more than teaching science in re-
lation to religious concepts, The problem in education is 
but one phase of' a multi-faceted dilemma: The rise of' scien-
tific materialism and the subsequent decay of' the moral and 
spiritual values which guide human b~havior have brought man 
to a state of' religious poverty and moral chaos. The crown-
ing scientif'ic achievement of' our age has been the produc-
tion of' weapons of mass destruction. Moreover, the speed 
rlth which we are becoming ttone-worldn in which man is f'orced 
to get along with his neighbor or perish only serves to un-
derscore the urgency of' the problem. 
A brief' review of the religion-science controversy of' 
the last century may prove helpful.in understanding the full 
depth and scope of man's present dilemma; 
1. The Religion-Science Problem: 
' Its Causes and Ef'f'ects 
The factors which widened the breach between science and 
religion and resulted in the crisis of our times are generally 
-vi-
vii 
recognized to be: (1) Darwinism, reinforced by scientific ma-
terialism; (2) rati~nalist cri~icism o.f_Holy Scripture; and, 
(3) Nineteenth Century liberal optimism~ These resulted in 
the abandonment of moral and spiritual values on the one hand, 
and the spread of secularism on the other~ But instead o.f 
proving to be the salvation o.f mankind, scientific materialism 
bred only disillusionment and insecurity. 
Darwinism.-- In his later years, Darwin thought he had 
.found in natural selection a mechanistic explanation for the 
development of all living things. Some immediately jumped to 
the erroneous conclusion that this made the postulate of a 
Creator unnecessary. It had come to be supposed that the laws 
of nature are blind and inevitable forces, operating on their 
own power and indifferent to man and his aspirations~ Those 
Christians who based the argument .for the existence of God on 
the .fact that science could not explain everything felt that 
Darwin was cutting the ground from under their feet. Many 
who accepted Darwin's theory had their faith shaken or des-
troyed. TTThis accounts for the storm of opposition Avo'1::16ed by 
11 
publication of THe Origin o.f the Species •••• n 
Modern thought, moreover, deformed the theory into the 
basic tenet of a new existential philosophy. The theory was 
extended to cover every facet of human thought and behavior. 
jJ Jolm L. Russell, "The Theory of Evolution: Present State o.f 
Evidence,rr.Month (January, 1~55), 15445. 
viii 
This gave rise to what ~s known as nmaterialistic evolu-
1/ 
tionism. Philip G. Fothergill describes the effect thus: 
"Hand in hand with the advance of evolution as 
scientific theory went the application of the theory to 
a material view of life. Evolution becames the panacea 
for many ills of contempor~ materialism. Atheistic 
Communists welcomed evolution With open arms. T. H. 
Huxley thought of an evolutionary ethics and the theme 
was later developed by his grandson Julian.. The latter 
indeed seemed to think there is a certain spirituality 
about evolution and that a religion should eventually 
come of it.n 
Scientific materialism gave impetus to Karl Marx who 
based his political theories on it. At the same time it 
fostered a ruthless competition and exploitation in our ~n 
country which was justified as nscientific realismn. 
Biblical criticism.-- Meanwhile the struggle for free-
dom of thought ushered in a new Age of Reason. With the 
rising success of scientific research and experimentation 
came a spirit of critical inquiry. This spirit extended to 
the fieldof Biblical criticism where~t met with varying re-
actions. H. J. T. Johnson explains: 
nside by side with the advance of physical science 
went the critical study af.the ancient Hebrew records, 
in which resemblances to early traditions of other peo-
ples was called attention to. Some affirmed that these 
resemblances completely discredited the Bible. Others 
took the more moderate view that we should ask our-
selves whether current interpretations of the Bible 
were not at least partially at fault ••• n 
1Jhilip G. Fothergill, ttTowards an Interpretation 
the Teaching of Humani Generis, n Tablet (January, 
y'H. J. T. Johnson, tt'.lhe Bible, The Church and the 
Eve,n Downside Review (Winter, 1950), 69:26. 
of Evolution: 
1955) ,205.:~. 
6-'/..J 
Formation of 
ix 
Modern skepticism under the guise of "higher criticism" 
sought to rob the Bible of its authority by questioning its 
supernatural character. Consequent with the formulation o:f 
the theory of' evolution the argument broke out anew, and : 
"Again the theologians entered the battle oftentimes with 
more ardor than discretion, oftentimes ill-equipped to meet 
'1) 
the factual evidence that science was bringing to light ••• n 
Rationalist critics counseled the rejection of faith and the 
acceptance Qf science. Confused and frightened Christians 
went to the other extreme and ignored, rejected or denied 
the discoveries of' science. The Scopes "Monkey Trial" of 
1925 struck a blow to the integrity of' religion. And the 
violent storm of opposition to Darwints theory served only 
to lower the prestige of churchmen everywhere. 
The effect was the near abandonment of religion by many 
and the spread of' scientif'ic humanism. Meanwhile the real 
grounds for reconciliation were overlooked and the breach 
between science and religion became wider than ever. This 
made possible the development of new orthodoxies. 
Liberal optimism.-- The successes of' science in the ex-
perimental :field were accompanied by remarkable advances in 
technology. Through technology men acquired an ever-increas-
ing power over nature. Man's health and comfort became the 
!7Hugh s. Taylor, uphysical Sciences," Religious Perspectives 
~n College Teachin~, Hoxie N. Fairchild, The Ronald Press 
Company,~952, p. 14. . 
X 
£ocus of scientific r0search. Thus, as George Bradley ob-
J/ 
serves in his essay: · 
ttit appeared that it was only a matter of time un-
til adequate food and health facilities would be avail-
able to all men of the earth, the yoke of labor would 
be lifted from mankind so that his mind would reach out 
to fulfill its destiny, the tensions of misunderstanding 
which led men to self-destruction would be understood 
and corrected to the elimination of war. It was not con-
sidered unduly optimistic that technology held promise to 
cure the ills of the world~n 
Consequently, science and scientists came to hold an 
' 
exalted position in the realm of human affairs. Religion be-
came less centered in human conduct and science assumed the 
role' of a substitute religion for many. Concerning the op-
timism which characterized the last century, Hugh S. Taylor y 
remarks: 
HToward the close of the Victorian era, at the end 
of the nineteenth century, there was implicit faith in 
progress and in the ability of science to enter the va-
cuum and fill the void which the loss of religious tem-
per among men was producing. This optimism at the turn 
of the present century among the intellectuals has spread, 
in the interval, to the common man, who has acquired a 
naive faith in the ability of science and technology ul-
timately to solve all his woes.n · 
Scientists came to be regarded by ordinary men with some-
thing approaching veneration. The error of imputing to an ex-
pert in one £ield authority in another resulted in many un-
I7George Bradley, "Another Responsibility for the Science 
!feacher,u Focus on.Religion in Teacher Education, American 
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, Oneonta, N. Y., 
1955, pp~ 36-3?. 
£/HughS. Taylor, op. cit., p. 207. 
Uecessary conflicts when the sciencdst·stepped out o~ his 
field and passed judgment on matters concerning religion 
and ethics. 
xi 
Spread of new orthodoxies~•- The triumphs of ekperi.-
mental science led to the adoption of the scienttlic method 
in other fields. The extension of the tkeo~ and method in-
t0 philosophy gave rise to "logical positivism".. "Slinging 
to the coattails of its illustrious stepfather this philoso-
phy presented itself to be.the willing_s~okesman for science 
. ·y 
and advisor to the other disciplines." 
At the turn ·o~ the century, this philosophy was the 
vogue of sopbisticated thought. According to its tenets, 
the only knowledge which is genuine is that which can be es.-
tablished by the scientific method; the value judgments of 
religion, metaphysics and ethics have no meaning. George F. 
Thomas describes the effect o.f positivism as producing a cor-
rosive skepticism concerning (1) philosophical wisdom, and y 
(2) moral standards, the validity of all value judgmen:js. 
The first leads men to substitute the accumulation o.f facts 
.for wisdom. The second shows itself in ethical relativism, 
evidence of which may be seen in the lack of political con-
1/George Bradley, op. cit., p. 36. 
E/George F. Thomas, "Religious Perspectives in College Teach-
ing: Problems and Principles,n Reliious Perspectives in Col-
lege Teaching, Hoxie N. Fairchild, e Ronald Press Company, 
NewYork, 1952, pp. 21-22 • 
• 
~ii 
victions before World War,II, and in the uncritical accep-
- . -
tance by some people of the moral practices of the majority. 
At the same time a naturalistic philosophy took hold 
which many seemed to think was required by modern science. 
Summarizing the basic elements of this mode of tho~ht, 
. 11 
George F. Thomas says: 
ttAccording to this philosophy, reality is identical 
with nature as the totality of things and events in space 
and time. There is no eternal, supersensible world that 
transcends the natural oraer .. Man is part and parcel of 
nature. His values are wholly subjective and related to 
desire and feeling. Since his spiritual aspirations and 
moral efforts are ·supported by no cosmic will or purpose, 
he must depend entirely upon himself for his fulfillment. 
Though this naturalistic worldview is incompatible with 
traditional religion, it has often been accompanied by a 
religious or ethical humanism which consists of devotion 
to ideal ends and values. But it owes much of its appeal 
to the fact that the only kind of reality with which the 
scientific method concerns itself is that of natural phe-
nomena in space and time. lt easy to infer from this 
fact that there is no other kind of reality; and that 
whatever seems to be different from natural phenomena, 
e.g., the human spirit and its value, is only apparently 
so.n · 
This philosdphy fostered and spread the growth of secu-
larism which consists of a preoccupation with the world of 
the senses, and with the here and now. Although it may not 
formally reject religious belief,- it relegates religion to 
a peripheral place in life. Secularism manifests itself in 
an indifference to religion and insists on neutrality on ul-
timate philosophical and religious issues. 
1/George F. Thomas, op. cit~,P· 6. 
xiii 
Asia and scientific materialism.-- One writer has ob-
served that the effect of scientific materialism has been 
more dramatic in Asiatic countries where there is less pos-
sibility of correlating materialism with the traditional 
religions. Scientific materialism provided Communism with 
its philosophy and method. The Judeao-Christian tradition 
u •••• furnished Communism with its goal--the classless so-
ciety, the Kingdom of Heaven where absolute justice pre-
Y 
vails and all share according to their need. tt According 
to the philosophy of Communism, which is dialectical ma-
terialism, the goal of the perfect human society will be 
reached by the operation of material mechanistic forces. 
However, as the writer concludes: nanly Christianity cen-
tered around the doctrine of love can do what Communism \ y 
promises.u 
2. Turn of the Tide 
There has been a dramatic turn of the tide during the 
last decade. Secular humanism has lost its appeal and a 
new humility is characteristic of the scientist of today. 
Scholars everywhere have analyzed the crisis of our times 
and are calling for a return to moral and spiritual values 
and for the integration of knowledge. 
1/H. Brinton, "Asia and Scientific Itaterialism," Christian 
trentury (June 9, 1954}, 71:703. 
YLoc. cit. 
xiv 
Disillusionment of the twentieth century.-- The liberal 
-
optimism of the nineteenth century, which was reflected in 
the belief in inevitable progress and in the utopianism as-
sociated with that belief, suffered grave disillusionment in 
the century to follow. George F. Thomas accounts .for the 
11 
decline of secularism as .fo~ows: 
rrBut a generation which has suffered from two world 
wars and is haunted by .fears o.f a third ~as not been 
able to maintain this optimism. It begin$ tG suspect 
that the this-worldliness of secularism ignores the sin 
and .frustration of' human existence. Moreover, the philo-
sophical naturalism which is the main theoretical basis 
o.f secularism has been vigorously challenged in recent 
years. Since the prestige of naturalism is largely the 
result of illegitimate claims made on behalf of the 
scientific method, the growing recognition o.f the limi-
tations of_ science, espe_cially in the realm of the 
spiritual life and its val~es, is beginning to weaken 
the hold of naturalism upon the academic mind~u 
In the same line of thought, Bradley points out that 
technological advances have not solved the problems o£ crime 
delinquency and self-boredom. Man has not responded to 
social engineering and two-thirds of the world .faces starva-
tion even in 1955. nThe concept of human nature and its at-
tributes of sin and virtue seem to be more meaningful than 
when it was thought by reason and by the removal of ~vident y 
rtoauses", conflicts, and e1ren war would be eliminated. n 
New humility.-- A few years ago, Colliers published an 
JJGeorge F. Thomas, ep. cit., p~ 9. 
z/George Bradley, ~· cit., p. 39. 
XV 
article entitled, tTWhat Scientists Believe". The writer in-
terviewed several leading scientists to determine whether 
or not their scientific knowledge conflicted with their re-
·JJ 
ligious convictions. In most eases hhefemd that there 
was no conflict between science and faith·. Many, in fact, 
stated that science actually strengthened their belief's. 
However, what impressed the correspondent most was the "new 
humility" which characterized the scientists as a whole. 
Remarking on the complacency which preceded the shat-
tering turn of events in scientific thinking, former Dean 
of the Engineering School at Columbia University and present 
Chairman of the Board and President of the Research Corpora-
tion of America, Dr. Joseph W. Barker stated: 
"Up to the last century scientific advances seemed 
to build up a unique, regular and beautiful system of' 
so-called 'laws of nature t. Scientists of the nine-
teenth eentury, misled by this apparent regularity and 
simplicity of these theoretical laws, brushed aside 
anomalism. They began to think they could explain all 
phenomena o~ a cause and effect basis--to some to ex-
plain all creation without the nece~sity of admitting 
a Supreme Architect of' the Universe~" 
However, further research and discovery proved some of 
the old laws to be invalid and new theories took their place. 
The overthrow of the old ideas had its most profound effect 
l H. Whitman, "What Scientists Believe, n Collier's Weekly 
August 11, 1951), 128:26-27. 
Y Dr. Joseph W. Barker, Faith in- an Atomic Age," Vi tal 
Speeches (July .15, 1953), 19:585~ 
xvi 
in the field of P,hysics. George Bradley explains the turn y 
of events thus: 
nThe new theories of relativity and quantum 
mechanics, with new insight and sophistication, at one 
stroke made naive the mechanical model-dependent theories 
of the 19th century., Moreover, the shaking of the f'oun-
~ations of. such veneraple ideas called for a thorough-
going reappraisal of what. science, and physics in par-
ticular, were up to, and what results could be expected. 
There seemed no escaping the uneasy conclusion that 
these new theories, as well were vulnerable as was the 
old physics, and each new theoretical construct could 
never escape the judgement of' the result of a future ex-
periment. Hence physics and physical theories gave up, 
albeit relu~tantly, their claim for the nexactff descrip~ 
tion of nature; and the criteria for acceptable theories 
involve instead of their exact truth, their consistency 
with experiments already performed, their extensibility, 
their usefulness, their elegance and, if you willl their 
beauty! Strange descriptions for a science in wh~ch 
statements were previously thought to be ttrightn or 
nwrong." 
Tragic as this disillusionment may have seemed, it was 
not without profit. Finding nature infinitely more complex 
than they had formerly assumed, physicists became more cau-
tious in there judgement of things outside their own ex-
perience. ~o some extent the other disciplines absorbed 
this new humility. The result, as Bradley points out, was a 
n •••• new appreciation for the complexity e.lfldthe riddle and 
mystery which is the world, and suspicion arose that Man's 
deductive reason alone may-not ~e equal ~or its complete 
2:.1 
solution. 11 
1/George Bradley, op. cit., p. 37. 
,g/Loc. cit. 
e 
r·~~ 
~· 
xvii 
Coupled with this new humility, which expresses itself 
in a recognition of the limitations of science, h~s come a 
reawakening of religious faith. Dr. Barker makes this 
thought-provoking observation in his commencement address y 
to the graduates of Ripon College: 
urn this mutable relativistic world we have dis-
covered and are still exploring, man is inevitably led 
back to a 1 Faith in God•. This Faith--once only intui-
tively accepted--has now been richly supported by sci-
ence. This Faith alone can enhance that conviction of 
tpurpose in creationt without which man tends to de-
generate into a nihilistic animal.u 
Commenting on the ability of the Christian Ideal to 
inspire and create beauty, L. G. Martin adds this reminder: 
nT.he Christian Church is the only human organization which 
exists to keep the vision of Ghrist before the minds and con-
sciousness of men •••• It is a grave decision if we decide de-
Y liberately to take no share in this creative activity •••• n 
3. The Crisis of Our Times 
An impressive list of eminent scholars have analyzed 
the crisis in contemporary Western civilization. Among them 
are some of the foremost thinkers of our day. All see the 
moral breakdown in society as symptomatic of an underlying 
spiritual crisis. They recognize that science, although 
largely to blame for the situation, is not the cause of it. 
1/Dr. Joseph W. Barker, op. cit., p. 587. 
YL. G .• Martin uscience- is not Enough, tf Fortnight1y 
TOctober, 1949j, 172:271~ 
xviii 
Even atheist Walter Stace analyzes the problem correctly 
when he remarks: n ..... man t s loss o:f :faith and abandonment 
of God and religion •••• has resulted in the chaotic and be-
. y 
wildered state o:f the modern world.u 
Threat of the at0m.-- Among the scientists especially, 
has come a recognition of· the tremendous power which science 
holds for good or evil. With increased awareness o£ their 
moral obligation to mankind, atomic scientists have warned 
the world that survival will depend on world peace and inter-
national morality. They recognize that it is the task o:f re-
ligion to show how this power may be used :for the welfare of 
all. Commenting on the need for :faith, artnur Compton states: 
"Unlocking the secret of atomic energy has vastly increased 
the power to be put at man 1 s disposal. With more power comes 
increased t•reedom and responsibility ••• Instead of beingy£raid 
•••• we must mateb it with an increasing dynamic faith." 
Atomic sci en ti·st William C. Pollard is typical of' the 
scientists who have recognized their responsibility as mem-
bers of society aad have taken active interest in the affairs 
of' mankind. ~Y see in his recent ordination as an Episco-
pal minister a symbol of hope that the nexus between science 
1 Wa ter fr. b'tace, "Man Against Darkness,« The Atlantic Monthly 
September, 1948), 182:53. 
2/Arthur H. Compton1 nwe-Need Faith," Phi Delta Kawan 1December, 194b), 2~:155. 
xix 
and religion may someday be re-established. Discussing the 
cri.sis o:f our times, Dr. Pollard suggests that the solution 
lies in "restoring science to its true place as the hand-
maid o:f religion. Then we shall. have gone :far in'the re-
turn to our authentic sources and the recovery o:f the ori-
.JJ 
ginal integrity o:f our souls •••• n 
The moral crisis.-- Many scholars are more concerned 
with the ominous signs o:f moral decay within our nation: 
) . 
the widespread immorality, political corruption and shocking 
. • • • I 
cases o:f treason. There are many :frank confessions o:f the 
need :for divine guidance. For example, David Sarno:f:f points 
out that,ttthough we have learned to control much o:f Nature, 
we have :failed to master ourselves ..... The crisis o:f our times 
I 
is not economic or po~~tical, but moral--and we need a moral 
b 
compass to steer by. 11 trThis is the challenge o:f.religion to-
day and to meet it a revitalized :faith is necessary. 
The most penetrating analysis o:f the problem comes :from 
Jacques Maritain who discusses it in all of' its manifold 
aspects. He explains that the crisis is both intellectual 
amd moral and that it may also be exam±ned in two di:f:ferent 
perspectives: {l) that o:f intrinsic truth which he calls the 
i ~am c. ollard, nThe Place o:f Science in Religion," 
C ristian Scholar {June, 1953) , 36; 110. · 
g./David Sarno.f:f, nThe Moral Crisis o:f Our Age; the Three Es-
sential Pillars oi! Civilization,n Vital Speeches (December 1, 
1955)' ~lJ?al. ' 
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philosophical issue; and (2) that of' the historical state of' 
our civilization, including the possibilities for recovery, 
which he calls the social issue •. Furthermore, he explains, 
that the two issues should not be confused because no matter 
how many fail to grasp the intrinsic truth of' the matter, 
n •••• what is true would remain true, what is false would re-1/ . 
main f'alse.u 
Resolution of' the philosophical issue lies in a clear 
understanding of' the dif'f'erenc'e between the epirological 
approach.to truth and the ontological approach. The first 
is peculiar to science. AAccording to this approach con-
clusions are based on sense data (that which is observable 
and measureable) and are considered true only if' they can 
be verified by experiment. The second approach is peculiar 
to philosophy and metaphysics. In this case, " •••• concepts 
and definitions are resolved~ being •••• The truth of' asser-
tions thus established rest on basic intellectual intuitions 
2/ 
especially the first self-evident principles.n-
Thus science and philosophy operate on different planes, 
progress in science leading to increased knowledge and pro-
gress in philosophy leading to increased wisdom. It is be& 
cause of' this difference that we cannot correctly blame 
1/Jacques Maritain, nscience, Materialism ari.d the Human 
Spirit,n Catholic Mind (July, 1949), 47:417~ 
2/Loc. cit. 
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science for the intellectual crisis.· "What is responsible 
for the crisis is the impact of the prodigious developments 
of science in modern times on human reasonts myth-making 
. '11 
suggestibility and natural lust f'or facility.u ~ expected 
science to solve all their problems and came to mistake its 
progress f'or the rise of' a new religion. 
For this phase of' the problem, science itself' provides 
the solution. TTFirst because it preserves and treasures, im 
its own level, the sense of truth and rational objectivity. ny 
Second, because the scientist who is also a man of' vision has 
2.1 
n •••• a thirst for being that science itself cannot satisfy.n, 
He wants to know the answers uo questions concerning the ori-
gin and destiny of' the world, the existence of God, free will 
and determinism,· etc. When men such as this become philoso-
phers and recognize the autonomy of philosophical truth, 
there is a chance f'or a reconciliation of knowledge and wis-
dom, at least in the minds of a few; 
The solution to the moral aspect of the philosophical 
problem, likewise, calls for a recognition of the limitations 
of science and of the f'un~tion of philosophy in life. Science 
and technology are concerned with meanst not ends. Philosophy 
y Jacques Maritain; op .. cit., p. 4].8. 
YLoa. cit. 
1/Loc. cit. 
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provides us _with goals. :~ind equipfJd with t~chnology 
cannot survive ·without ethival wisdom. n . Ethical philoso-
phy and religious faith are essential for the rediscovery of 
true ends and supreme standards.As to the possibilities for 
moral recovery, "~ ••• technology can really perform its task 
of human liberation only if the sense mf inner freedom and 
contemplative love is made by the Gospel3s inspiration to 
play a leading ~art in the new industrial civilization.ffy 
Turning finally to the social issue, Mari tain explains 
that spiritual and philosophical problems become transposed 
into social terms as soon as they involve mankind in general. 
Here again he reasserts the conviction that the hope for a 
spiritual recovery lies in the message of the Gospels. In 
terms of the social acievements to be attained he poses the 
2/ 
question: 
nwill the progressive transformation of society 
that we are facing today be able to manifest the power 
of freedom and justice and of spiritual energies by se-
curing both the technological structure of our emergent 
civilization and its supra-technological guiding in-
spiration , the organization of the world and indivi-
dual liberty as well as the autonomy of groups starting 
from the bottom, the accession of new classes to owner-
ship and power and the freedoms claimed by science and 
intelligence in the quest for truth, as well as by the 
word of God in quest of human hearts?tt 
1Jfiacques Maritain, op. cit .. , p. 419. 
,YLoc. cit. 
,l/Ibid., p. 420. 
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.Having outlined the nature of the crisis of modern times 
and indicated the possibilities for!i solutio.n, Maritain 
closes with this .final observation: 
ttif efforts made toward such an historical ideal 
are to succeed, a general recovery can be expected, ex-
tending to the higher facets of the human spirit. If 
those efforts are to be a failure, a general worsening 
in spiritual conditions is to be expected--whoever the 
winner.s in the political game may be--with a general 
domination of ma~erialism and a general-enslavement of 
the human persom. The truth and the high requirements 
of art and poetry, science and philosophy, religion and 
spirituality would continue to be served but in the cat-
acombs of human history, and under the conditions of a 
suffering diaspora. tt 
4~ The Religion-Science Problem: 
Its Present Status 
Modern atheism and agnosticism.-- As has b·een shown, a 
distinct turn of the tide has taken place in the last decade 
representing a marked change of attitude toward the whole 
religion-science problem. There is increased recognition of 
the limited nature of science and a new and deeper insight 
into the value of religion in human life. However, there 
are still vestiges of the soul-crippling philosophy of scien-
tism., with its exaltation of the scientific method, and o.f 
its companion, humanismywith its emphasis on the here and· 
now. Thus, A. GrBnbaum, foe example, discards theism as 
!/Jacques Maritain, op. cit., p. 420. 
2/A. GrRabaum, "Science and Ideology," Scientific Monthly 
TJuly, l954)t 79:13-19. 
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unnecessary to ethics and claims that science can solve ideo-
logical disputes concerning human welfare. Some are even 
more outspoken in their attack on religiom. N. H. Pronko 
states: "Religion has failed in the practical business of 
guiding men's daily lives •••• Because it is backward looking 11 . . . . 
and conservative. 11 He goes on to suggest that religion 
could he revitalized if it used the·scientif'ic method to 
n ..... discovera1alid develop mo.ral and spirit.ual values which 
would lead to the common good o:f h:umani ty through the brother-
E./ 
hood of' man." For echoes of' this same thinking, the reader 
is referred to the articles listed in the bibliography by 
Peter Alexander, G. A. Coe, and s. Morris Eames. 
Walter Stace takes a somewhat different approach. He 
claims that the general spirit of science, rather than any 
particular scientific discovery, has undermined religious 
faith by destroying the belief' in plan and purpo.se. Apparent-
ly he sees this as all to the good for he suggests that man 
grow up by facing the truth of a purposeless world. "When 
man ~ea1!lflsuto live honorably without the props and crutches 
21 
of religious il.lusions, he will. become adult," he states. 
!fN. H. Pronko, nReligion, Science and tJhie Brotherhood of 
Man,u Religious Education (November, 1950), 45:336. 
y'Qp. cit., p. 340. 
2/Walter T. Stace, "Man Against Darkness," The Atlantic 
Monthly (September, 1948), 182:58. 
A$ in every century, there is a groping toward the resa-
lution of apparent conflicts. Agnostic Doris Hodges remarks: 
ttThere are signs that, even in this scientific century, the 
spiritual side of man is hungry for sustenance •••• Something 
in him is stirred and wants to reach out for those truths 
1/ 
that he can feel but cannot touvh." Miss Hodges then raises 
the age-old questions concerning causality, plan and purpose, 
life after death, and the reason for suffering. Intrigued 
by the order in the universe as revealed by science, she won-
ders if it was all an accident and what is its ultimate des-
tiny. Claiming that the old religions offer no satisfactory 
answers to these q~estions, she asks for " •••• a vision of 
spiritual reality and truth, one which could be fitted with-
Y 
out difficulty into the scientific pattern of today.n 
Significant trends.-- Despite the rumblings of the 
ever-present atheist and agnostic, the dominant trend today 
is towards a return t~ the moral and spiritual values which 
rightly form the core of man's existence. At the same time, 
contemporary thought is cal.ling for a reintegration o.f know-
ledge and wisdom. There is a growing awareness of the need 
to reconcile the apparent differences between scien£e and 
religion. An attitude of mutual respect characterizes both 
ynoris M. Hodges.t.".Agnostic's Quest," The Spectator (Janu-
ary 16, 1953), 19u.65 .. 
yLoc. cit. 
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the scientist and the theologian: Each recognizes the auton-
omous sphere of the other as regards the approach to truth; 
The following views are typical: 
(1) There is a conviction am~ many that there is no 
real conflict between scientific and religious beliefs. 
Though operating on different levels and employing different 
methods, the ultimate aim of both is truth--and truth does 
not contradict itself'; As Robert A. Millikan points out: 
"When each is correctl..y und~rstood, there is no c.on:f'lict 
between religion and science; The greates leaders in both 
d .~ .fiel s bear testimony to this statement.n 
This does not minimize the difficulty involved in rec-
onciling the truths established by science and those estab-
lished by faith. It does necessitate,however, more schomar-
ly efforts on the part of the scientist and theologian alike 
to show how these ideas correlate~ As Rev. Murphy explains: 
n The primary concern is to make philosophy, religion and sci-
• h b. . y ~ce agree w~t o Ject1ve reality.n 
. Those who hold this positien assert that con.fllcts be-
tween science and religion are unnecessary and arise chiefl..y 
when the scientist or theologian steps out of his .field al!lld 
l/Robert A. Millikan, lfReligion and Science," Christian 
Education (September, 1947), 30:271 • 
. ?:/Rev; John B. Murphy, O.M:, "Treatment of Evolution in the 
Seminary Science Course,_" National.: Catholic Education Asso-
ciation Proceedings (19,0) , p. 127. 
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'a-BGl- pronounces on matters he is ill-equipped to handle. 
(2} The latest scientific discoveries seem to reaffirm 
religious beliefs. Moreover the true scientist, who has 
pioneered in research, has found that such discoveries also 
increase the amount and depth of' the unknown~ The search 
for truth about nature is infinite. George R. Harrison, 
Dean of Science at M.I."T. since 1942, typifies the scientists 
who hold this viewpoint. Showing how science aids religion, 
he concludes: "The basic tenets of all great religions •••• 
represent closely what science is revealing •••• that the uni-
verse is based on ordered progress not chaotic change •••• 
J/ 
There is direction to living." 
In the light of modern science, B-ritish scientist Ed-
Y 
mond Whittaker re-examined the proofs.for Godts existence, 
the f'amous nFive Waysu outlined by St, Thomas. More recent-
ly Pope Pius XII took this same theme as the subject of' his 
allocution to the Pontifical Academ¥ of' Science. Concen-
trating on the arguments from mutability and order, the Holy 
Father remarks, " •••• true science discovers God in ever-in-
l/ 
creasing degree •••• waiting behind every door •••• " 
YGeorge R. Harrison, ttFaith and -the Scientist, u The Atlantic 
Monthly (December, 1953), 192:53. 
~Edmond Whittaker, "Science Seeks Almighty God," Catholic 
Digest (November, 1948), 13:48-55. . 
2/Pope Pius XII, tJModern Science and the Existence of God," 
Catholic Mind (March, 1952), 50:182. 
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(3 ) There is a reawakening o:f interest in the Christian 
message with its doctrin~ o:f love and plan and purpose in the 
universe. Conscious o:f.the limitations o:f their o'flll:d. :field, 
scientists are turning to religion tp provide the ideals and 
goals which make life meaningful~ Even Albert Einstein, in 
his later years, ascribed the attraction o:f the Judeao-
Christian traditions to their ability to provide high prin-
ciples as guides :for humqn behavior. Perceiving the recipro-
cal relation between science and religion, he comments, nsci-
ence w~out religion is lame, religion without science is 
blind.n L. C. Martin, who is Professor o:f Optics at the 
ImperiQ.l College of' Science and 'fechnology, calls on the man 
o:f science to judge the Christian Ideal as a thing of beauty. 
Impressed py its influence on the actions of men, he states, 
UA thing o:f beauty has a right tobe judged especially if it 
·y 
is continually capable af' inspiring and creating beauty. tt 
A revitalized Christianity is seen to be the great chal-
lenge to religion today.. J. B. Sheerin points. out that now is 
the time to infuse new life into the world by increased empha-
sis on u •• ·~the Divine ~esence in the sacraments and the In-
1/ 
dwelling o:f the Holy Ghost in the soul~n 
YA1bert Einstein, nscience and Religiop.; Excerpts out o:f my 
Later Years," Fortnightly (August 1950}·, 17~:70 •. 
£fL. c. Martin, nscience is not ..H;nough,n op. cit., p .. 271. 
3/J. B. Sh~erin, "Churchill to the Scientists,u Catholic World 
TMay, 1949J, 169:85. 
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(4) Churchmen everywhere are calling for a change of 
attitude toward science. They lament the fact that "timid" 
Christians feel they must ignore the truths of science in 
order to keep their faith. An editorial in The Commonweal 
warns that " •••• the theologian should not fear (thus deny) 
the facts of science or idly condemn reasonable hypotheses, 
for they do not affect the truths of revelation and the y 
spiritual order." For even the truths of science are ul-
timately God's Truths. 
In the same line of thought, Julian Pleasants calls 
for a renewal of the spirit of critical inquiry, experiment 
and discovery, which are part of the Christian virtue of 
prudence.. In conclusion he states, " •••• The discovery o·f 
new truths can h~ lis to know God better and serve Him 
more prudently. Jr 
Churchmen are also· deeply conscious of their responsi-
bility to interpret the findings of science and show how 
they fit in with religious doctrine. Although scientific 
theories are never conclusive, they are useful and as such 
worthy of consideration. Commenting on the theory of evo-
lution, which he sees as the most prob·a·ble though not proven 
!/Editor, ffReligion-~cience Question,tt The Commonweal 
(September 21, 1951) , 54:57 4. 
2/ Julian Pleasants .. , ttcatholics and Science, n The Commonweal 
TAugust 28, 1953), 58:514. 
• 
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account of the origin of living things, F. Sherwood Taylor 
comes forward with an urgent plea :for a new commentary on 
·y 
Genesis. 
Some within this group even point out certain parallels 
or unifying factors between science and religion. Many iden-
tify intuition as a common factor; others observe that both 
begin with faith. Warren Weaver, for example, states:"Based 
alike on .faith, but dealing with quite di.f.ferent but non-
contradictory aspects of man's total e~erience, science and 
?:.! 
religion •••• need no longer quarrel." 
(5) A devout humanism has come to displace that which 
'UD.fortunately came to be associated with "seientism" and 
"secularismn. Despite the errors of these philosophies, as 
Alastair Guinan explains : ttThere is, nevertheless, good theo-
logical ground :for generously according to labors and inves-
tigations in the natural, even in the merely physical, sci-
ences an honored and respected place among the activities 
. 21 
proper to a Christian •••• " 
In recognizing the limitations o.f science and the value 
o:f religion in li.fe, scientists are by no means abandoning the 
'J)'I. Sherwood Taylor, "Science and Religion," The Commonweal 
\May 26, 1950), 52:174. 
2/Warren Weaver,_"Sci:ne~ and Faith," Christian Century 
TJanuary 5, 1955), 72.13. 
Jl Alastair Guinan, "Scientism and Humanism in the Light o.f 
the Incarnation," Catholic World (June, 1955), 181:187. 
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reality of the "here and now". Nor are they sanctioning any 
flight to the opposite extreme, a preoccupation with the "hereO:.-
after'', which leads to some forms of religious eccentricity. 
However, an overemphasis on Sin and Redemption and the nee~ 
. . 
for atonement seems to have become the cornerstone of the 
nsocial gospeln. Concentrating on the transitoriness of life 
and the unworthiness of human effort, such a message seems to 
counsel man to serve ~od by severing all connections with 
worldly concerns. 
However, Christian Humanism provides a perspective which 
makes possible a.better understanding of life and of Godts 
plan in Creation. It emphasizes the significance of the In-
carnation. Alastair Guinan explains this point as follows:1/ 
nThe Old Testament concept of man in the image of 
Qod becomes, in New Testament thought, man incorporated 
into the life of Christ· :for it is by such ~ncorpora­
t1on that the purpose of Creation--seemingly defeated 
by the Fall--is fulfilled, :first in Christ, and then 
through His grace in us. Here is the logically prior 
principle in the light of which we 'begin to understand 
the :fact of sin as a failure to be. 
This Incarnationalist principle •••• a:ffords the most 
satisfactory hypothesis for the apprehension of more 
than a particular dogma; it offers the k~y to religion 
as a whole, and the precious clue to the understanding 
of life itself. Devout humanism finds its best justi-
fication in the taking of human nature 'Qy our Lord. In 
God manifest in the flesh we may see the one fact upon 
which all other things .in the redemption of mankind are 
dependent." 
1/A lastair Guinan, op. cit., ·p:p. 188-189 •. 
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Recognizing the present not only as a time of fulfill-
ment, but also through grace, as a foreshadowing of the 
glory to come, Christian Humanism accords to all natural 
endeavors a supreme dignity. It calls for the development 
of all special excellencies and every special talent, and 
it demands effort to cha.::t&e the world along Christian lines. 
- y 
As Mr. Guinan concludes: 
"How better can we hope to gain more understanding 
of the essential characteristic of the Incarnation, a 
characteristic which identifies,too, the spirit vital 
in the work of the philosophers, theologians, physical 
scientists, indeed or livers of·life, of men?rr 
Attempts at reconciliation.-- The religion-science pro-
blem has occupied the minds of men for centuries. The past 
decade has seen a renewal of that interest. Recent confer-
ences here and ab·road evidence the deep concern or contempo-
rary' scholars with the difficulties involved in harmonizing 
the two •. 
One of the first o£ these was the workshop-seminar at 
Penn. state College in the summer of 1953. Sponsored by the 
Danforth J.t'oundation, it had as its subject the Teaching of 
Natural Sciences in Relation to Religious Concepts. - fhe sem-
inar was conducted by Br. William G, Pollard who has devoted 
much of his time and energies to establishing a recon.cilia-
·y 
tion between science and religion. 
!JAlastair Guinan, op. cit., p. 192. Ysee p. 86. 
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In 1954 the fifth annual Interfaith Conference on the 
Coming Great Church took as its theme Religion in the Age 
of Science. Participating members spoke en, (1) the nature 
of truth and reality; (2) the nature of the cosmos; or, y 
(3) the nature of man. 
It was the conviction of the program committee planning 
the conference " •••• that the Coming Great Church will arise 
out of a new and universally valid synthesis of religious 
doctrine in which •••• the approach to truth established in the 
. y 
sciences will be a crucial source of inspiration and insight.n 
However, most of the scientists attending the meeting neither 
wanted nor expected the advent of a single religion for all. 
i~e need for developing more specific cooperation b·e-
tween scientists and theologians was emphasized. The estab-
lishment of inter-disciplinary seminars and increased repre-
sentation of the sciences on theology school faculties were 
suggested. "There was widespread confidence that the con-
ference had opened the way to an integration of religion and 
science that would provide a more helpful basis for coopera-Y 
tion and satisfactory living •••• in the age of science." 
1/Ralph W. Burlioe, "Conference on Religion in the Age of Sci-
ence; 1954 Meeting," Science (October, 1954), 120:522-524~ ' 
~See the announcement in Science (May 14, 1954), 119:693. 
) 
2/Ralph W. Burhoe, op, cit., P• 524. 
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Philosophers as well as scientists and educators have 
expressed concern with this same problem. In 1953, the Eas-
tern Division of the American Philosophical Association con-
ducted a symposium,he topic, "Are Religious· Dogmas Cognitive 
and Meaningful? n, The papers di~cuss.ed at this . meeting were 
concerned with the nature of scientific and religious belief 
. . J) 
and with the definition of Hfaith11 • 
A series of conferences on the various aspects of the 2t 
religion-science problem in education were held in ~gland. 
In 1950, the Ghristian Auxiliary Movement conducted a survey 
to determine the effects of science on the religious beliefs 
of school children. This culminated in the 1954 conference 
on ~cience and Religion attended by school children and their 
teachers. Two meetings, one in 1950 and another in 1951, 
dealt with difficulties involved in teaching Evolution. 
Most recently a conference in 1955 of science teachers met 
to discuss the Bible, Creation, Time and Revelation. 
The "Thinkers' Holiday Summer School",which was organized 
in 1955 and held at Embly Park in England, gives further evi-
dence of the widespread interest in correlating scientific 
. . 1. f .2/ and rel~g~ous be ~e s. 
1/"Symposium: A re Religious Dogmas Cognitive and Meaningful?" 
Journal of Philosophy (March 4, 1954), 51:145-172, 
gj S e.t:::_ ?P, Of":> • . ~ lOO • 
2/"Present Relations Between Religion and Science: a Sympo-
sium, n Hibbert Journal (October, 1955), 54:1-69. 
In Russia, the PreaidiJm of the Board of the All-Union 
Society for the Dissemination of Political and Scientific 
Knowledge sponsored a series of lectures. Some of the topics y 
chosen to spread scientific-atheistic propaganda include: 
l. On Overcoming the Religious Survivals in the Minds 
of Men 
2. Scientific Foresight and Religious nprophesies" 
3 • Was There a Beginning and Will There Be an End? 
4. The Task of Atheistic Education of Students 
5. How Technology Refutes False Views Concerning Nature 
6. Communist Morals and Religious Ivlorals 
7. The Origin and Class Nature of Christianity 
8. Science and Religion on the Construction o.f the 
Universe 
9. Science and Religion on the Origin of Life on the 
Earth 
10~ Science and.Religion on Man 
In a negative way, this antireligious program emphatical-
ly underscores the importance of' religion. It unwittingly at-
tests to the eternal longing in the hearts o.f men f'or know-
ledge o.f God. At the same time, it comes as a cogent reminder 
that effort must be made to overcome the pernicious e.f.fects 
o.f scientific materialism. This calls .for a rewedding 
!/Editor,- riPropaganda for Scientific-Atheistic Knowledge; 
Russian All-union Society," Clergy Review (July, 1950}, 
34:xvii-xviii~ 
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of science and religion, of knowledge and wisdom. 
5. 'llte Problem in. Education. 
The crisis in education:-- By its failure to transmit 
the cultural and religious heritage o.f Western civilization, 
---
education has helped to produce the crisis of our age. The 
growth of science and technology was accompanied by an in-
creased specialization and fragmentation of knowledge that 
penetrated the school curriculum. Sectarian narrowness, 
secularism and neutrality on ultimate issues combined with 
specialization to exclude religion from education. The effect 
was to produce a cultural vacuum and progressive disorder in 
our school systems. Calling for a revival of spiritual values 
11 in education, George F., Thomas remarks: 
nThus the issues at stake are great. If the moral 
breakdown and spiritual crisis of our time are not to 
destroy our Western civilization, if the secularism 
which has dominated our education is not to rob our 
American-democracy of its higher meaning and to stunt 
and dehll!Ill;inize the lives of our children, we must renew 
our'religious faith and make it the basis o.f all teach-
ing •. " 
The religion in education problem:-~ One of the .first 
attempts to solve the problem in education was a reappraisal 
of the whole question concerning the relation of religion to 
education. Particular attention has been given to the 
1/George F. Thomas, "Religious Perspectives in College Teach-
ing~ Problems and Principles, n Religious Perspectives in Gel-
lege Teaching, Hc:>:x:ie lL Fairchild, The Ronald Press Company 
New Y.:.ork, 1952, p. 38~ 
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historical meaning of the separation of Church and State. 
It has become widely recognized that religion is a vital 
part of our culture and as such should not be excluded from 
our educational program. Every pupil brings to school some 
religious commitment; however, " The most serionp question 
is whether the American public school can take cognizance of 
this religious commitment without taking sides as to the 
character and quality of the various forms of religious com-
JJ 
mitment.n 
Various national comm2ttees were established·to inves-
tigate the problem and many solutions were proposed. Some 
favored teaching about religion as a phase of our culture. 
Others sought ways of impregnating the curriculum with ac-
tivities designed to teach moral and spiritual values of a 
non-sectarian nature. Currently the American Association 
of Colleges for Teacher Education has a project under way 
to explore how teachers may be trained to deal with religi-
ous questions as they arise naturally in the curriculum. 
Fifteen pilot institutions were selected to take part in the 
initial phase of the program, curriculum development. 
Favorable results in curriculum revision and extra-
curricular activities have been reported. Moreover, an in-
terest in helpimg public schools cope with this problem has 
1/G. N. Shuster, nReligion and Philosophies of Education,n 
Religious Education (March, 1954), 49:82. 
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developed on the part of several participating institutions. 
Commenting on thE? significance of this, E. E. Dawson remarks, 
nin the final analysis it is in the context of public educa-
tion where positive accomplishments of the project are ex-
pected to be felt most. This is precisely why we are con-
. ·y 
cerned with religion in teacher education.n 
Religious perspectives~-- In higher education, early 
attempts to counteract the effect of specialization and 
fragmentation of knowledge took the form of an increased 
emphasis on general education.. Courses in religion were 
added to the curriculum, but this approach proved insuf-
ficient for very practical reasons. Teachers of individual 
subjects began to give special attention to the philosophi-
cal implications relevant to their field. More recently, a 
trend toward teaching with a religious perspective has taken 
hold. George F. Thomas carefully explains what is meant by 
a "religious perspective",. pointing out first what it is not 
and then what it demand of the teacher.£/ The main points of 
his explanation may be summarized as follows: 
1. It is not a dragging-in process. The teacher takes up 
YE. E. Dawson, nsummary :Report of Teacher Education and Re-
ligion Project, n !igth Yearbook,. American Association of Col-
leges for Teacher Educ~~ion~ ID.rieonta, N.Y., p955, p. 229. 
yGeorge F. Thomas, op. cit., pp.l4-20, 28-36. 
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religious implications in order to teach his subject 
fully and adequately: 
2. It does not contribute new facts, b.ut an interpreta~ 
tion of the known facts, thus deepening one's under-
standing of their ultimate significamce. 
3. It does not substitute for the establishment of facts 
or the development of appropriate theories. 
- fi.. It does not advocate a return to the "Christian uni-
versity"of the Middle Ages • It advocates instead a 
"liberal university" in which the professor is free 
to teach openly from his perspective. 
5. It requires the teacher to establish a close personal 
relationship with his students. Thus the student who 
has a problem will find him easier to approach. 
6. It requires_adequate consideration of relevant reli-
gious favts;and interpretation of all the facts, for 
(a)the basis of an attitude toward a subject; (b)the 
source of principles for dealing with problems that 
arise in a subject; or, (c)a norm f'or criticism. 
7. It requires a recognition of the limitations of one's 
own field. 
8. The personal qualities and attitude of the teacher 
may be more effective in expressing his perspective 
than anything he might say. 
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Turning to the objections to teaching from a religious 
perspective, Professor Thomas considers first the illusion 
. v 
of neutrality. He states-:. 
"As we have seen, secular educators have held to 
be 'liberal 1 required one to -be 'neutral' on ultimate 
philosophical and religious questions. But the profes--
sion of neutrality has b·een little more than a: pretense. 
Though they have claimed to be neutral with respect to 
religion, they have actually had a r-eligion of their 
own, consciously or unconsciously, and have inculcated 
it in their students. It is the religion of Scientific 
Humanism. The majority o.f f'aculty members o.f our liber-
al colleges have believed .firmly that there is no higher 
end .for man than his earthly .fulfillment (humanism) and 
that science provides the only dependable knowledge of 
the means to this end (scientism)~ Though it has been 
weakened during the last decade •••• this Scientific Hu-
manism is still a powerful .force:u 
Thus the real issue is whether one shall teach f'rom the 
perspective o.f religion or that of humanism. It is impossible 
to teach without some presuppositions; even the positivist ac-
cepts those of scientific humanism. Interpretation is based 
on presuppositions, and facts are meaningless unless they are 
interpreted. As to .false presuppositions, there is less chance 
o£ their becoming harmful if they are brought out into the 
open. 
Concerning the second objection, lack of special.ized 
knowledge, Professor Thomas explains that such knowledge is 
not necessary to the expression of one's convictions. The 
teacher who begs o.ff with this excuse misses an opportunity 
to become a better person. But, more importantly, he .fails 
l/George It'. Thomas, op. cit., p .. 19. 
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his students u ~ ••• where they need him most' wvre the ulti-
mate meaning of their existence is at stake.n. 
Professor Thomas deals with the third objection, the 
fear of dogmatism, by pointing out that teachiAg from a re-
ligious perspective is not indoctrination. "It accepts the 
necessity both of belief or commitment and of inquiry into 
y' 
further truth.n This view is compatible with the spirit of 
liberal education; Moreover, the teacher is under strong 
obligation not to impose his convictions upon his students. 
The preparation of teachers.-- Professor Ulich takes up 
the problem of teaching from a religious perspective in rela-
tion to teacher education. Co~cerning teaching in/relation 
to American democracy, he makes this observation:1 
"Our schools,so we contend, must and can teach de-
mocracy in a spirit which leads man to an understanding 
of its transcendant dimension, or sooner or later de-
mocracy will lose the depth which has helped it to 
emerge rurnd which alone can hep it to survive. 
The public schools of this country1 in consequence of of the necessary and praiseworthy princ~ple of separa-
tion of state and Church, cannot attempt to indoctrinate 
a specific creed, Christian or otherwise. Likewise, 
most of our colleges and universities would reject such 
a demand. This, however, does not mean, and was never 
intended to mean, that t~e cannot be a religious spirit 
pervading our education, especially in our interpreta~ion 
o::f democracy, tt 
1/George F. Thomas, op. cit.,p.24 • _gJibid.' p. 27. 
.2/Robert ill.ich, ttThe Preparation of Teachers," Religious Per-
spectives in College Teaching, Hoxie N. Fairchild, The Ronald 
.l:"ress Company, New York, 1959, pp.437-438~ 
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Inquiring into the resonsibiiities of teachers and of 
those who prepare teachers, Professor Ulich emphasizes the 
. 11 following points summarized below: 
1. The teacher should be careful to indicate the limita-
tions of science, and should be the critic of scien-
tism which is a distortion of science. For the stu-
dent to develop as a whole personality, he must see 
that important and valuable as science is, it is not 
enough. 
2. The teacher should resist any tendency toward rela-
tivism which destroys faith in permanent values. 
3. Without being dogmatic, the teacher should "open the 
windows of a young and waiting soul.for the great won-
ders of life, of which freedom, the possibility of 
progress and truth, the urge to love and the dignity 
·~ 2/ 
of the individual are perhaps the greatest. n-
4· Th~ teacher who would inspire his students should not 
create the impres~ion that he know~ all the answers, 
nor should he be asham~d of his ignorance. 
5. tt.Teacher-trainingn is not ~nough; the good teacher needs 
a broad liberal arts backround or general education. 
6. Good teaching must transmit the American cultural 
heritage which reflects its religious motivation. 
1/Robert Ulich, op. cit., pp. 450-454 yrbid., p.451 .. 
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6. Conclusion 
The foregoing discussion provides a proper perspective 
for consideration of the topic of this thesis, teaching 
science in relation to religious concepts. As has been in-
timated this involves much more than correlating the findings 
of science with traditional religious beliefs. As has also 
been shown, this is but one phase of a much broader and es-
sentially deeper problem which pervades every aspect of 
daiiy living. An understanding of the religion-science pro-
blem and its philosohical implications is essential to the 
teacher who would provide his students with both knowledge 
and wisdom. The responsibility of education to contribute 
to the solution of a problem it in part produced is indeed 
great. No small share of that responsibility falls to the 
science teacher. 
In its preoccupation with the techniques of science and 
the gifts of technology, Western civilizatinn has lost sight 
of the ultimate Reality that gives meaning to life. It be-
comes the responsibility of education today to help restore 
this vision to the hearts and minds of men. As Professor 1/ 
Ulich states, nThe choice is still before us.n-
1/Robert ID.ich, op. cit~, p. 455. 
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CHAPTER I 
PROB>'LEM AND PRO'eEDtiRE 
1; iire Problem --
statement o£ the problem.-- This· paper is an attempt 
.to present a survey of current ~bought on teavhing science 
in relation to religiaus concepts through reference to the 
periodical literature; 
Heed f'or research.-- The teaching of certain science 
concepts creates a very real problem in the mind of the 
student who mus"t reconcile these ideas with his religious 
beliefs; Such problems prof'oundly af'f'ect his philosophy 
of' lif'e and thus his fiture behavior; Regarding reeen.t 
scientific discoveries concerning the age of the earth, 
!I 
space and time, evolution, etc. • .Hugh s. Taylor remarks: · 
"It is discoveries such as these which present 
the studem.t, who is a Christian, with serious pro-
blems which it is the duty o£ the Christian teacher 
to help resolve: The faith of the Christian and the 
advance of scientific lmowledge must be reconciled. 
The discoveries of science must be harmonized with 
the Bible:n · 
yHugh s. Taylor, "Physical Sciences," Religious Perspec-
tives in Co:J.l.ege Teaching, Hoxie~N. F~irchil.d, The Ronald 
Fress Company, New York, 1952, p~' 213. 
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w~ find the same opinion expressed by Edward McCrady 
- :- y 
in reference to th$ teaching of biology,. He comments: 
"Let ne one suppose that the sUbject of biology 
is so/ detached £rom a11 rel.igicru.s questions that it:, 
can be adequately taught without ref'erence to them. 
As anyone who has taught the subject knows, the stu-
dents wil~ see cmmectioo.s and ask about them whether 
the professor wants to discuss them or n0t~ One ·can 
hardly broach the subje~t o:f evolution, .for instance, 
without stimulating some sjjudent to pk whether this 
theory is not incempatible ~With Christianity ;u 
Areas of agreement and apparent vonflict are not c1ear-
1y understeod, no:: are they dealt with adequately in the 
school cwriculum: n • •• ~What has been most remarkable in 
the teaching of science from some deeafes past is the way 
in which it has avoided open ref'erence to religious subjeets 
. y 
when they were m~st germane and pressing for attention:u 
Purpose of the study~-- This paper has a threefold 
purpose. First, it is intended to summarize the present 
thinking on the problem insofar as current literature re-
veals it~ The attempt is to indicate what is being dene 
by way of a solutiOn. and to suggest what problems lie ahead~ 
The second purpose of the study is to arouse an increased 
awareness o:f the importance o.f religious implications in 
the teaching o:f science. As the observations in the Intro-
YEdward McCrady, "Bi?logy,n {ieliii.ious Perspectives in 
sollege ~eachingi Bo~e N. fa:~.rchildt Tli~ Ronald Press 
ompany, New Yor , 1952, PP• 235-236. 
y"Mward IlcCrady, <>p. cit., p; 235. 
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duetion would suggest, the problem of religious implication 
can no longer be safely ignored. Thirdly, it is the pur-
pose of' this paper to- specifically point out the moral ob,... 
ligation of the teacher to deal with religion-science ques-
tions as they arise-; - The need for the teacher to prepare 
himself' for such a responsibility-is, of' course, implied. 
It may be pointed out that the -chief value of' this 
study wil1 ie in its revealing those areas where further 
research may prove most fruitful• 
Scope and limitations.~~ The summary of articles cov-
ers a period from l94S to 19-55. Originally all of these 
articles appearedcin periodical literature. Some have 
since been incorporated into books or issued in pamphlet 
form. Much has been written on the religio.n-science prob-
lem apart from its app1ication in the :field of education. 
References of this kind, which formed the backrotmd of 
this study, are essential to a proper understanding of the 
religious implications of teaching science~ They have been 
retained in the bibliography for just this reason. 
~e literat11De touches on two general topics on which 
science and religion may seem to confl.ict: (l) Evolution, 
the origin and development o£ living things, and (2) Crea~ 
tien, the <:>rigin of matter and the formation o:f the uni-
verse. The two topics are often discussed together f'or one 
may speak of the "evolving un:iverseu ert in the province 0f 
/ 
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living things, · o:f the, n creation e:f man" • It is not the pur-
-
pose of this paper to shew how these two concepts may be 
reconciled with religious belief. The attempt is, instead, 
to present the status o:f ~hesa two theories in the light o:f 
modern science and to discuss some o:f the religious implica-
tions. 
!he religion-science problem has occupied the minds of 
many writers. There is -an abundance o:f excell'ent material. 
en this topic. Many writers have been concerned with the 
religious si~ifie~ce of particular science concepts, others 
with the problem in general.. Most o:f what appears in the 
literature come~ from the pen of the scientist or_theel.ogian. 
' 
Goneern on the part o:f ~ducator~ is 1ati$y recent: 
~y 't;wemty-.five- articl$s-· in the last ten years have 
dealt with teaching science in. relation ta r$ligious con-
cepts, nearly ali of these appearing in the period from 
1950 to 1955. Al1 o.f the writers are science teachers and 
represen~ both private and pub1ic education. jhe problem 
~.higher education receives the greatest amount of atten-
tion. Sinve the articles are so :few and of such varied na-
ture, no attempt has been made tO> restrict the survey to 
any grade level or type of school system~ 
.~ere are many ramifications to the religion-science 
problem in education; They. are dea1t with at some length 
in the Introduction and in the suggestions .for futher 
5 
research in the concluding chapter. SUfi'ice it to say £or 
now that the problem is not the teach ex's alone 4! Educators 
are all too keenly aware o£ their responsibility to youth; 
but, scientists, theologians, phUosophers, parents and ad-
ministrators all have a share in the problem and each has 
a unique contribution to make towards its solution.~ Indeed, 
if any solution is forthcoming, it may be expected to be 
through the combined e.f£ort of all.. 
2 •. Research Pr9oedure 
Introductory remarks.-- It was d.ecid~d to approach the 
prob-lem by the historical method, a review of the 1iterature. 
It may be noted that a survey of teacher opinion or test of 
stuQ.ent attitude might prove o£ equa1 value in determinimJg 
the trend of current thought. A survey of either kind could 
easily .form the basis of another study. 
Locating previous research.-- A thorough search was 
made to locate any previous work of a similar nature. The 
search covered a period of twenty years. Standard refer-
ences .for locating research were consUlted and included the 
bibliographies and summaries-in education, education year-
l;looks, A.:E.R.A. journals and U.S.O.E •. publications. No study 
of this kind was located; 
Building the bibliography~-- A working bibliography 
was deve+oped through recourse to the Education Index, the 
6 
Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature, the International 
Index,. and ~he Catholic· Periodical Index. References ap-
peared under the following subject headings:· (1) Religion 
and Scienc-e, (2) Creation,· (3) Evolution, and (5) Ccsmelogy. 
The first area proved to "'be. the most usable and productive. 
The bibliography thus obtained was complete for the period . 
from 1946 to 1956. 
Treatment-of data.-:.. The refere:m.ces were sifted of 
unrelated material and sub·jected to the following criteria 
for inclusion in the study: (1.) Dealt.directly with teaching 
science in relation to religious concepts; (2) Presented 
the religion-science problem as it is today; (3) Discussed 
the present status of evolution or creation in the light of 
modern science; or, {4) Took up the problem of correlating 
one of these two topics with religion. Only those item$ in 
the first category were sel.ected f'or complete review. Items 
in the other categories provided an overall view of the va-
riou~ aspects of the problem~ 
A wealth of material was 1ocated on the religion-science 
problem in general. .An attempt was made to locate the point 
of view of the scientist, theologian, atheist, agnostic, edu-
cator and philosopher. Both scientific humanism and Chris-
tian humanism were represented. To fully appreciate the 
signi.ficance of the problem in science education, an under-
standing of the .American eul tural dilennna seemerl to be 
7 
essential. ~erefore, a search was made to discover the 
cau~es and effects-of the religion-scieRce controversy, the 
present status of the ·probl.em, and the implications fer edu-
cation~ The results are presented in the Introduction. 
References which were rejected included: (l)Those which 
were reviews Gf books; (2) Those whieh dealt with the morality 
of science; (3) Those which were personal attacks en the sci-
entist or theo~ogian; 
All of the authors are experienced science teachers,. 
many of them on the faculties of universities or colleges~ 
All. recognize that teaching science involves religious im-
plications and agree that the issue cannot be avoided. Ho 
attempt to classify the writers pro and con, therefore, was 
necessary. The articles selected .f'or review are organized. 
into the .f'ollowing general groups: (l.) science teaching in 
higher education; (2) reports on conferences and seminars; 
(3) teaching evolution; and, (4) cerrelating science teacM 
ing and religion; 
For convenience, all the references used are listed in 
the bibliograhy under the following headings:: (1) Teaching 
I 
Science in Relatian to Religious Goncepts (the articles re-
viewed); (2) The Religion-Science Problem; (3} Creation; 
t4) Evolution; and (5) Religion in Education. An Index of 
Articles Rev~ewed, arranged alphabetically by author and 
title, .fC>llows the Selected Bibliography. 
Books and periodicals used in this study are available 
at Bostoh Public Library, Boston Uhiversity Bchool of Educa-
tion Library, Harvard University Wiedner Library and School 
of ~ducation Library, and Boston College Library. The col-
lection of essays published by the American Association of 
Colleges for Teacher Education is not available at any of the 
local libraries. It may be purchased for one dollar by wri-
ting to the A!sociation, Box 321, Oneonta, N. Y. 
CHAPTER II 
SOME OBSERVATIONS ON @REATION 
- - ;... . .- ·' .. ~ 
Introduatory remarks.-- The purpose of this chapter is 
to indicate some of the problems involved in reconciling the 
story of Creation as conceived by present daY science with 
that told to us by religion. It is not intended to be an ex-
haustive treatment o€ the subject. The chief value of this 
chapter and the next is to make the teaaher aware of the 
religious implications of the topic. 
1. Modern Science and Creation 
Birth of the universe.-- Converging with remarkable 
agreement, the latest scientific evidence points to the con-
clusion that the universe was born in a single mighty ~ct of 
creation some three to five billion years ago. Norman Car-
lisle unfolds in dramatic fashion the story of creation as 
envisaged by modern science. The story goes back to that 
"most mystifyin~ moment of all--Time:Zero, the moment before 
11 
there was a nniverse!tt 
1/Norman Carlisle, ttThe Universe is Born," abridged, Catholic 
Digest (February, 1950), 14:62. 
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The scientists who made this announcement drew upon the 
works of hundreds of physieis,ts, astron_omers, geologists and 
chemists. Three significant discoveries preceded the formu-
" 
lation of this conclusion~ First, a scientist examining a 
piece of the oldest rock on earth measured the extent of radi6-
active disintegration and calculated its age~ From this 
measurement he concluded that the earth cannot be older than 
2 billion years~ The second diacovery was made by astronomer 
Bart J. Bok of the Harvard Observatory. From his studies on 
the Milky Way he learned that our galaxy must be about 2 
billion years old. A startling view of a continuously ex-
panding universe was the third discovery. Edwin Powell 
Hubble, working with astronomical photographer; Milton Her-
man, observed that ft~ ••• the galaxies are rushing away into 
space at frightful speeds like particles of an exploding 
11 
shell.tt 
Mathematicians Ralph A. Alpher and Dr~ Robert c; Herman 
of the Applied Physics laboratory at Johns Hopkins University 
and Professor George Ganow of George Washington University 
went to work on these discoveries. They came to the stunning 
conclusion that these gaiaxies had come from the same spot 
in space and had begun their fli~t between 2 and 3 billion 
years ago. 
i/Norman Carlisle, op. cit~; P• 63~ 
11 
!he sc.ientists reasoned that all the material that 
would make up the tmi verse could have been jampaeked into 
one tiny pb.-p0int o£· space, 'bu1i un<ier such conditions Cl)f' 
heat and pressure t~a't not even matter could have existed. 
. !/ De.seribmg the first manent ef ereati01a, earlis1e says: 
ttThis primorial 11£e stuff' o.:r the universe must 
bllve been made up o£ sheer energy:fm~!:zing !f!th incon-
ceivabl~ power--energy so overwhe · · . 'that·, 'by com-
parison, the hea't of an atomic bomb is .a mere fire-
cracker. How leng it ha.d been there, where it had 
come from te begin with, the scientists cannot evea 
imagin~. They cannot Pl"eb~t beyead Timet ZerG. 
'they de knew that at the zero hour, there must 
have been some tremendous stirring in that wimag:fa& 
able •universe egg. t · ·It surgeci within and exploded. 
No· human guesswork ean ··be beld $ilough to envisage the 
shattering thrust of pure driv±ag energy which started 
the race threugh spaee~ Nc;>t a race of stars er so.1ici 
pieces of 111a.tter, only l'adian't eaergy. n 
lil just four minutes after the exp~osicm, tlle energr 
had . expanded l?Y billions of' miles ana 1 ts temperature aad 
dropped billi~ns cf degrees. As tjte wildly raeing neutrcms 
sl.$wed down, the i'irst atoms were formed, eaeh <b-0p in tem-
perature and pressure creating eondit.~cm..s Jt •• ~.exactly right 
.. .. y 
fer tlae .formation or a di.f.f'erent kind Qf .at Em~ •.• ~ tt · Carlisle 
. . }./ 
describes the process as follow~: -
n~e neutro.s~ slowed down giving off part of their 
e1ectriea1 charfe in t.he .form of tiny packets of energy 
tnat we now laum §S electrons • Somehow taese eleetrens 
arranged th.emsel ves around the neu.troos .forming el.f,te-
trenic envelopes.tt -
:uOp. 6it.' p .• 64 •. 
!fLoc •. cit. 
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All ninety-twe elements were formed within that first 
fantastic hour. n:rn one hour, there they were--all the 
atoms that would make al.l the gal;.pd.es, pl.anets, suns, all 
the substances in the earth, eveli all- living creatures. jj 
Nothing would ever be added." . 
For some ten million years there was only a vast ex-
panse oX dust and radiation, a seething mass uniformly dis-
tributed through space. Then the particles of dust began 
to c~e their relative position and distinct clouds formed. 
Carlisle points out that this is where the words "Let there 
be light" have tremendOlils signf.ricance, for part of the ra-
diant energy in the evolving universe was in the form of 
light. Astronomers like Whipple and Spitzer of Princeton 
say the force of this light is what mad~ the stvs and the 
planets. Recalling. that light'; as a form of energy, exerts 
. y 
pressure, the birth of stars is explained as follows: 
"Through variations in light intensity, one dust 
particle cast a shadow an another, slowed it up by re-
ducing light pressure on it. The particle that cast the 
sh~:dew caught up with the one in the shadow, joined it. 
'!he two ca.st a still bigger shadow, cut of:f the light 
pressure on still more particles, and so on and on un-
til there was a whole cloud of loosely joined dust." 
A swirling motion in the dust cloud commenced and the 
pgrticles drew c1oser and closer together. T.he c1opd con-
tinued to shrink for a billion years. Then gravity began to 
win out in its battle with light pressure. Within a hundred 
1/N!orm.an Gariisle, op. cit., p: 65. £/Loc.cit. 
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years after this mom~nt, the cloud has collapsed into a star. 
uThe furious dash of particles has also created heat-~ 
savage temperatures ef billions of degrees--setting off nu-
clear reactions in the carbon, hydrogen and helium ~toms. 
The star becomes a mighty atomic engine, a blazing sun. ny 
Scientists tell us that planets were made in just the same 
way, from dust clouds. 
At the,moment when gravity first began to win out, the 
diameter o:f the dust cload was about 6,000 billion miles. 
This figure proved to be tremendously important to• the ob-
servations made by astronomer Blart J~ Bok. Checking hun-
dreds of pictures o:f the Milky Way, he observed the same 
dark patches on each which he reali~ed te be gigantic dust 
clouds. Each cloud measured more than 6,000 billion miles 
in diameter. Many' astronomer concluded that here was evi-
dence of stars in the making; the clouds had not yet col-
lapsed into stars. Perhaps the creative process is still 
going on! 
Bok's discovery cleared up another perpleXing mystery 
also: "Why are some stars blazing so brightly when they 
should long since have been burned black i:f they Fe as old 
as the rest of the universe? Here was the answer. They 
' y 
are _young stars." 
The story of creation, as told to us by moder.m science, 
Ylbrman Carlisle, op. cit. , p; 65. ,Y.Ibid.' p~ 66. 
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is a magnificent scientific achievement. However, as Car-
l.isle reminds us, u •••• Even top scientists must recognize· 
the most profotmd mystery of all still remains: how did 
life emerge from the nuclear fluid that becomes cosmic 
. . JJ 
dust, th~t becomes suns and planets." 
Nature of the universe:-- The attempt in this section 
is to present some of the recent theories regarding the na-
ture of structure of the universe. These lie in the field 
of cosmology; Since Eddington• s concept of the Expanding 
Uh.iverse became popular some twenty years ago, cosmology 
has accumulated enough facts to become a definite science. 
"Cosmology is concerned with the investigation of the 
spatial structure of the tm.iverse and ~I?-e clr'ges which occur 
in the structure in the course of time •. ~; • " Explaining the 
21 
basic suppositions o:f the science, Professor Brfick states: 
"We start by considering 'space 1 as being filled 
with 'matter• l and we §.Ssume the existence of forces 
which are act:tve wherever matter is found, and whose 
strength at any poimt depends on the §mOunt of matter 
present and on its spatial distribution.~~; This means 
that we rely on the validity of Iewton• s l.aw of gravi-
tation and certain postulates such as that relating 
.force to motion. Last~ lmt not least, we assUme that 
the space in- which things happen is Euclidean or, in 
other words, such that the laws of ordinary Euclidean 
geometry hold within it." 
What holds true for a-limited region of space, however, 
yNorman CarliSle, op; cit., p: 66. 
2/H. A. Briick, "CoSlllology; New Cosmology of Fred Hoyle, n 
1rownside Review (Autumn, 1951), 69:440. 
. . 
J/Op·: 6it.' p; w. 
• 
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llBBd laOt hold true when. extended to the whole tmiverse. 
This £act and the possibility of oeher £actore operating 
gives rise to the variaus ·cosmological theories. Numerous 
umodels" of the tmiverse have been proposed differing in 
" •••• the framework o£ the mechanical laws which they adopt, 
on in their assumptions re~~ding the distributio.n of mat-!/ . 
·ter through the universe." 
The two classical models are: (1) the UN ewtcmian model n , 
in which the universe is assumed to be. infinitely extended, 
and {i) the "Einstein tmiverse", in which space is finite 
but unbounded and is curved or spherical, 
Professor BrHck takes up two solutions to the problem 
posed by accepting the Einstein universe, for such a uni-
verse would be in a state of unstable equilibrium and the 
slightest disturbance would cause it to expand or contract. 
The first solutien is that of' Eddington. According to his 
theory the tmi verse 'Was in its beginning an "Einstein u static 
tmiverse. Its equilibrium was disturbed thus giving rise to 
the present nexpanding 'Universe." The second solutioo is 
th~ concept proposed by the Abbe Georges Lamaitre. He pos-
tulates the explosion of a "primeval atom" which started the 
expansion of the universe~ · 
1n each of these explanations, it is supposed that all 
the matter of the universe was provided for once and for al1 
yH. A. :Birllek, op. cit., p. 442. 
e· 
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at the beginning. Both agree that the universe cannot be 
at rest, but is in continual motion on a large scale. Fur-
. . y 
ther, as Professo~ Brftck points out: 
"The general agreement between the ages of the 
Earth, the Sun, and the.t.lDlajori ty of stars, and the 
time when the expansien started is accepted not only 
by I.amaitll"e, but also by other well known c·osmologists, 
including von Weizaker, as evidence that the universe, 
as we know it, .originated about 2 or 3 thouspd mil-
lion years ago. . 
It appears that the cosmological theory, as we 
have outlined it, and tke behgvior of the nebulae 
agree in general, and that discrepancies eou1d be a.c-
colm.ted :for, in particular, by our lack of observation-
al data.tt 
The cosm.01ogy o:f Bondi, Gold and especialJ.y Fred Hoyle 
is an entirely different. concept. 'They claim that the whole 
approach is incorrect. Cotrlmenting on the new eosmo,logy of y . 
Fred Hoyle, the Professor explains: 
"Hoylezs chief assumption concerns the ~er in 
which the matter of the universe was created •••• Aeeord-
i:ng to Hoyle, however, 111a.tter is created continuously 
all. the time. This creation is assumed to take place 
in such a way that the total. amount of matter in any 
sufficiently large region of spaee remains the same al1 
the time~ Whatever matter leaves a volume of' space on 
account of' expansien is newly created so that the loss 
is compensated. It is actually the continuous creation 
o:f matter which is responsibJ.e, according to Hoyle, :fol:' 
the expansion o£ the universe. n 
nds continuous creation is supposed to take place at 
such a slow rate that it cannot be detected by any instru-
ments~ He also claims that this continuously created matter 
replenishes that out o:f which galaxies are continuously 
yH. A. Bruck, op. cit., p. 449. Yibid., P~~449-45f). 
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being formed. Finally, matter is eontinueusly being created 
.from hydrogen atoms. Tb:us the lllliverse is constantly being 
refuelled. Boylets universe never grGms old, but remains 
yo'I!Dlg all the time. It is infinite in time and space. Com-
1/ 
menting on this final point, Br\lck says: 
nThe essential difference between Hoyle•s theory 
and the earlier cosmological theories appears to be 
that Hoyle'' s is a • steady-state-theori~ ' whereas the 
world according to-previous ideas has· a-history, is 
moving .from a beginning to an end~ The expan.sion of 
the universe as well as the f'olliilation of galarties, the 
condensaticm of stars in galaxies· and other facts, all. 
point to the existence of a one-way direction in cos-
mological processes. Royle would aalmowledge this', 
but he deprives the .fact of its significance by intro-
ducing the concept 0:f continuous creation. Such a 
concept makes it possible to 8VOid the necessity of 
believing in a beginning. o:f the material world, which 
Hoyle and others .find di.f~icul.t to accept.• 
Some unanswered questions~-- Arnecent editorial com-
ments on the 1atest discoveries coneerning.creation. !be 
writer mentions in particular the annotmcement by chemist 
Harold Urey that the Barth and other planets were .formed 
. y 
;from dust clouds about two billion ye~s ago. He remarks: 
· v 11But the question that haunted us in our puny 
Attempts at -ratioeinatien was this; Assuming that 
.sum. and planets all come .frOlll one huge gas c1oud--
where did the gas c:loud cGme from--how did it come 
into existemce? i.f the Earth was created :frem dust 
where did the dust come .from? Did it create itse1!? 
In brief ... -gas cl·oud--dast or what; it must have 
had a beginn~g. What do you think? n 
!JH,. A. Brttek, op. cit:~ p. 451. 
2/Edi tor··; "Unso1 ""ed Mystery, if Extension ( Janurunr, 1950) , 
44:30. ' 
1.8 
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Laurence Burns strike$ a similar note in his artie2e~ 
In it he explains that Fred Hoyle's theory, in postulatilmg 
t.Q.e eont~u<>us evolutien o£ hydrogen, calls fer the constant 
creation of matter out o£ nothing. In contrast, he continues, 
Lamaitre suggests that hydrogen is continually being materi-
alized out of cosmic rays by the transformation of energy 
into mass. Mass, however, is not to be e~used with mat-
ter. Matter coul.d not have existe<i always; it must have 
been created in the beginning. Thus, the writer concludes, 
the origin o£ matter remains an unexplained mystery. In his 
gpinion, this £act but emphasizes t,h.e necessity o£ recogniz-
mg a Creator. 
The following yarks by Professor Brtick are worthy of 
note at this point : 
"This brings us back to our starting point; tie 
have tried ta show that cosmo1ogical theory, though 
its l.anguage may be cl.ose to that o£ phil~sophy, 4oes 
not in fact have any direct bearing on it. There will 
always be those who, like Hoyl.e-;· wouJ.d claim that any 
progress in science must have an influence on philoso-
phy and relig~on. They forget that in science, as 
cosmology shows oBly too clearly, we limit our view to 
one particular aspect of the thhgs around us, and 
neglect deliberately other no less real aspects of the 
world which must be analyzed and studied in their own 
way. To mention only one, no cosmological. theory, so 
lang as it remains a scienti£ic theory, can teach us 
anything about why the universe exists or wh~ the uni-
verse is as we see it.« 
1/Laurence Burns, nmatter o£ Creation'" Catholic World 
\November·, 1952}, 176 !1.28-131. 
gjB~ A. Bruck, op; cit., .P• 452. 
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We find the same thought, expressing the limitations 
of scientific theory, echoed in the words of Pope Pius XII 
in his allocution to the Pontifical Academy of Science. 
There are many views of the nature_of primitive matter, 
but its .pressue , density and temperature must have been 
utterly beyond anything we know. Outlining the scientific 
discoverlis which led to this conclusion, ~he Holy Father 
remarks: 
"Rightly, on the other hand does the mind in its 
eagerness for truth insist on asking how matter reached 
this state ••••. and it a1so wants to know what went be-
fore it. In vain would we seek an answer ibn natural 
science, which declares honestly that it finds itself 
face to face with an enigma. It is true that such a 
question would demand too much of natural science as 
such. But it is also certain that the human mind 
trained in philosophical meditation penetrates more 
deeply into the problem." 
2. Some Religious Implications 
Introductory remarks.~* We have confined our discussion 
of creation to the formation of the universe. However, man 
is a part of creation and eccupies a unique position in the 
"idea" behind it all. This is dealt with to some extent in 
the next chapter where the creation of man is discussed as 
part of the concept of evolution. For a more adequate dis-
cussion of man's place in the universe the reader is recom-
mended to the items in the bibliography listed under the 
section "Creationn. Keynoting the theme .found in many of 
JJ'Pius lli, "Modern Sience and the Existence of God", 
Catholic ~nd (March, 1952), 50:190. 
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these articles is the remark by Joe Brieg, »What an astoun-
. --
ding being ~ is when he consents to be what God desires 
him to be!" 
Science tells us that space and time are finite, that 
our material world had a beginning and will have an end. 
Yet science cannot account for the origin of matter. Thus 
the religious implication is in essence simply and solely 
the existence o£ God as the Necessary Being, the First 
Cause. 
Science and the existence of God.-- Nowhere is the 
true relationship of science to religion expressed more 
compellingly than in the Popets address to the scientists. 
His generalzjhesis is expressed in the opening paragraph 
as .follows: 
" ••••• By your research, your unveiling of the 
secrets of nature, and your teaching of men to direct 
the forces of nature toward their own welfare, you 
preach at the same time in the language of figures, 
formulas and discoveries, the unspeakable harmony of 
the work o.f an all-wise God. 
In fact, according to the measure of iys progress, 
and contrary to affirmations advanced in the past, true 
science discovers God in an ever-increasing degree--as 
though God were waiting behind every door opened by 
science .. " 
Recognizing that science can do much to remove objections 
by dispelling prejudices and providing clearer illustrations, 
1/Joe Brieg, "Out of :ilTothingness Bame Light,n Ave Maria 
TJanuary 28, 1956), 83:7. 
z/Pius XII, op. cit., p. 182 .. 
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the Holy Father proposes to re-examine the classic pro6£s of 
-
God's existence. Recent scientific discoveries have empha-
sized anew the mutability, the contingency, the dependence 
' 
and order in the universe. On the basis of these discoveries 
the Pope inquires into the physical foundations of the .famous 
tt.five ways" St. Thomas used to demonstrate the existence of 
God. 
Mutability.-- Taking ~p the first of the five ways, the 
Pontiff discussed the phenomena of change or mutabnlityj in 
the microcosm and the macrocosm. Modern physics has shown 
that there is instability and mutabili~y even in those parts 
of nature once regarded as stable and immutable, the atom 
and its nucleus. · The pope cited as examples the countless 
transformations of the forms of energy in chemical decompo-
sitions and combinations and the intra-atamoic changes in 
the subatomic particles of.the nuclei. 
The old oversimplified picture of indivisible atoms, 
taken as the basis of materialistic monism, has been shattered. 
Thus inorganic mattetlis n •••• in its innermost being counter-
signed with the stamp of mutability,and e0nsequently its 
existence and its subsistence demands a realitl;entirely dif-
ferent and one by its very nature invariable. n From this 
one reasons to the concept o:f an Eternal and Immutable Being • 
66 
1/Pius XII, op. cit., P• 182. 
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The law of entro:py. -- Turning to the .fifth way, the 
argument from order, the Pope takes up the fact of entropy, 
the constant using up of available energy in the universe. 
Concerning the~irection of transformations in the macro-
cosm, he says: 
nAs late as one hundred years ago,. especially 
after the discovery of the law of conservation of 
energy, it was thought that. natural process were re-
versible. Consequently, in conformity with the laws 
of strict causality, or rather the determination o.f 
matter, an ever recurring renovation and rejuvenation 
of the cosmos was considered possible. Through the 
law o.f entropy however •••• it was recognize€~ that the 
spontaneous processes o.f nature are always accomEanied 
by a diminution of free and utilizable energy. ln. a 
closed material system, this conclusion must lead 
eventually to the cessation of processes on a macro-
scopic scale. This unavoidable fate •••• postulates 
eloquently the existence of a fiecessary Being." 
For, if the universe is running down, it must have had 
a beginning in time. We are thus brought back to the n~c­
cessity o.f recognizing a creator of the universe~ 
In the microcosm, discoveries in atomic research and 
astrophysics mark both atomic and intra-atomic developments 
..J 
with the same sense of direction. The Pope draws his example 
here from the diminution of solar energy. The loss of radiant 
energy from the chemical atoms in the sunrs photosphere is 
compensated for within the sun by the formation.of helium 
from hydrogen. This process takes place at the expense of 
1/Pius Xii, op. cit., p. 187 
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the energy which exists o:rdinarUy as mass in the hydrog-en 
nucleus. Thus we .find in the mier0eosm a law at work which 
is anal.agous to the law of entropy. 
Science has feund no way o£ ann~ling this exploitation 
of the Earth's stere of available energy, and is .forced to 
recogi?.iZ:e that the tmiverse is growing old, that it is in-
sufficient to eJq>lain itself. J)Thus ·everything see{js to 
dicate, says the Holy Father: · 
in-
"The material universe had in .filaite times a 
mighty beginning,· provitled as it·was with an indes- · 
crib ably vast abundance or£ en~rgy reserves, in virtue 
of which, at fiX"st rapidly anfl then with increasing 
slowness, it evolved into its present state." 
Creation in time.-,.. The Pcm.tif£ outlines the methods 
used by· science to determine when the universe began and 
the condition o.f its primordal. state. He draws from the 
latest discoverie~ cancerning: (l.} the recession of spira1 
nebulae; {2)_ th,e age o.f the solid crust of the earth; 
··!; 
(.3) the age.Of meteorites; cmd, (4) the stability of the 
systems o.f doub1e stars and starry masses. Studies in all. 
these fields lead to the conclus1~ that cosmic processes 
had their beginning close ta ; billi011 years ago. This 
. conclusion, the Pope asserts·, is not contrary to the open-
ing words in Genesis which attest to the begilming of 
things in tim,e. 
YPius XII~ op. cit., p. 189. 
Science is baffled by the question of what preceded 
that moment of creation and feels compelled to abandon the 
notion of self-sufficient matter. It leaves to philosophy 
and revelation the task of providing sttre a.gguments for 
) 
creation, and in the case of revelation, for creation in 
time. The facts established by science are not absolute 
proof of creation in time and theories based on them are 
outside the proper sphere of natural science. However,. 
. y 
the Pontiff points out: 
" ••• ~It would seem that present day science, 
with one ;sweeping step backward across millions of 
centurieq has succeeded in bearing witness to that 
primordial 'Fiat lux' ·uttered at the moment when 
along with matter there burst forth from nothing a 
source of light and radiation , while the particles 
of chemical elements split and formed into millions 
of galaxies." 
With the concreteness that belongs to physical proofs 
S·cience has broadened and deepened the empiracle foundatiolils 
on which rests the argument for the existence of God. 
"Although it is neither explicit nor complete this is the 
reply we were awaiting from science, and which the present 
·y 
human generatillln is awaiting from i t·.n 
The nature of God.-- In discussing the religious per-
spectives of teaching biology, Edward McGrady explains why 
we can no longer believe that all the properties of matter 
lJPius XII, op. cit., p. 190 
; 
£}Pius XII, op. cit., p. 191 
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and all the laws of nature have existed forever without 
having been created. He comments, "If today we do not be-
lieve in creation, it is inspite of, not on account ~f, the 
testimony of science. And I mean creation by supernatural !/ 
means--that is,by processes •••• outside the laws of nature." 
Defining natural processes as those which conform to the 
second law of thermodynamics, he proceeds to explain that the 
starting point had to be outside nature. This law asserts 
progressive disorganization of energy and this can occur only 
where organization exists first~ It is quite obvious that 
this organization cannot have been achieved by natural means, 
i.e., by disorganization. 
Both nat~al and supernatural events are caused, but 
a supernatural occurrence demands a supernatural cause • 
.R__ . y 
"'hus he concludes; 
''When science concludes that the material universe 
came into existe~ce in a violent event at a definite 
time in the past, it cannot be content with the idea 
that this event was uncaused, since the very essence of 
s.cienee is the belief that nothing happens without a 
cause. But as soon as science postulates a cause behind 
creation of the entire physical universe, it has postu-
lated a god of s0me sort, since fereator of the universe' 
is one of the meanings o:f the word'godt.n 
Making his final point as regards the nature of this 
1/Edward McCrady, "Biologyu, Reli~ious Perslectives in . 
.C.ollege Teaching, Hoxie N. Fairchild J · compi er, The Ronald 
Press Company, New York, 1952, p. 24b. 
glop. cit., p. 247. 
. ul.timate cause,·· he explains that it cannot ha~e been a blind 
impersma1 force, fox- in accordance with the law of cons•r-
vation more Grganizatien cannot proce~d from less. McGrady 
adds: UNo matter hew much G>r how littl.e we knw about the 
meps or meth~, it is eertain that the eo~mic process has 
produced. min~s; and therefore we must conclude thlj the 
cause o£ the proceSB cannot be 1ess than a mind." Indeed, 
we may well expect it to b~ more·, a:J man• s mind includes 
more than is incorporated into the things he makes • 
. Qle world or manx.-- '!he plurality o£ worl.ds is an 
issue which has been revived many times in the history of 
thought. Milton K. Munitz traces the d.evelspment o£ the 
rel.ation o.dl eh.aos to cosmos from the Greek philosophy o£ 
Aristotle, through the eo~rnican revolution, and up to the . y 
present day. He remarks: . 
-"Essential problems o£ cosmol.ogy at present do 
not iBclude active debate as to whether there is more 
than one universe •• ~Qlifntil evidence arisee- of the 
possible finite ::Jtruc"bure e:f' that ~emain (realm c£ 
nebulae accessible to 0bservation), 0r the existence 
o:r supersystems ill some way comparabl.e in magnitude 
to the entire domain of the observable region, no 
special. purpose is served in speculating about the 
existence o£ suCh supersystems." 
Al.though UDiqueness may be e1aimed by particul.ar theories 
yEawara Mccrady, ~p,. cit ... ~ p~ 2I.-8• 
y'Milt·on K~ Mta;itz, "On~ Wor1d .or Mani~-n Jouma1 o:r Histori-
cal. Ideas (April., 1.9$1) , 12 :254· 
..,.· 
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it is net and never can be ass'(U"ed, according to Munit~. 
Anthropologist Loren Eiseley takes up the same prob1em 
from a different ang1e. He is' primarily concerned with the 
possibility that h~~~ife may have been duplicated else-l:.f . 
where in the universe. Eiseley states.;/'The possibilities 
~ 
are less favorab·le tl!lan they may seem." The physical and 
biological obstacles are insurmountable. 
Judging from what science tells us about the age of 
the universe, he concludes that sufficient time simply was 
not available. Furthermore'~ evidence from our own plane-
tary system indicates that most planets are unsuitable for 
life as we know it. Discounting the possibility of any-
thing like human li.fe arisimg on Mars, he remarks: "SUrely, 
if any duplications of the life we know are te be observed, 
our own planet should .l>e. mo,li apt to produce them th~ the 
~elated worl~s of space." 
Mentioning the uniqueness o:f plant and animal species 
and the .fact that man has appeared but once in Earth's 
. w . 
varied worlds, he concludes: "One thing, however, is ap-
parent; the same life does not come again ••• It is· as though 
!/1his theme Will be renewed in the chapter on Evolution. 
g/Loren C. Eiseley, nrs Man Alone in Space?" Scientific 
American {July, 1953), 189:80. . . 
J/!J?. 6it., p. 82. A/Ibid.'~- p; 86. 
nature had all possible, all unlikely worlds to make and 
would 17ke them before the systems lapsed away into dark-
ness.n 
3. The Bible and Science 
28 
Introductory remarks.-- The whole problem o:f harmonizing 
the :findings of science with the Bible is one of immense com-
plexity. An adeqlila:te treatment of this subject is beyond the 
. 
scope of this paper. However it is important to point out 
that scientific discoveries can in no way affect the truths 
gleaned from the Bible. This is not the problem. If the 
facts established by science are true, they will not conflict 
with Holy Scripture. 
The problem is rather to show how these facts fit in. 
The trend today, among scientist and theologian alike, is 
towards a recognition of the need for more research of this 
kind. Thus, for example, F. Sherwood Taylor, Curator of the 
Museum of History and Science at Oxford, calls for a new 
commentary on Genesis to show how EJw theories may be re-
conciled with the Christian faith. 
Writing in a similar vein, Julian Pleasants laments 
any trend toward formalism and intellectual sloth. He looks 
1/L.c. Eiseley, op. ,cit~, p. 86. 
?./F. Sherwood Tayl<>r, ttScience and Religionn, The Commonweal 
TMay 26, 1950), 52:174. 
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for a renewal of the spirit of critical inquiry which is a 
part of the Christian virtue of prudence. Thus, he con-
eludes, n •••• The discovery of new truths can help us know 
- 11 
God better and serve Him more pruden.tly.n 
An editorial in The Commonweal points out two common 
errors in the thinking o:f scientists and theologians. First·, 
the scientist should not jump from the scientific hypothesis 
to the assertion of theory as :fact. Second, the theologian 
should not fear and thus deny the :facts o:f science. Nor 
should he idly cendemn the reasonable hypothesis. nNothing 
can falsify a demonstrated fact of science •••• Ultimately the :f 
~ ~ . 
:final truths of science are God's truths. n 
The French ecclesiastic Achille, Cardinal Lienart ex-
plains that we need not give up the biblical text to satisfy 
science, nor reject science to keep our faith. The Christian 
can remain :faith:ful to his principles by accepting established 
:facts and by modi:fying his interpretation o:f biblical text 
accordingly. Furthermore, science concerns itself only with 
observable phenomena and secondary causes. Whereas, faith 
starts with the word of God and arrives at truth in a way 
which is beyond the scope o:f science. Commenting on the 
JjJUiian Pleasants, "Catholics and Sciencen, The Commonweal 
TAugust 28, 1953), 58:514. 
~"Religion-S~ience Question~, The Commonweal (September 21, 
1951)' 54:575.-
the relatioybetween science and Sacred Scripture, he 
poimts out:· 
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nsince God's work, even in the order of' grace, is 
put into operation in this world and among men, it hap-
pens that the Bible deals with mattere that belong also 
to science and. history. But it should be car~f'ully 
noted that the Bible does. this in its own way •••• In ex-
pressing these truths the Bible employs a whole gam.lh.t 
of' literary forms, f'rom popular tales to poetic compo-
sitions., which have no scientif'ic character, to other 
forms which are more objective. but whose scientif'ic 
and historical character must be interpreted in the light 
of the ancient Semitic mentality. It would be a mis-
take therefore to try to interpret them literally and 
in ignorance of' these factors." 
The Bible on creation.-- In light of' what we know about 
the origin and age of the universe, the formation of the 
Earth and the evolution of li.fe upon it, some writers think 
the account given in Genesis is remarkably modern. Edward 
McCrady develops this theme in his comparison o.f the bib-
lical and scientif'ic versions of' creation. 
Starting with the moment of' creation as described by 
science, he remarks, "It would be hard to devise a more 
realistic account than the statement that before the origin 
of' matter •••• when'TheEarth was without .form and void', which 
is to say, without shape or eontent •••• God created light~"~ 
A period o.f 30 million years elapsed~ During this time the 
1/Aehille, Cardinal Lienart? nscience and the Bible,n 
The Commonweal (June, 1949J, 50:265. 
J 
_g/Edward McCrady, nBiology"; Religious Perspectives in 
College Teaching, op. cit., p. 249. 
Jl. 
planets, suns and galaxies differentiated out of tke expan-
ding gas. This interval represents only about one per cent 
:; 
of the time since the universe had its beginning~ .The scien~i 
tific evidence would seem to indicate that .the Earth is al-
most as old as the universe. Thus in proceeding from an ac-
count of that primordal moment of creation to details about 
our planet, the ancient author of the Scipture seems s1/pri-
singly modern. Continuing with the parallel, he says: 
ttThe acc.ount of the period when there was a uni-
versal cloud layer ( the waters whivh were above the fir-
mament) and a universal sea (the waters whiuh were be-
low the firmament I, , before shrinkage and wrinkling led 
to the gathering of waters into the hollows and the emer-
gence of the dry land , is not disproved by any modern 
evidence which I know. The next statement that the 
earth brought forth plants of various kinds, could mean 
either that the first form of lifeon the Earth as a 
whole was plant life; or it might m$an that the earth, 
in the restricted sense of dry land, was populated by 
plants before it was by animals. Either interpretation 
is satisfactory as fas as the text is concerned, and 
both are true scientifically. I.f there was a universal 
cloud layer~ ••• then there must have been a time, as the 
Earth cooled, when a sufficient proportion of the water 
could remain as liquid upon the surface to allow the 
cloud layer to break, and ~he sun, moon and stars to 
appear in the firmament for the first t~me. This;at any 
rate)is the next event noted in Genesis." 
Turning to the story of animal life, reptiles, birds and 
mammals are all mentioned as appearing before man, with life 
arising first in the waters and then on the land. This ac-
; 
count on the whole, he concludes is an excellent one. Thus, 
1/E. Mccrady, op. cit., p. 250. 
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~Ta..."tes 
he~s, "If there is any difficulty tor the modern 
reader in connection with the biblical account of theation, 
it is not the problem of reconciling it with sci!Jce, but 
that of accounting for its remarkable adequacy."· 
The principle difficulty which does arise, however, is 
) 
in connection with the word nyomn ~ meaning day~ Fundamen-
talists, who insist on a l~teral translation of the Bible, 
take this to mean a per;iod ef. twenty~our hours~ The ac-
~. ... ; 
count of Genesis, however, is generally recognized as being 
in poetical :form. It employs popular terminology, not scien-
tific. In substance, all it is believed to teach is that 
God created all things and that He rested on the Sabbath day. 
Varius theories have been offered to meet this diffi-
culty. Goncordists would suggest that the word means an era, 
or epoch or indefinite period of time~ Others offer the ex-
planation that the biblical account is a ritual hymn, which 
consecrates each day of the week to a particular creative act 
of God. This is the poetic theory. According to the vision 
theory, God showed Adam in a series of visions the dependence 
of all thigs on His creative power. A final suggestion is that 
Genesis presents the history of the universe and man in meta-
phorical f'orm. This is the thesis of the allegory theory. 
None of these, it may be pointed out, are at variance with 
the findings of modern science. 
J/E. MCGrady, op. cit., p. 251. 
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4. Conclusion 
For the most part, modern scholars today regard the 
idea of creation as entirely compatible with scientific 
concepts. In fact, they havw been brought to this con-
clusion by their own research. Space, time and matter 
are no longer considered to 'Qe eternal and innnutable en-
tities. We find ourselves in an expanding universe that 
had an incredible beginning. In the light of our present 
knowledge, these remarks concerning St. .Augustine come to 
have added signifieance:1/ 
nWhen he first dared to propose in the Confessions, 
that the world is neither atemporal and eternal nor 
created at a certain moment in a sequence of time, 
but that the world and time have been created together, 
they have the same beginning in creation •••• The depth 
and boldness of this idea cannot be adequately admired 
by us~ but if we consider the most recent results of 
astrophysics we can only be astounded at the genius 
of the thinker who recognizes intuitively as a truth 
of faith, without any scientific basis, an idea which--
paradoxical as it may appear--imposes itself today to 
scientific thought as truth: the result partly of 
Einstein's theory of relativity and Plank's quantum 
h . " p ys:t.cs. · 
Modern science offers convincing argoments for the 
existence of God, arguments which strengthen rather than 
weaken ~ur faith. Important as these reaffirmations are, 
however, a more imperative need faces the world of today. 
For a generation whose greatest scientific achievement 
1/Emil Brunner, nTh.e Christian· Sense of TimeH, translated 
by Joseph E. Cunneen, Cross Currents (Fall 1950) 
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has been to unleash the powers of self-destruction, these 
words of Pope Pius XII come as a salutary reminder: 11 
nThe need is not so much to reveal God for the 
.first,time as it is rather to recognize Him as a 
Father, reverence Him as a Lawgiver, and fear Him 
as a Judge • If they would be saved, the nations 
must adore the Son, the Loving Redeemer of Mankind, 
and bow to the loving inspiration of the Spirit, 
the fruitful Sanctifier of souls~ u 
l/Pius XII, trModern Science and the Existence of God, n 
Catholic Mind (March, 1952), 50:191,. 
CHAPTER III 
SOME OBSERVATIONS ON EVOLUTION 
Introductory remarks.-- The second general area in. which 
religion-science questions arise is that of Evolution~ Here 
again the purpose of the chapter is solely to indicate some 
of the problems involved in reconciling the two views~ 
1. Modern Science and Evolution 
The term nevolution" !'-- The word evolution has under-
gone many corruptions since it was first proposed as a theory~ 
It is used loosely to apply to any developmental process. 
Scienc~ itself has extended the concept of the "theory of 
evolutionttto apply to the whole story of creation including 
the formation of the first atoms and the formation of the 
cosmos. A recent symposium on evolution pointed out the 
necessity of considering both inorganic evolution and organic 
evolution as proper to an understanding of the whole theury.JJ 
In this paper the term refers only to organic evolution 
which postulates that all living organisms are descended 
from one, or a very few original forms. These original 
yR. B. GOldschmidt, nrntroduction to a Popularized Symposium 
on Evolution,n Scientific Monthly (October,l953}, 77:l82-189. 
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forms are presumed to have arisen from non-living matter. 
The theGry .of natural selection.-- The mechanism which 
was first proposed to account for ev01ution is the process 
ca11ed natural selection. Scientists today recognize the 
operation of certain factors in limiting the directi0n o·f 
. . 
evolutionary change: In addition to natural selection, they 
list also mutation pressure in the germ plasm,' geographic 
. Jj 
isolation, internal populaticm pressure·, and time. The 
basic assumptions of the theory of natural selection may y 
be outlined as followed. 
tt(l)that living things tend to produce more off-
spring than can survive within the limitations of food 
and space available on the earth; (2}that the offspring 
vary among themselves in innumerable ways; (3) that the 
overpopulation results in competition or a struggle for 
existence; (4)that the variations result in s0me india, 
viduals being better .fit, which thus live longer and 
have more offspring; (5)that the advantages which lead 
to survival. are transmitted to the o:f.fspring. . The in-
teraction of these .five factors automatically result in 
progressive improvement or adaptive evolution of each 
species, so that a remarkable degree of fitness is ulti-
mately possessed by all or most surviving individuals.tt 
1he operation of this precess is not q~estioned, for its 
basic propositions are either self-evident or demonstrable. 
The so-ca11ed "factil of evolution.-- It should be clear-
ly understoad that science tells us nothing abo~t the actual 
'J)J. F. EWing, "Precis on Evolution, 11 Thought (lliiElrch, 1950), 
25:53-78. . 
6/Edward MCCrady~ "Biology," Religious Perspectives in Co1-
:lege Teach~.! Ho'*ie N. Fairchild, The Ronald Press Company, 
New York, 19 ~, p. 237. · . 
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cause o:f evolution and there are vast gaps in our knowledge 
o:f the actual sequence o:f events. However care:ful examina-
tion of the evidence from paleontology, geographic distri-
bution and comparative morphology leads to the "irresistible 
Conclusion" that evolution has happened. In his ttPrecis on 
- y 
Evolutionn, Ewing states: 
urt is the quantitative and qualitative accumula-
tion of all brands of evidence which build the Wfact• 
of evolution. It is the convergence of probabilities 
and certitudes that causes the firm adherence of biolo-
gists to the master idea of evolution.~ •• n 
When science speaks of evolution as a fact they mean 
that it fulfills the conditions of a good theory, that it is 
consistent with the known facts and that it is useful in 
making inferences and predictions. Such a theory does not 
acquire the conviction of truth in any absolute sense. One 
should guard carefully against any assertion of theory as 
fact. The most we can say about evolution is that it is a 
good working hypothesis. 
Present status of the evidence.-- Many summaries and 
symposiums have been compiled in recent years designed to 
bring the theory nup to date." Recent discoveries and im-
proved methods in determining the age of fossils have lead 
to some adjustments in the family tree which scientists 
describe now as resembling a bush~ Russell presents the 
J) J e F. Ewing, op. cit., p. Jh59-60, 
.e 
most recent and comprehensive survey of the available evi-
dence and the d~gree of certainty which we may derive from 
it. He takes up first the evidence for micro-evolution, the 
small-scale evolutmon of one species or genus into another. 
Development of the sea urchin and the oyster, foE example, 
can be shown to progress from an initial to a final form. 
The evidence from paleontology reveals a· continuous series 
of changes culminating in what is undoubtedly a different 
species. 
It is more difficult DO find evidence to support the 
theory that evolution is still proceeding. This, of course, 
is due to the time factor. The time required for even a 
small evolutionary change is long in comparison to human 
lifetime. The multitude of evidence from genetics is very 
complex and difficult to summarize. However, the most im-
portant evidence lies in the development of distinct species 
when different groups of the same species have been isolated. 
This is the case in the fresh water char found in Scandanavia. 
The definition of what constitutes a species poses cer-
tain difficulties in judging the evidence. Though there are 
exceptions to each of the accepted definitions, it may be 
generally said that the ecological definition is superior to 
the taxonomic one. The taxonomic definition is based on 
difference in structure; the ecological on the abilitj of 
species to live a full communal life and interbreed freely. 
Regarding th~ evidence fo~ mic~eevolution, Russe1l ecncludes 
'tha't i't iiJ ~ ~ .... very strong and in many oases virtual1y ocm-
clusive. n· 
The evideace for macroevolution is more difficult to 
establish. Comparative anat~ and physiology are the most 
productive areas here.. Evidence from these sources point 
te the similarity of plan between the different members e~ 
the phy~a. Evidence ef such similarity betweaa the different 
phy1a is, hewever, lacking. This opens t~e possib~ity of 
separate eveluticm from different prototypes·, but tt •••• as a 
working hypothesis~-~~ ~the theery ef a single common 0rigin 
. .. . ·. y 
for al.l phyla seems at present mere satisf'actQry.n 
There are many reasons tor the lack of ev,denee of this 
kind including the slowness of 'the precess, the tendency fo:r 
evelution to pxooeeed in bursts (during whieh the major 
changes are believed to take_ place), am4 the unsatisfactory 
nature of the g~ologic evidence .. ·. M0st damaging of all, a~ 
the critics f>f eveluticm paint out, is the l.a.ek ef inter-
mediate forms. What scant :few haye be~n fomJ.d, notably 
. _Archaeopteryx, at least point to t.ne bielogieal pGssibU3Jy 
of intermediate :forms. .In cenclusicm, Russell. obser'V'Qs: 
"Finall.y, the geologic record supp~rts the theery e:f 
l/Jobii L. RUssell, "The Theory of Evol.utien: the rresent 
~ate e>:f Evidence •" The Montk (January, 1956) 1 15:34 .. 
.Y!P~ cit/~ p. 39. lflbid.; P• 3g. 
e.vel.u'tien to the extent th~t ..... its general features are 
broadly what would be expected if the the0ry is true and 
- y 
are di.ff'icul.t to exp1ain en any other suppesiti.en." 
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Russell alae calls attention to the fact that evelu-
tim can be judged by two sets o£ criteria. The evidence 
£or macroevolution does not prove adequate when judged by 
the standards o£ history. Heweve:t'~ it is not only adequate 
but hdispensible when judged as a scientific theory. In 
its censisteacy and usability it £ul.£i11s all the conditions 
ot a geod theory. 
The evolutien e£ the h1m1an body frGm pre-existing and 
living matter, though accepted by many~· is by no means a 
proven fact of seienee. The di.fficul:ty lies iR aecel:m.ting 
fer man • s brain. SWmnarizing the evidence £rem pa1eontele-
. y 
gy and anthropology, V:ol1ert states : 
n1n the present state of eur knowledge, the indi-
cations are that thE) human brain did n(!)t pass threugh 
tlle satges 0.f Austra1opi'thecus, Pithicanth.rppus, Sin-
antjropus and Beanderthal man before arriving at Homo 
sapiens level. Fer as our st.mnnary of fos~Jil evidenee 
has brought out, some stages are more specialized in 
certain de~ails than the stages that foll0W; er a so-
called tprGgressive st.age~• appears be:f"ore the advent 
of a more primitive ane. .]n particular same items of 
evidence suggest that men of the modern type may be 
the m0st ancient of' all.~ · · 
!he scienee of prehistory has little evidence af human 
1/John L. Russel1, ep. cit., p. J8. 
2/Cyril Vell.ert, s. J •. , "EVolutiem ef the Hwnan Bedy, n Catho-
I'ie Mind (March, 1952 J , 50:146. 
origins. The cradle o£ the human race has not been located 
by any evidence unearthed so far. Where and when the .first 
man appeared remains .for science an unanswered question. 
Science is even more at a loss when it comes to ex-
plaining the supposed transition from non-living to living 
matter. From time to time the qUe$tien of the erigin of 
life is reopened for discussion. The most current theory 
postulates the development of self-reproducing molecules 
:from non-living molecules. The capabili-ty of undergoing 
evolution is inherent in the gene by virtue of its enzyme-
producing nature and its ability to duplicate its varia-
tions.,. Eneyme acti&n is believed to be the n •••• link be-
tween the :function of genes and the carrying out of the 
chemical reaeti;ti which culminate in living things and 
their behavior.u 
But whence came this first gene or virus or self-
reproducing molecule?n H. J. Muller proposes an answer 
which he thinks requires no assumption of conscious de-
Y 
sip or purposeful activity. He explains the origin of 
life in terms of an accidental encounter of u substances" 
and the absorption of energetic radiation which produced 
yw. c. Van Deventer, rtQuestions Concerning Religion in 
Science Classes," Focus on Religion in Teacher Education, 
Alnerican Associati~n:tot Golleges f<i>r !eacher Education, 
cmeon'ta-; N. Y .·, p. :32.-
yH. J. Muller, ttLi£e," Scienee (January 7, 19~5), 1..21: 
l.-9. 
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molecules of the first organic compounds. Any one of these 
could have been the sub-stance of a gene. This explanation 
but raises again the fundamental question concerning the 
origin of matter which has already been treated in the pre-
ceding chapter. 
ffJ\IIiraculoustt theories of evolution.-- The only alterna-
tive theory to evolution is that of Special Creation which 
postulates that each animal and plant group was miraculously 
created by God either out of nothing or from pre-existing 
matter. The possibility of miracles cannot be positively re-
futed. On the other hand we lack the detailed knowledge of the 
important stages of evolution and the relevant laws of nature 
which would be necessary to prove evolution•tmiraeulous"; 
However, we may question the miraculous theories of evolution 
from a more fundamental standpoint. 
Russell points out that such~heoriescseem inconsistent 
with God's Goodness and Veracity; 
"We cannot suppose that He would 'fake' His Creation 
in such a way as necessarily to lead us into error •••• 
~e patterno.6£kBV(rrih:u~ions£i::ttsthaeknowns£acts so well 
that it would savour o£ deception on God's part if in 
fact He had brought the different organic types into 
being by a series of special creations.~ •• To suppose 
each species has b.een specially created would be to make 
nonsense out of the greater part of modern biology, and 
would suggest that the world is fundamentally deceptive 
and unintelligible." 
A compromise theory suggests that macro-evolution has 
lJJohri L.Russell, nTheory of Evolution: Present State of 
Evidence", Month (January, 1956) , 15: 4J. 
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occurred, but at various points God has intervened to help 
the process along in some miraculous way. This accounts 
for the major transitions which science is unalb.le to explain. 
Russell's criticism of this proposal is that God does not 
use miracles to supplement any defici~ay in the laws of 
; 
nature, rather "··~·all known miracles seemeto have been 
worked as signs intended to manifest some particular aspect 
of God~ s dealing wit~ men, with particular refere!Je to the 
mysteries of the Incarnation and the Redemption." 
Some unanswered questions.-- Science has described the 
great stages in the development of life and may yet discover 
the laws which explain its development. Howeve~ the origin 
of life itself and of man's immaterial intelligence remains 
an oos.ol ved mystery. As in the case of Creation and the 
origin of matter, the answers are not forthcoming from 
science. One must turn to philosophy and metaphysics where 
the mind reaches beyond the secondaby causes to the First 
Cause of all Creation, God~ 
2. Some Religious Implications 
Introductory remarks.-~ The first problem associated 
with evolution is one o.f interpretation. Pseudo-philoso-
phers and popularizers of the scientific method have mis-
used the theory to form the basis of their materialistic 
1/ John L. Russell, op~ cit., p. 43 
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world view. On the assumption that evolution provides a 
mechanistic explanation for life, they discard as unneces-
sary the concept of a Creator. This raises two questions: 
one concerning the existence of God, the second the problem 
of determinism. 
More often, however, the difficulties associated with 
the theory stem from the supposed animal origin of the hu-
man body. Here the problem involves reconciling evolution 
~th the tr~ditional interpretation of the Bible as regards 
the creation of man. This brings into question the unique-
ness of man (the existence of a spiritual soul) and the 
unity of the human race in reference to the universal plan 
of sin and redemption. Some minor difficulties,,which are 
none the less perplexing, concern the formation of Eve and 
man's original state. 
Determinism.-- Commenting on the te~ings of a recent 
Papal encyclical, Fothergill points out: 
"It is not a belief in the origin of species by 
means of an evolutionary process which is wrong, but 
the false and absolutist extension of the idea oft evo-
lution to cover all things and processes including hu-
man experience and the human mind. In a word, it is 
a materialistic evolutionism which forms the basis of 
error not scientific evolution." 
We should not condemn the theory because it is mechan-
istic and as such may be used to support a materialistic 
1/Philip G. Fothergill, "Towards an Interpretation of Evolu-
tion: The Teachings of Humani Generis, n Tablet (January 4, 
1955), 205:544· 
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phil<Dsophy, for as Fothergill. explains in his cammentary: 
ffThe methodology o£ science r.equires that natural. events 
should be interpreted in terms of natural, i.e. ideclam\is-
tic causes. T.his is the way sc~ence works. These causes ]J 
are secondary causes and as such imply the First Gause." 
All.. toCt o.ftem·, however, it is supposed that determi-
nism is a basic assumption of natural science, that all 
phenomena are determined by natural laws in the sense of Y 
causation. On this mistaken impression, Taylor remarks: 
"It can, at once, be asserted that a spurious 
scientific determinism might well undermine religi-
ous belief, but that a right concept of the proper 
position of determinism in science can decidedly 
stren.gthen religious belief. · · Spurious scientific 
determinism is merely materialistic fatalism, a ver-
sion in modern dress of the ancient CQacept of pre-
destination, but with biological, physical, chemical, 
psychological, economic and other facters supposedly 
hampering the imdividual in the exercise of free will. 
The determinism implicit in the scientific wor1d 
is the assumption of order as opposed to capricious-
ness; obedience to de?iliite laws; which the natural 
scientist tries to discover by means of physically 
observable phenomema.u 
It is not the purpose of this paper to provide a de-
tailed account of the problem of free will.. However, some 
comment on determinism in relation to evolution weulti seem 
in order. The conclusion that evolution has happened is 
YPhilip G. Fothergill, op. cit. , p. 544. 
~Hugh s. Taylor, «Physical Sciences,~ Religious Perspec-
tives in College Teaching!. Hoxie B. Fairchild, The Ronlld 
Pres$ Company, New York, 952, p. 227. 
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of no par~ieular religious imlaEiaaee. In fact, many theo-
logians teday favor the idea that "••a.God's method ef crea-
tion was not instantaneous and without process but one ef y 
creative evolution." The theory does acquire re1igious 
signif'ieanee, however, when it claims ta provide a mecha-
nism which makes the postulate of a ereator unnecessary~ 
It is with this assumption ~hat Professor McCrady takes 
issue. 1'he role that natural selec'bion plays as the mecha-
nism fer evolution is often misconceived. Far from bemg 
the cause of evolutiOB, it is rather a •1imiting faet0r• n y 
Thus, he explains : · 
"Matural selection permits evo1ution in certain 
directions, forbids it in ether directions, but can 
not initiate it at a1l •••• It explains that in many 
eases species which did not evolve were exterminated, 
and species which did evolve were not exterminated. 
It says that i£ they hadn't evol.ved, they'd be dead, 
but it completely evades 'the question, What caused 
them to evolve, and how were they able to?" . 
Proponents or scientific materialism often attribute 
evolution to the chance operation o£ a number of £actors, 
thus excluding any possibility of a comacious design be-
hind crea:t;ion. They suggest that complete randomness o£ 
the mutation process could ace0uo.t fear evolution. Natural 
sel.ection, acting upon such randmn changes, could lead to 
~Edward McCrady, nBiology,v Religious Per:iectives 
. ege Teach~1 , Hone N. ·Fairchild, The Ron d Press New York, · ~, p. 237 .. 
Yibid., P. 2.39 .• 
in Col-
Company, 
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progressive adaptation if sufficient time were allowed. On 
. y 
this point, Mccrady remarks; 
"Logically this pos:i.ticm cannot be denied, but 
mathematieall.y it is so improbable as to paralyze 
~e' s imagination, or at least one 1 s credulity. The 
trouble is that most peeple de not·comprehend the 
degree of impra>bability. As s0on as they hear that 
sGmething is aot logical.ly impQssible, they are prone 
to think it likely, which is quite a different thing. 
But the clinching argument against randcmness iB 
the changes which make evolutiGn possible is simply 
that sufficient time is not available." 
Here he refers to the figure established oy Professor 
Charles-Eugene Guye for the formation of ane protei& mole-
cule. .If the number of eom.l';)tinations were 500 billion per 
second and 1£ the number ~f atoms from which its oshponeats 
came were equal to the number in the earth, it would take 
-
ten raised to 'the 243 pewer billions of Y!~rs for the ori-
Y 
gin o:r one such molecule by chance alone. However, we 
know that proteiD molecules have arisen on earth in less 
than 2 or 3 billion years. ·'.thus JloGrady coneludes; "It 
would take an incredible act of faith to be1ieve in so re-
J/ 
mote a probability as that this aceurred by ehtmee alQne .. n· 
Son1e leo-Da.rwinians woulcl suggest tha't ahance alo:ae 
i.s net really the explanation. There are certain other 
!/Edlf.~d MoCraay, op. cit .. , P~ 241-242. 
y~. cit., p. 24.1. l/Ibid.·, p.2Jt,2. 
u 
~imiting factors which would reduce the amcnm:t of time re-
q1llired for evol uti en to oc·eur by a random process. This 
but reopens the question of desigm., however, for:nif' enough 
limi tatioas on possible directions of change are imposed to 
accomplish a useful but etherwise improbable result, ~~is 
1:1 is exactly what we recognize as purpG>seful planning."' . 
Far frem supportillg amy spurios determinism, which 
the materialis~ woUld use to deny freedom of the will ana 
'to redace moral responsibi1ity te a». illusion, the cencept 
of evoltttion enhances the argument for l:aclt s existence. 
Existence of God.•- A .study of organisms in tkeir a-
dul' state or ±a their evolutionary development leads many 
biologists to the admission <!>f finality, which peints tG 
the exista11ce ef God. Te seme fi:aal.ity (er usefulness) 
implies a cooscieus substantdal. Intelligence distinct from 
nature. 0thers postulate a n•-cooscious·1 immane»'b vital. 
principle or first Spirit. Wha:tever me• s ceelusion in 
this regard, tm.y such a<imissien of fina1ity 'boiUs the knell 
. . 
for scientific materialism. Suca is the observation of 
Renfiette who coneludes: "Thus, enl.y in theism ••• .,do we 
:find an explana'tion th.a~ is in line with our veriellce ef 
a c0n.scious :i..nte1leet in a aatingent order. n 
!fF.dlward Me Crady, op. ei t. , p. 242 • 
2/P. Ronflette1 "Biol~ieal Fhality and God's Existence," Theology Diges't (Winter, 19.56), 4:~5. 
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Dismissing the possibility of any explanation other 
. y 
than chance or finality, !onflette adds 'his reminder: 
"1he seieittis'b th~, as scieatis't, finds that 
living phenomena cannot be adequately explained by 
physical-chemical fQrees er emergent evolutien.. Bu"t 
fina1i ty in the sense of a trans spatial factor of 
organization is net a scientific af.firmation bu't a 
metaphysical ane. Science cannot explain .rkality 
with scientific meth0ds. Only phUosephy can draw 
t.b.e conol:ilsien of a transspatial cause. u 
Evol.utionists have never been ab1e te aecwnt for 'the 
progressive reduction and final atrophy of useless organs. 
Efforts te collect evidence in support o:t the Lamarkian 
theory that the effects of disuse are iaherited have proved 
sterUe. From his observatiQDs on evGlutian, II~ofessor y . 
~Grady conelu4es: 
"The advent of Darwinism and modern scieace has 
not, as is generally supposed, in aay way af.fected 
the ancient arguments •••• If the eo:atin.ued study 9f 
nature discloses not only innumerable specia1 mecha-
nisms, btrt also a sin!ie, $'tupe:adous, over-al.1 mecha-
nism. capable o:f eoora .· ating al1 the other miner pro-
cesses •••• so mach the grea'ter the glory~ the de-
signer l · Amld.furthermore, it would only confirm what 
'the chttrch has already claimed--that there is hut .2!!.!, 
Ged who created the heavens and the earth and all 
that therein is.u 
lliliqueness of man.-- The theory of evoluticm postul.ates 
the animal origin 0£ the human body. Some dii'£iou.l ty arises 
frmn any attempt to reeone~e this viewpoint llith the .&ib1i-
cal account o:t the creaticm of man. However!J ma:nt s un.ique-
lJP. Ronf!ette, Gp; cit., p. 16. 
!/Edward McCrady, op. cit., P• 245. 
nea.s lies ill his posses~ion of a spiritual soul, a .faet 
which evolution can neither account for nor dispute. 
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1he Papal. eneyc1ical Humrumi generis reprimanas thtJ>se 
who u •••• act as i£ the e~igin ef the human body :from pre-
existing and living matter has bee es-tablished and dema-
. . '1:/ . . ..
at rated as certain ..... n · It eal1s .for moderation and eautiOD. 
in dealing with this question and for more evidence from 
science~ !be encyclical also stresses the fact tha"t the 
origin of the human soul is no longer a matter of quest'-•• 
!he seul. is created directly and immediate1y by God. AD 
earlier statement by the Pope tt._ ••• asserts !'irst, that man 
is not the son or a brute animal; second, that the first 
woman was made from the body 0£ the first man; and thirdly, 
. . y 
that man is endowed with a rational, spiritual souJ..tt 
With these points in mind, Cyril Voll.ert discusses 
God's creative activity in l.ine with evolutionary theory. 
T!le main points of his exp1anation may be summarized as 
f'ollows : {1) Since the human soul. ean c0m.e into beiD.g only 
by direct ereaiiicm, hmnan generation requires the creative 
activity o~ ~~; (2) The erea'tib of the h1l1Dlan soul. per-
tains tQ ~he ordinary ProVidence of G~, se that when mat-
ter is suitably disposed for the reception of a human seu1, 
y Joseph Clinton Fen ten·, nLesson of' .. ,.Bwnami •... Generis," Ameri-
can Ecclesiastical Review {November, 1950), 123:375• 
2/ CyrU Vollert-, s.J.;.-t- "Evo~ution of the Human lillody;tt ~atholic Mind (~ch:, 1952) 1 50:141.. 
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He will produce one; (J) Human parents induce a disposition 
in the bo~y of their offspring which calls for the infusion 
of' a soul; (4) Animal parents cannot induce such a disposi-
tion; (5) ·However, the generative act could be elevated f'or 
such a purpose, God using then a secondary cause f'or a tran-
sition to a higher . .i'orm; ·(6) ThliJ~, we could discern in evo-
.. 
lution a progressive advance in morphological perfection 
and ~JJradual preparation f'or the reception of the human 
soul. The animal origin of the human body, though still 
not a proven favt ·of science, would in no way detract from 
the uniquen~ss of man. 
There are many diffic.ulties associated with the .forma~ot\. 
o.f the first woman. Revelation tells us that she was drawn 
from the side of' the first mam. The Biblical interpretation 
would seem to imply much more than the fact that she shares 
the same nature as man; The matter from which the first 
woman was formed came directly from the body o.f the first 
man~ Most of the theories proposed to overcome the obvious 
diff'iculty overlook the fact that Eve was made from Adam 
after he was fully constituted as a human being. Thus we 
cannot coceive of Adam and Eve originating as twins in the 
womb of a subhuman parent •. Neither can we hold the position 
that before receiving a soul, Adam mated with a sub-human 
6666 
J}Cyril Vollert, s. J., op •. ci1e., pp. 142-144· 
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wife who gave birth to a fe~ale offspring, and that later 
both father and daughter received souls. Regarding the 
-· ~ formation of Eve, Fothergill sums up the situation thus: 
. ., . 
ttRegarding Eve's ~ody, I say this subject to cor-
rectio~, but the important de fide part of her origin 
possibly concerns her direc~ production from the body 
of Adam, and this may or may not be miraculous. If I 
may say so, it was certainly super-normal, but at , the 
time it took place Adam belonged to the supernatural 
order. This, however, j.s a purely theological question. 
Scientifically, in the present state of our knowledge, 
we know of rio me'thod or can even really conceive of _ 
any method, whereby be 'arose directly from Adam's body\' 
Man's original state.-- The traditional theological con-
cept of Adam depicts him as possessing not only the super-
natural and preternatural gifts, but also all the perfections 
of h~an nature. The problem arises in correlating this pic-
ture of' the first man with that of science. None of the per-
fections ascribed to Adam can be recognized in fossil men. 
The science of pre-history offers three probable solutions. 
The first is the "regression theoryn according to which 
the fossil men are presumed to_have existed after the Fall of 
Adam. Their degenerate form is ascribed to the influences of 
the environment. rtThe history of the origin of life brings 
~ntligh~ethree phenomena: a slow ascending evolution,_~udden 
' gj 
emergence, and regression followed by extinction •••• n Thus, 
yP. G. -Fothergill, rrEvolution,n Tablet (January 4, 1955), 
205:355. 
g/Cyrill Vollert, S.J., op.cit., p. 148. 
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the theory is scientifically sound and involves no contra-
diction with theology. 
The ffhomo faber theoryn suggests that the fossils may 
belong to beings morphologically close to man, but not of the 
human species. They represent .forms between true men and the 
highest arthropoid apes. The intelligence and ability of 
Neande~thal man and the culture and industry of Sinanthropus, 
·y. 
however, would seem to contradict this theQry, 
The th~1;theory postulates ttfjre-Adamites in a state of 
purt nature." These were supposed to be true men who existed 
before Adam and Eve, but were not elevated to the supernatural 
state. The extreme antiquity of' Homo sapiens and other evidence 
discredit this theory scie~tif'ically. 
A final approach to the problem calls for a reconsidera-
tion of' man's original state. Scripture tells us nothing 
about the physical appearance of man; that he was fashioned 
to the image and likeness of God has reference only to his 
spiritual soul. A recosideration of man's natural perfec-
tions would suggest that the traces of beastiality were not 
the result of a purely regressive evolution, but appear as 
recessive character!ssics. This hypoth~sis supposes that the 
gifts of original,justice were more than sufficient to account 
1/GYril Vollert, S .J., op. cit., p. 149. 
y'Ibid., p. 150. 
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for the :natural. bodily and cultural perfections called .f'Qr 
by i;raditional theology~ In _conclusion, Vellert states: 
n !his theory stresses the truth . that man: s real greatness 
is found in his soul, which was furthyore enriched by al.l. 
the perfec~ions of original justiee.tt Such a theory en-
counters no theological objection1' "Bui;tbe final word has 
not been said and cannot now be said." 
Unity of the htll'Ilan race •. -- Modern science presents no 
dif'.ticul ty in regard to the concept of'. original sin and uni-
versal. redemptio:n. A difficulty might arise if polygenism 
should become an established fact. According to this theory, 
mankind did not descend :from a single pair, but .f'rcm a nmn-
ber of different couples. In contravention to this hypothe-
sis, Pope Pius XII asserts in his encyclical., Bumani gene:ris: 
"Tne faithful cannot embrace the opinion which maintains 
either that after Adam there existed true men who did not 
take their origin from him as from the first parent o.f al.l, J/ 
or that Adam represents a certain number of first parents, n 
SUch a theory cannot be reconciled with the teaching regard-
ing the transmission of original sin through generation .from 
one izi~ividua.l to aJ.l human beings~ 
ycyrU Vollert~ S.J .. , op. cit~!; p. 153. Yibid., p. 15l,.. 
,;'Francis J. Connell c •. SB.R., ml'm.mological Content o:f Hu-
mani. Generis,".Amerlcan Ecclesiastical. Review (November, ],95Q)' ~23 :326. . : . . 
~-
(h;-on.ta-; N-~---y;, p. ·Jz.=--
~'H J Muller 8 Life," Science ~· . . ' . 
1.-9· 
(January 7, 19~5 ) , l.2l. : 
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As tQ any diff'icul ty which might be presumed to exist 
- 1:1 
because of the for.matian of Eye, H.J.T. Johnson remarks: 
"A form e~>£ unity based on the creatien ei' waman 
out of man is in no way required by .the doctrine of 
ori.gina1 sin'!" and it_ is not ea_ sy to see what theolo ... 
gical sigp.if'l.eanee i't could possess. I£, however, 
confused thinking has sometimes lead to the attribu-
tion of a mistaken signifieance to the story of Eve • s 
prodtlction out of Adam, its real significance, 1ying 
in its UlleGmpromising affirmation o.f the :fully human 
status of woman, is undiminished. I£ a more rigid 
interpretation of the narrative is retained, it must 
be Qn some other ground than that of its alleged con-
nection with the transmission of hereditary guilt." 
From time to time it is proposed that human li:fe may 
exist en some other _planet. However, nothing in the pre-
sent state o:f our knowledg~ woulci seem to imp1y the easy 
duplication of man. From 'What we know of the universe, 
most planets a:re pr0bably unsuitable :for lif'e. The seas (m-
al color ehanges on Mars sugges-t (but do not prove) the 
presence of plant life. However, there is not enough wa~er 
on the planet to support a very high .form of vegetation~ 
It was the turbulent seas Ol!Jl Earth that gave birth tG the 
first vertebrates and the rise of vast land areas and moun-
tain ranges that forced living organisms to adapt to a ter-
restrial existence. With its total lack of seas, its thin 
air and broad desert regions·; Mars can breed onl.y a very 
dif.ferent .form o:f life. 
yH. J. T. Johns0n1 "The Bible~;. the Gh'W;"ch and the Forma-
'lion of Eve," Downside Review (1950), 6~h:30. 
Had any such duplication occurred, it would seem- that 
our own planet would- be more l-ikely to produce it. Li.f'e 
- has experimented -on Ea.t"tli for over a billion years, nwt 
in all Earth~s varied w.i/lds man, ~the S!:>1':md pr~po_siti.Ol'f, -~ 
has appeared but once. tf. 
the Mystical Body of Christ.-- Some scientist-philoso-
_phe~s draw an interesting parallel. between creation, evo+~­
tiozi, and the protfess forming the Whole Christ. Describing 
the gradual assumption o.f' Christts members into Hi~ body ~ 
the mQ~t exalted form 0.f' evolution in the world~oday, Vol.-
l.ert calls attention to the :similar~ty between_:-
- - -
"The sudden appearance of the primorda:l;. chaotic 
mass followe(f by- slow evolut-ion of constellations and 
the solar system; the sudden appearance ef li.fe .fQl.-
lowed by evolution o:f plant alld animal species; the 
SUdden appearance o:f grace in the f'ir$t man followed 
by ascent to heights- o.f' sanctity; the sudden appear-
ance of the hUUla.1'l; soul in the body o.f' the .fi:rost Dlan, 
followed by the evolution of the original stock into 
di.ff'eren·t · races J and the sudden assumption o.f' the in-
carnate Word r s b0dy with saneti:f'ying grace frem the 
outset, .followed by the gradual ass\lmption of Ghrist•s 
members into His body." 
McGrady presents the same idea from the viewpoint of a 
biologist. Higher animal.s are known to have evolved from 
single-celled organisms by a process o.f colony formation, 
progressive divi$ion cf labor _and coordina"ti~ c.f function 
yLoren c. Eiseley, "Is Man llone in Space?" Scientific 
American {July, l953), 189;86. 
!{Cyril Vollert, s.J., op. cit., p. 154. 
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until the colony becomes an individual with a separate con-
sciousness of its own. The same organizational plan may be 
·' perceived in the human body in which the parts are integra-
ted and harmoniously coordinated by a higher order of con-
sciousness. In human society, however, the individuals are 
free agents. Thus integration can be achieved only by volun-
tary cooperation. This cooperation must be won; it cannot 
be forced, and it can be woynly by love. McCrady sums 
up this approach by stating: 
ttHaving come tothe conclusionthkt a survey of 
of biological facts leads to the conviction that man; 
kind •••• is evdlving toward a superorganism of plane-
tary dimensions in which we shall be constituents com-
parable to the cells in our owb bodies, retaining our 
individual consciousness, but coordinated by a single 
spirit of altruism, it is interesting to note that the 
church has been teaching this for two thousandsyears. 
The doctrine of the church as the Mystical Body of 
Christ teaches that the Spirit of Christ, or the Holy 
Spirit, which is love instead of hate, altruism in-
stead of selfishness, can bring the Kingdom of God on 
Earth; that it must not be local or tribal, but must be 
taught to all men in the world; that all races of men 
must be brought into the Church, which it describes not 
as a Organization, but an organism--the body of Ghrist, 
in the sense and to the extent that it is governed and 
made one by the Spirit of Ghrist. Even the language is 
strikingly scientific. This idea that men can achieve 
the perfect life only by incorporation into a single 
great ~erson is just what the evidences from evolution 
should have prepared us for.n 
The culmination of the evolutionary process as such is 
not inevitable and therefore justifies no shallow optimism. 
Mankind can, and is .even ~rshe to, lead itself to perdition. 
,;(;'Edward MCCrady, "B iologyn, op. cit., p. 257. 
.. 
. , 
3. Conclusion 
The theory of evolution, when properly understood, pre-
sents no threat to religious beli~f. Many, in fact, see G6d 
manifest in the workings of' this process as surely as in the 
initial act of Creation. Russell concludes his article on 
. ,, 11 
Evolution with the observation that: 
11What is ·-certain and important is that God intended, 
f'rom all e~ernity, t~ create Man~ and to put him in thms 
world as the crown of this particular order of creation, 
and that He took those means which He saw to be most 
suitable f'or the purpose. As time goes on, we may hope 
to see ever more clearly what those means were. We have 
no cause to be alarmed at the prospect that they may 
have been the ordinary laws of nature." 
.: 
The far~reaching implication of' the concept of' evolution 
is that it gives man themeans of understanding his true sig-
nificance in the world. J.· He~ood Thomas brings this f'act y 
sharply into focus as follows: 
nFor clearly if man is created by God then his life 
is not a chance by-product of the universe; it is rather 
the expression of a divine purpose, or perhaps betteri a 
divine activity. And so man cannot be explained mere y 
in terms of matter. As traditional theology puts it 
there resides in ~im an.imago Dei which by ~ts very na-
ture makes it impossible for him to be explained simply 
in naturalistic terms. Hence, on this view, man is a 
peculiar element in the universe; thoygh in a sense a 
part of this world he is as yet greater than it. For 
he shares in a way in which the world does not, in the 
divine activity •••• The doctrine of creation does imply 
this, t~at man is free and therefore creative. Crea-
tivity is essentially the mark of personality.n 
Y John L. Russell, ttTheory of Evolution; the Present State of 
Evidencen, Month (January, 1956), 15:45~ 
2/ J. Heywood Thomas,- nrdea of Creation, 11 Hibbert· Journal 
TJanuary, 1952) 50:161. 
CHAPTER IV 
ARTICLES REVIEwED 
The articles selected for review represent the status of 
current thinking on the problem of teaching science fun rela-
tion to religious concepts; The earliest was written in 1948, 
and the latest appeared in 1955. Only three of the studies 
are of experimental nature~ Two are concerned with Evolution. 
The third investigation was conducted in England to determine 
the effect of science teaching on religious faith. 
The articles are arranged in the following order. Four 
papers dealing with religion in higher education appear first: 
The next two essays were written for the Teacher Education 
and Religion Project~ The seminar on Teaching Science in Re-
lation to Religious Concepts is discussed by the following 
three authors, Five articles reporting the work done in Eng-
land on this problem appear next;· The last two reports deal 
with teaching Evolution and merge with three other articles 
on this topic: The responsibilities of the Christian teacher 
of scienceare outlined by the next three authors. The remain-
ing articles deal with correlating science and religion. Bi-
ology, geology, astronomy, and elementary science are repres 
sen ted. 
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Edwin E. Aubrey·, nscientia, Scientific Method, and Religion, n 
Liberal Learning and Religion, Amos N. Wilder1 Harper and Brothers Publishers, New York, 1951, pp. 25-5o. 
This article is one of the papers .presented at the an-
nual meeting of the National Council on Religion in Higher 
Education and selected .for inclusion in the present volume. 
The writer is Professor of Religious Thought at the Univer-
sity ~f f.~~nsylvania. 
Professor Aubrey opens his article with brief comment 
on the successes of the religion in higher education pro-
ject. Calling attention to the enthusiasm with which it has 
been received, he adds "Perhaps a ferment more potent than 
curriculum reformation is at work in the hearts and minds of 
teachers.n 
Concerning the place of science in education, he iden-
tifies the major issue as nwhether science, knowledge and 
wisdom are identical terms. The spectacular achievements of 
the natural sciences and the emphasis on mechanistic explana-
tions for all phenomena has divorced science from wisdom. 
Descibing the effect on education, he says: 
\1 
nThe result has been a sreious loss of communica-
tion between the different fields, and this in turn has 
had effects in the educational system, since it has led 
to disintegration of the unity on which wisdom depends • 
•••• In the face of such attitudes all talk of education 
as a process of developing integrated personality has 
been all but futile, and the student has been victimized 
by a process that leads to more confusion than wisdom, 
to a separate array of knowledge never brought into 
fruitful relation to eachother~u 
Uhless such interrelatedness is established between the 
various fields, the student cannot be truly educated. 
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Turning to the place of' science~ in culture, he ex-
plains that scientists can no longer ignore the social, 
economic. and moral effects of'--blitei~ollabers. They are faced 
with the problem of deciding how their findings shall be 
used. This involves a value judgement and demands a reap-
praisal nature and ends of' life. 
Moreover this is happening at a time when "preoccupa-
tion with scientific means has tended to preclude thought 
about ends. The trend in science education is toward posi-
tivism to the exclusion of implications. However, men of' 
intelligence and faith do not exclude the remote relevants 
.from their thinking. "To advocate a moratorium on science 
is hysterical nonsense~ What we need is recovery o.f per-
spective. And this is the meaning of' wisdom. The develop-
ment of persons with perspective is the a~ of' liberal edu-
cation today. 
Science has an important place in the life of the cul-
tured person. But other areas of' experience, art, morality 
and religion, must be accorded a place in his life and 
thought. Each with its own discipline of understanding must 
be viewed in the pers pective of' the whole complex of' experi-
ence. "This is the secret of' the balance of a cultured man;n 
With this perspective, the cultured person can examine 
.. 
science as a way of knowing and.recognize both its value and 
its limitations. 'Ihus he will also see that both its know.-
ledge and its method need supplementation for full under-
standing of the world and man. 
Another ~spect of wisdom is that of determining goals 
and developing a plan of action to achieve those goals. 
This involves the highest expression of human intelligence, 
' ' 
for man's recognition of his responsibility despite the 
limitations of his own knowledge is the core of the religi-
ous experience. In summary Professor Aubrey states: 
naur study of the placz-e of science in higher edu-
cation would seem to point to the following conclusions: 
(l) sdi~nce can no longer carry on in isolation from 
the broad educational context in which it finds 
itself, nor from the social scene over which its 
own findings exercise so great an influence. 
(2) The scientific enterprise has its own presupposi-
tions regarding what is 'real' and how reliable 
knowledge is gained. 
(3) 
(4) 
(5} 
(6) 
The scientist who is self-critical concerning his 
methods of gaining knowledge realizes that there cu-;e 
are other dimensions of meaning (aesthetic, moral, 
metaphysical, religious) than those in which hevis 
properly preoccupied fun his experiments and obser-
vations. 
He is therefore called upon to exercise in his re-
search a sort of ascetic discipline in order to 
concentrate on his proper data, and the scientitie 
method is thus a process o~ abstraction. 
SLr5~.;-c-:_ ()~-· 
This in turn limits~the validity of the scientific 
method. 
In consequence a tension is set up between this 
limited, specialized function of science and the 
demands qf integrated society and educational ex-
perience;n 
-e 
In the next section, the writer turns to a consideration 
of how religion is related to science in education. The fun-
damental problem, as he sees it, is not one of·harmonizing 
scientific and theological views. The problem is instead one 
of relating science to the depth of human experience. This 
calls for the consideration of even the most remote-relevant 
implication for the destiny of man. 
All too frequently education has attempted to ignore the 
problem either by a retreat to the nivory towersrr or by that 
type of skepticism which defers action because of the com-
plexity of the problem. However when the meaning of one's 
existence is called into question , one cannot evade action. 
Even planned inaction is an act of restraint~ 
Religion preserves man's freedom to decide what line of 
action he will :follow. Thus it actually maintains the integ-
rity of science itself. hit is in this way that we must see 
the role of religion in higher education •••• The religious 
perspective must be bgought to bear fun the determination of 
the function, the method and the content of education.n 
Factual knowledge must be reinforced by strong motiva-
tion to act wisely. Thus, it becomes the function of educa-
tion to preserve the studentts sense of security and inner 
freedom by enabl~g him to develop personal integrity in 
judgement. Likewise the method of education must preserve 
the integrity of the individual. Without being dogmatic, 
the teacher must consider with patience and respect the im-
mature attempts o£ students to £ormula~e a philosophy o£ life. 
He must be willing to discuss the implications of his subject 
and its relation to other subjects. 
The content of the program must be determined by the 
individual di~ciplines using every possible opportunity for 
cultivating wisdom. The distribution of subjects must pro-
vide for the students cultural needs as well as his voca-
tional needs. However, it is not enough to permeate each 
subject with a larger perspective. Since religion is a sig-
nificant part o~ our culture and an integrating force in it, 
trThere is need •••• for systematic courses in the field of re-
ligion. 
In conclusion, The writer turns to the question of the 
relation of science education to religion. This problem, 
he explains, can be dealt with at three levels. First of 
these is the compatibility of the theological and scientific 
interpretation of the world and man. Except for the Funda-
mentalists, he points out, few trained theologians oppose 
science. Where, they do it is on the grounds that scientific 
theories are established by reference to facts secured on the 
basis of presuppositions which have not themselves been em-
piracally established. Or it may be to condemn any anti-
religious (atheistic or materialistic) interpretation which 
has been placed on the theory. 
The metaphysical context of the scientific inquiry is 
the secondlevel on which one may deal with the problem. 
When the scientist moves intm the area of philosophy, he 
must either assume the position of the positivist which 
excludes the necessity of metaphysics, or he he must make 
explicit his metaphysical position. Here science and reli-
gion are often on common ground sharing a common metaphysics, 
naturalism."~ 'However, the scientis.t is usually ill-trained 
in philosophy and mistakenly tries to cover up this in-
adequacy with dogmatism. 
The third level concerns the epistemological problem, 
the ways of knowing. It asks the question, ttWhat is a fact 
and how is it perceived?tt The nature of intuition is a dif-
ficult problem • Nevertheless, it seems to have importance 
for both religion and science. There is, however, a dif-
ference of aim to be considered. Religion requires personal 
involvement; whereas the aim of science is detached objec-
tivity. The writer believes the study of religion can be 
objective, but not in the sense of detachment. Rather it can 
be objective in freedom from personal bias. A corrective for 
subjectivity lies in recognition of the relative and limited 
nature of the different kinds of knowledge, as also in the 
asceticism of the scientist, thettprofessional attitudett. 
Summing up the writer concludes the aim of education is 
the unification of knowledge and integration of meanings which 
lead to recognition of creative purpose in the world. 
-u 
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Edwin K. Kemble, "The Role of Philosophy in a General Edu-
cation Course in Physical Science 1 tr General Education in Science, I. Bernard Cohen, and Fletcher G. Watson, Harvard 
University Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1952, pp., 49-58. 
This paper was originally presented at the Workshop in 
Science in General Education given at the Harvard Summer 
School in 1950. The views expressed are based on the writ-
errs personal experience.. Stating his main contention, he 
says: 
"My thesis is in brief that any attempt to relate 
physical science to the story of the development of 
Western culture, to other fields of human interest and 
activities, and to the problems that face our civiliza-
tion today must inevitably invo~ve a good deal of ele-
mentary philosophy; that the philosophical aspects of 
the freshman course in physical science can be of the 
greatest permanent value to the student; and that a 
surprisingly large number of students take to the dis-
cussion of philosophiGral ideas with avidity. Finally, 
it is my experience that the attempt to gain a better 
understanding of the historical interaction b-etween 
science and philosophy and.to work out a clearer con-
ception of present-day philosophical problems is one 
of the most stimulating parts of the job--one that does 
perhaps more than any other to keep me on my toes.n 
The writer then takes up the three main objections to 
his thesis. Regarding the first, the immaturity of the stu-
dents, he believes the sooner they are acquainted with the 
historical roots of critical thinking and encouraged to de-
velop a philosophical point of view the better. As to the 
problem of time, which is the second objection, he finds that 
the values the students derive from the little philosophy 
injected into the course justifies the small amount of time 
devoted to such issues. Admitting that he is no expert im 
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philosophy, he observes that the ~act that he is a learner 
as well as a teacher enhances the vividness o~ the course. 
Far ~rom misrepresenting the ~acts, it ~osters a critical 
examination o~ them. Thus he does away with the third ob-
jection, lack o~ expert knowledge in philosophy. 
The writer,concludes that some philosophy is essential 
·'··· 
to the course in<.:p!!'der to achieve the ultimate goal o~ gener-
al education which is " •••• to equip students to meet on a 
high level the personal and public problems o~ an era o~ ~lux 
and crisis.» To meet these problems they need the nstabilis-
ing in~luence o~ the historical perspective" and nminds 
schooled in the analytic experimental methods o~ science." 
Thus he points out: 
ttTo serve these ends •••• the General Education 
course in physical science should do all it can to 
clari~y and illustrate the nature o~ the scienti~ic 
method; it should endeavor to lay bare essential 
historical and scienti~ic roots o~ modern thinking; 
and should dwell somewhat on the limitations as well 
as the advantages o~ the method o~ science." 
Turning to the philosophical content o~ the course, the 
~ollowing outline summarizes the popics conside~ed: 
L. Fall Term 
A. Contributions o~ the Greeks to development o~ 
the scienti~ic point o~ view 
1. Conception o~ an understandable, law~ul universe 
2. Development o~ logic 
3. Limitations oi Greek science 
B. Copernicus, Galileo and Newton 
1. Th~ modern pragmatic concept of a theory 
2. The scientific method (no set procedure) 
II. Spring Term 
A~ Relativity and quantum theory 
1. Causality 
2. Determinism 
B. Influence of science on philosophy and religion 
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1. Historical effects of the scientific revolution 
of the 17th and 18th centuries. 
2. Historic debates on the relation of science 
and religj_on 
3. The case against scientific materialism 
a. The problem of mind and matter 
b. Eventual limitations of scientific methods 
c. The need for faith 
Concerning the discussion of the influence of science 
on philosophy and religion, the writer remarks that this is 
where he expects the maximum of disagreement. It is here 
too that he steps farthest outside the boundaries for 
courses in natural science. Admitting that this is dangerous 
ground normally shunned by science teachers, he believes, 
nevertheless, that " •.•• the science course that ignores these 
matters is missing an important opportunity.n The students 
need to look for themselves at the pros and cons. Thus, the 
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teacher can help some of them n. ~ •• to avoid jumping at un-
justified conclusions and to ease the intolerance with which 
the religious and irreligious often view one another.tt 
Noting that the student is often quick, to infer that 
materialism is the only intelligent approach to reality today, 
he expresses the opinion that the case for materialism is by 
no means proved. The lectures devoted to these top~cs are 
necessarily colored by his own views; however, he takes care 
not to confuse fact and personal opinion. In conclusion he 
states: 
"SUch an attempt to e.xplore.the implications of 
science for the faith of men is bound to be unsatis-
factory and sure to be criticized. Nevertheless, I 
hold that if it is honestly done it is a healthy and 
valid contribution to the course in natural science.tt 
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Edward McCrady, ttBiology, n Religious Perspectives in College 
Teachin~, Hoxie N. Fairchild, The Romald Press Company, New 
York, 1 52, pp. 235-261. . 
Edward McCrady is Chancellor and President and Professor 
of Biology at the university of the South. This essay by Pro-
fessor McCrady was originally issued as a separate pamphlet 
and was written for the Religion in Education project sponsored 
join~ly by the Edward W~ Hazen Noundation and the Committee on 
Religion in Education of tpe A merican Council of Education. 
Professor McCrady points out in the first part of his 
essay that artificially injecting religion ~t@ a science 
course is inappropriate and spiritt~y degV.ading. However, 
he is more amazed that science teachers have so completely ' 
ignored religious implications~ For it is the Professorts 
conviction that science cannot be adequately taught without 
such references. Furthermore, students will ask questions 
concerning religious implications of science whether the 
teacheri desires it it not; 
The main part of the essay is devoted to the religious 
implications of the theory of evolution. Specific references 
to this part appear in the chapter on evolution and the chap-
ter on creation. The main points may be symmarized as follows: 
1. While the fact that evolution has occurred is widely 
accepted, the explanation of it by the process of 
natural selection is inadequate. Natural selection 
'7,1: 
is but one of many limiting factors which permit 
evolution in one direction and forbid it in another. 
It does not initiate evolution at all. 
2. Random variation of the mutation process is not suf-
ficient to account for evolution eith&r. Quite sim-
ply sufficient time was not available to produce all 
the adaptive changes we observe in living organisms 
today by any random process. 
3. Evidence of design is present throughout the process 
of evolution. The very fa~t that there are so many 
limiting factors influencing the direction of evolu-
tion is evidence of purposeful planning. 
4. The creation of the universe was an event outside 
nature, i,.e., supernatural. The writer takes as 
being nnaturalrr that which conforms to the law of 
entropy, which says that more organization cannot 
come from lees. 
5. A supernatural event demands a supernatural cause. 
It would contradict the whole law of conservation to 
su.ppose that this supernatural cause was a blind im-
personal force. Simce the cosmic process has produced 
minds, this supernatural cause cannot be less than a 
mind. 
6. The story of creation as told by science is in re-
markable agreement with that found in Genesis. If one 
has trouble with the Bible, it is in spite o~ scien~e 
not because ot it~ 
7. An ultimate phase of the evolution of man is his in-
corporation into the MYstica~ Body of Christ. Unlike 
other phases o~ evolution, this can be achieved onlYLby 
the voluntary choice of free individuals. 
Concerning religion in science classes, Professor McCrady 
makes two important points. First, religion does not depend 
on scientific support for its ~oundation, though it may be 
deepened and enriched by it~' Its regl foundation lies in ex-
perience. Christ Himself called us to make the experiment 
and learn by experience what we cannot by the unaided reason. 
His second point is that the religious perspecti~e deserves 
serious attention and deliberate emphasis in every part of',., _ ... , 
()·,:-~ 'CI...s 
the curriculum. This is necessary to overcome the adverse1~. of' 
the overt omission of religion from class discussion and the 
insidious counter-indoctrination which questions the existence 
o~ ultimate va~ues. 
Prof'essor McCrady gives several e~cellent examples of' how 
religion already permeates the curriculum in an unacknowledged 
~orm. Such statements as the following are typical of the 
counter-indoctrination which takes place on our campuses; 
(1) Moral issueSShould not be considered in judging a poem; 
(2) All problems of society are monetary and can be corrected 
b~~conomic ref'orm; (3) Statesmen use moral arguments only to 
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conceal selfish aims; (4) Moral systems have no .absolute 
basis; they are neither good nor bad, merely conventional 
types; (5) Man is only an automaton responding mechanically 
to his environment; (6) Physical-chemical laws are responsi-
ble for everything that happens ih the world;, (7) The mechan-
ism of evolution removes all need for postulating a Creator. 
Such statements as these confirm and fortify the impulse 
to irresonsibility by reducing moral and spiritual values to 
an illusion. Moreover, Such antireligious inculcation would 
go on covertly, though perhaps unwittingly, even if religious 
instruction were forbidden in tax supported schools~ Thus, 
Professor McCrady concludes: 
nrr religion really is genuinely related to nearly 
every course in the curriculum, let us bring this fact 
out into the open and discuss it whenever appropriate. 
It will not be wholly bad to have religion thus woven 
into the entire fabric of education instead of isolated 
into little fragments delivered to a relatively small 
clientele." 
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~uih S~ Taylor,nphysical Sciences,tt ~eligious Perspectives 
~n College Teach~ngi Hoxie W. Fairch~ld, The Ronald Press 
Company, New York, 952, pp. 198-234· . 
Dean of the Graduate School and Professor of Chemistry 
at Princeton, Hugh s; Taylor is one ofthe leading educators 
deeply concerned with the problem of religion in higher 
education. This paper is one of those originally presented 
at the Harvard Summer School Workshop in Science in General 
Education. The workshop was organized through the combined 
efforts of Dean Taylor, President Conant of Harvard and Dean 
French of Colgate. 
Introducing his essay with comment on the trend which 
assigns an exalted position to science and scientists, Dean 
Taylor takes as his purpose, n •••• to deny that science can 
ever assume the central position in human affairs to which 
present tendencies seem to urge it.tt This trend has arisen 
from a mistaken impression as to the nature of science and 
the practive of ignoring its limitations. The particular 
focus of the paper is the student whom he believes would 
welcome the viewpoint of one who attempts " •••• to combine 
scientific effort and religious practice in harmonious' re-
lation each to the other~ 
Setting forth the nature of science he makes the fol-
lowing points: (l) Science is concerned with knowledge of 
the physical world as secured through the senses; (2) The 
method mf science is on the one hand experimental, and on 
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the other hand theoretical; and, (3) The theoretical activity 
which seeks to relate the facts into an intelligible pattern 
often passes into the realm of' philosophy. However, problems 
involving values, ends and purposes lie in the province of 
philosophy, morality and religion. 
The factors which produced the dichotomy between science 
and religion are treated next. Here the writer traces .the 
effects of' specialization, fragmentation of knowledge, secu-
larism, Victorian optimism and the conquest of' the atom. It 
was here, he explains, that scientists began to engag.e " ••• in 
serious self'-questionings regarding the ethical and moral as-
pects of their labors •••• tt" This was the first rude awaken-
ing to the disastrous effects of divorcing science from wis-
dom. 
Turning to the responsibility of' the educator, he calls 
for a harmonization of' the factors which formed our culture. 
nWhat we may ask of' the colleges and universities is a larger 
measure of' unity in the total effort for cultural education ••• 
a unity in whmch the resultant scholars can reveal both a 
general competence and a specialized excellence." 
In the second part of the essay, the writer proposes to 
examine how the religious perspective can be employed in teach-
ing without the loss of educational integrity; Questiens re-
garding religion do not arise at all in some courses; however, 
the natural sciences produce them quite readily. Dean Taylor 
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rejects the claims of those who would discard faith in the 
name of science and of those ntimidn Christians who condemn 
or igmore science in order to keep their faith. nThe Chris-
tian teacher must convince his students that there is another 
and better alternativ~.n 
It will be necessary for the teacher to make clear the 
different ways of knowing. The fact that science is not the 
only r~liable path to truth should be emphasized. Using dif-
ferent methods and cov~ring different ground all paths lead 
to truth which is indivisible. The unity of truth should be 
stressed. 
Considerable attention to the approach to truth through 
faith-should be given. The student must see that there are 
whole areas of knowledge outside the realm of scientific ob-
fiervation. It is well to stress,also, the nature of histori-
cal truth and the extent to which both science and religion 
depend on testimony. Here the teacher may point out the fact 
that science provides corroboration for historical truths. 
Thus it actually validates testimony and history as vehicles 
for the attainment of truth~ 
A recognition of the insufficiency of science to provide 
a complete picture of what is true may then justify looking 
at nature from a religious point of view which sees nature, 
man and the whole universe as the result of the presence of 
God and the will of God. 
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Turming to a detailed discussion of the nature of scien~ 
tific truth, Dean Taylor emphasizes the points summsrized in 
the list below. 
(1) The whole area of ethical judgements, requiring 
definition of values and ends, lies outside the 
province of science. 
(2) Scientific· truth is proximate; it is never ultimate: 
(3) Although the scientist can non establish the ultimate 
truth of his beliefs, he may attain pragmatic sanction 
for them. 
(4) Faith is common to science and religion. The scien-
tist depends on the accuracy and objectivity of re-
cords and on presuppositions, principles which can 
never be proved. . 
(5) Behind the symbolic knowledge secured by scientific 
observation is a reality which escapes the measure-
ment technique. Scientific knowledge tells us nothing 
about the intrinsic nature of things. 
(6) The determinism implicit in science is nothing more 
than the assumption nhat nature is obedient to laws. 
These laws do not cause tJ;le observed phenomena. 
Neither does the scientist who bases his predictions 
on them. 
(7) Science today deals only with s~condary causes. 
Knowing little about ultimate causes it cannot 
determine ends or direct society toward ends which 
are external to its discipline~ 
(8) The horrors perpetrated in the name of pure science 
make clear that freedom to experiment must receive 
its sanctions outside of science. Science must be 
supplemented by wisdom. 
Dean Taylor concludes the urgent need is for the li-
berally educated man not the specialist in science. He ex-
plains further: 
"Such a man will recognize the necessity for a re-
turn to unity in place of a supposed dichotomy between 
science and technology on the one hand , and moral 
idealism and religious faibh on the other •••• Indeed 
it may be urged that a fusion of the two into a common 
unity is the signal need in the world today to relieve 
the stresses and strains. Unless we can ennoble the 
material realities that are available tn us with the 
spiritual realities that are even more fumdamental the 
outlook is dark indeed~ ••• somehow or other the teacher 
of science must communicate in his teaching, in his 
work and in his life, the truth that our material uni-
verse can go down into physical death, unless we can 
at the same time make a sacramental universe." 
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George Bradley, ttAnother Responsibility :for the Science 
Teacher,tt Focus on Religion in Teacher Education, American 
Associaltion of-Colleges :for Teacher Ed~cation, Oneonta, 
N. Y., 1955, pp. 35-39~ 
The essay by Mr. Bradley, who is a member of' the physics 
department at Western ~chigan College, reflects the new hu-
mility so characteristic of the scientists in his field. In 
it he presents an excellent summary of the religion-science 
problem and its ef'.fect on Wettern culture. This observation 
supports his main contention that a study of the historical 
development and philosophical implications of science serve 
as an excellent means of emphasizing,i'!te limitations. 
Science has made remarkable progress in the last century 
and the science teacher has good reason to be proud of' its 
achievements. Important as :fut is :for the good teacher to be 
enthusiastic about his subject, this virtue can have a perni-
cious effect. The teacher may unwittingly .foster an idolatry 
of' science by fostering the impression that the scientific 
method provides the only avenue to truth. In the writer's 
opinion ~h:iils tt; ••• is a more ef'i'ective barrier to an under-
standing~and interest in religion than·any real conflict be-
tween religion and science itself'." 
It is with this point that the essay is primarily con-
cerned: The writer traces carefully the events laading up 
to the twentieth century disillusionment: the rise of experi-
mental science and technology; the dawn of' an Age of' Reason; 
the exte~sion of the method o£ science to philosophy giving 
rise to logical positiveism; ni11eteenth century liberal op-
timism; and, the advent of new theories disproving older con-
cepts of nature. He calls attention to the staetling turn of 
events in the physical sciences which necessitated a recon-
sideration of the nature of scientific truth·~ The admission 
that science is not exact and that ~heories are not trae in 
the absolute sense, only useful or consistent, followed. 
The disillusionment which resulted is one of the greatest 
tragedies of history~ However, such a turn of events n •••• re-
leased scientific thinking from confining channels of an 
earlier day. Scientists ~uired a new humility in recogniz-
ing the limitations of their field. Science and other related 
disciplines began to recover that perspective which enabled 
them to see their true relation to wisdom. 
The problem for the science teacher has become one of 
recapturing for the student that " ••• ~sense of participation 
in the adventure ••.• " of experimental science~ Otherwise 
students get the impression that science will eventually pro-
vide all the answers to all the questions. The sol uti on to -Une_ 
problem may be found in studying the history of science. 
"Judiciously used, historical and philosopical ma-
terial can make c~ear that early leaders in the physical 
sciences never conceived of them as providing a means 
for answering the most important questions about the 
world. Rather it will show that science was a detour 
from the important questions of philosophy and theology 
simply because its problems looked easier~n 
$1. 
The writer tfurns to the second area in which nineteenth 
century optimism was replaced by disillusionnnent. Tecnology l~.:;_.-1 
did not prove to be the salvation of mankind as was earlier 
predicted. In tecnology the preoccupation with using nature 
rather than understanding it presents a hazard .for the teacher. 
Students come to " •••• identify tecnology with science and these 
WWti~with knowledge~···" unless som mention is made o.f the 
methods and goals o.f technology. The writer explains: 
ttEngineering and technology are indispensible .for 
modern society and present great challenges to the youth-
ful student, but it is an important commission upon the 
teacher that it be made clear that there are areas of 
understanding in which neither engineering nor science 
makes pretence of competency. Technology is an honor-
able and worthy pursuit .for the mind, but its ultimate 
goal o:f producing things and not :fundamental knowledge 
must be cle~ly seen by the student that e may know 
what he does. n 
In concluding the write~ doubts the wisdom o.f injecting 
religious topics into the instructional effort~ Since the 
teacher's :first responsibility is to teach the truth as best 
ca."'re.-he sees it, n •••• he must take.l\ that not even by implication 
he overrepresents the power of an enterprise, however dear 
to his hear.n In this way the interests of both science and 
religion will be served.: 
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w. c. Van Deventer, "Questions Concerning Religiom in Science 
Classes," Focus on Religion in Teacher Education, American 
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, Oneonta, N.Y., 
1955 J pp. 24-34. .. 
The advent of theories apparently contradicting tradi-
tional religious beliefs h~s made it increasingly difficult 
'· . 
to answer student questions concerning the relation of reli-
gion to science. This is the observation of the writer who 
is head of the Biology Department at Western )lichigan College. 
At first, teachers were reluctant to discuss such contro-
versial matters. Conscious of their own inadequacy some sci-
ence teachers referred students to the specialist in religion. 
Others took-~~ess desirable course of action and either 
squelched or discouraged such questions altogether. Much 
harm has been done by teachers who denied. the importance of 
I 
religi<J>n by ign0ring it 'entirely. By implica"'?ien students 
assumed that science and religi0n are opposed. Rut the great-
est damage has been produced by emphasis on material ends 
and mechanistic procedures to the exclusion of faith. 
A more constructive attitude would be to answer relig-
ion-science questions and to consider their implications to 
the best of one 1 s ability. Such an approach may require the 
science teacher to bec0me more proficient in religion or in 
philosophy. It should at least involve his thinking through 
his 0Wn phil0sopby of life. 
Striet observance o:f the scientific attitude will enable 
the teacher to avoid offending students or destroying any 
cherished religious beliefs. The teacher must be objective 
and tentative and keep his own point of view out of the pic-
ture. Available data may be presented, but students must be 
allowed to draw their own conclusions. The teacher can pro-
vide students with a new tool for evaluating their beliefs, 
the scienti.fic attitude. Students can be helped to test the 
pragmatic truth of their beliefs. 
Apparent conflicts between science and religion may 
, 
give rise to questions at any time and any place in the cur-
riculum. The writer identifies fives areas which produce 
questions most readily. They are: (1) Evolution, (2) Nature 
and Origin of the Universe, (3) Origin of Life, (4) Nature 
of Disease, and (5) Reproduction~ 
Foremost of these is Evolutian. In this area the teach-
er should make clear what evolution is and what it is n0t 1 
pointing out its relation to onets personal day to day evolu-
. tion. The f"act that evolution is still going on should be 
emphasized. Man t s devices, language 1 tools, ideas and relig-
ious forms are likewise undergoing vvolutionary change. The 
possibility may be suggested that man's uniqueness is one of 
degree rather than 0ne of kind. 
Concerning the origin of the universe, the writer suggests 
that our solar system must have had a point of origin whether 
the universe did or not. This would reconcile the two 
currently rival theories, Ganows explosion Theory and the 
Continuous Creation ~eory of Fred Hoyle. Whether it does 
more than that is doubtful. 
Since it is a basic biological principle that life comes 
only from previously existing life, it has always been sup-
posed that life came into being by an act of creation. Re-
cently science has postulated the formation of self-reproduc-
ing molecules from non-living molecules. The writer suggests 
that a common mee~ing ground lies in the Biblical reference 
to life arising from the waters. 
A difficulty presents itself to those who think the body 
as the temple of the soul must be inherently perfect, To them 
bodily imperfections and disease are evil. An understanding 
of the nature of disease and the workings of the body can 
clear up many misunderstandings in this area. 
Questions concerning the origin of the soul may be raised 
by the study of embryology and the animal parallels ·drawn from 
it. The study of reproduction also gives rise to questions 
concerning sex, pregnancy and childbirth which have deep re-
ligious implications. 
Answering questions concerning the relation of religiom 
to science can be an enriching experience for the teacher. 
Moreover, it inspires confidence in students. In preparing 
for this t~sk the writer offers the following list of aids 
for the science teacher: 
n1. A good working knowledge oi' the Bible, inclu-
ding the history oi' Biblical literature, its 
~:b~ces, and the way inw~ich the Bible was put 
together by church councils and other recognized 
authorities, accepting the books we know and 
rejecting others, 
2. A good working knowledge oi' the history of re-
ligion, not merely oi' the relationships of the 
non-Christian religions to Christianity, but 
even more particularly of the relationship)of 
Christian sects with one another, their si~i­
larities, and their differences. 
3 •. A good working lmowledge of the main currents 
in the history of philosophy, especially in the 
Western world, and the influence which these 
have had on scientii'ic thought_ 
4. A broad understanding of science, in which a 
thorough knowledge of one field of specializa-
tion is supplemented by a working knowledge of 
the main currents of development in the others: 
5. A snundly thought-through personal philosophy 
based on a real and deep concern for the pro-
blem of meanings in the universe, and an interest 
in the reqationship(of science to this problem. 
6. A willingness to recognize real conflicts between 
religion and science when they appear; but, along 
wi~h this, an ability to see beyon~ superficial 
conflicts which involve only specific religious 
interpretations or an inadequate understanding 
of science~ 
?. A freedom from any inner necessity to take the 
easy way out by seeking refuge in shallow verbal 
compromises which cover up real difficulties; 
instead, a willingnes~where necessary, to live 
.for the predictable future with "the certainty 
0f uncertaintyn in regard to insoluble probl.ems.n 
E. G.· Stanley Baker~ 't'Brief Report e>n a Semina·r, rr 
Christian Scholar (September, 1953), 36:247-248 
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This is a report on a work-shop seminar which met to 
discuss the Teaching of Natural Sciences in Relation.to 
Religious 6oncepts. It took place at Penn. State College 
on July-6-17, 1?53. Twenty-six experienced members of 
college and university science faculties took part. The 
membership was equally divided between the physical and the 
biological sciences~ 
Dr. William G. Pollard and Dr. E. L. Long led the 
- .seminar. Dr. Pollard is Executive Director of the Oak Ridge 
Institute of Nuclear Studies. :Dr: Long is Professor o:f 
Philosophy and Ethics at Virginia Polytechnic Institute. 
Others taking part included Dr. P. N. Joranson, Dr. H. s. 
Brimmer and Dean H. K. Schilling. 
The writer states the purpose o£ the seminar as 
follows: 
" ·nThe seminar was motivated by a serious desire to 
understand th~ signific~ce €;}, the Christian religion 
and its .teachings in our world today' and especially to 
consider the ilnpa.~ts o:f current scholarship, scientific 
and Biblical, on eachother and on the influence the 
science teacher does and should have on his campus.n 
The :following generalizations, according to the writer, 
represent the concensus of opinion; 
ttl) The orientation in philosophy and especially 
theology and early Hebrew-Christian History which the 
seminar provided is quite aa important for the science 
teacher as is orientation in science for te~chers of 
philosophy, theology and the humanities. 2) There is 
an acute problem of effective communication of ideas 
between specialists in science and theology. 3) An 
history and critical interpretation of the Hebrew-
Christian drama resolves many so-called conflicts be-
tween science and religion~ 4) The almost exclusive 
emphasis on the Greco-Roman origins of Western culture 
in most history teaching leads to a one-sided inter-
pretation of contemporary life. 5) There are evidences 
of a reawakening among college and university faculties 
of a serious interest in the importance of the Christian 
message. 6) Science is capable of reinforcing rather 
than tearing down Christian conviction. This can be 
and should be done without ignoring either established 
fact or areas of current disagreement and wmthout vio-
lence to the integrity of either teacher or student 
Scientism, on the other hand, will never furnish a 
valid philosophy of life.n 
Editor, "Keeping Abreast in Education,n Phi Delta Kappan 
(April, 1955), 36:280. 
f.he writer of .this editorial reports on the remarks 
made by H. K. Schilling at the 1954 Summer Seminar on 
Teacing Science in Relation to Religious Concepts. The 
seminar was held on the Pennsylvania. State University 
campus. Quoting Professor Schilling the reporter writes: 
nu biology had become the tbasic science', philosophy 
and perhaps the sciences woul.d be very different today." 
Continuimg the Professor expressed the belief that physics 
excludes too much of what is basic to life and to experi-
ence. 
Real experiences are .fundamental to good science teach-
ing and to a vital religious faith. Professor Schilling 
comments: 
trToo much science teaching is textbook teaching. 
This can transfer to religion. For too many, religion 
represents only a creed or something in a book--no live 
contact, no real experience. Particular areas of per-
plexity for science teachers include questions on mira-
cles, origin of' the universe, reliability of the Bible, 
authority, reality;,af religious experience, the here-
after, certainty a:nd truth, and the methodology of 
science." 
Emphasizing the need for students to develop a point of 
view and philosophy of' their own, the Professor concludes: 
ttRe needs to discover where science fits in--where religion 
fits in. It is our business to give him just the right amount 
of he1p.r-not too much, not too little. How?n 
Sister Mary Benita Pieper, C.H.M., ncatholic Educators and 
Science, u America (October 3, 1953 ) , 90+14-16. 
The article by Sister Pieper is a report on the works 
shop seminar on Teaching Science in Relation to Religious 
Concepts which met in the summer of 1953 at Penn. State 
College-. She reviews some o£ the proposed solutions to the 
problem in education and then presents the Catholic teacher's 
approach~ 
In retrospect Sister Pieper recalls how the progress of 
science n •••• led many to believe that science would !Qllentu-
ally lead to nhe perfection of the world and that facts veri-
fiable by science were the only ones maJill. might trust. n She 
remarks also on the part played by John Dewey in popularizing 
the scientific method in educational circles. Moreover, an 
allegiance to gadgets has come to replace the allegiance to 
God and is al least partly responsible £or the loss o£ per-
spective among men of the twentieth century. 
Among teachers the lack of faith in a personal God is 
tr~smitted to their students~ As Sister Pieper points out, 
this is done more effectively by the teacher's attitude than 
by any antireligious comment that might be made. Greater 
harm is done by treating religion as unworthy of cosideration. 
One of the proposed solutions to the religion-science 
problem in education is the attempt to revive the fundamen-
talist viewpoint. This is thw approach taken by the American 
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Science Foundation. However, a dichotomy o£ faith and reason 
results when the B·ible is used as a textbook of science. 
Those who suggest that science adopt the method of theol-
ogy fail. to recognize that n ..... freedom in science is freedom 
to pursue knowledge, distinct from the pursuit of wisdom." 
The authors of this solution forget this fact; 
In direct opposition to thms approach is the u •••• move-
ment to reduce all theology and moral science to an empiri-
cal basis .. " One proponent of this solution went away from 
\he conference convinced it is an impossible task: 
T.he most widespread proposal calls for an overall inte-
gration in education~ Groups, such as the Foundation for 
Integrated Education, sponsoring this suggestion are rather 
indefinite in their statement of purpose. 
Turning to the Catholic teacher's approach, the writer 
shows how it parallels the conclusion of one of the workshop 
groups which stat,ed that : 
n A disservice would be done both science and relig-
ion by radically made innovations in the teaching of 
science in order to introduce religious concepts into 
it. With regard to student questions on points which 
concern science and religion, it is the duty of the 
teacher to answer these questions himself and not evade 
the issue. His answer, however, must be intelligent, 
broad and humble." 
Sister Pieper invites the reader to compare this state-
ment with one made by Monseigneur Ulrich .A. ;Hauper of St~ 
Ambrose College. His remarks appeared in a recent article 
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in high school biology. Sister Pieper quotes the monseig-
neur as f'ollows )J 
urn a religious school, an awareness o.f the 
presence o.f God serves for backround for all instruc-
tion. The teacher of biology·need not be especially 
concerned with this backround; it is supplied spon-
taneously in the study and contemplation ofthhe won-
ders of Godts world. To introduce religion as such 
into a science class is ordinarily not desirable; 
doing so can easily cause an unfavorable reaction. 
But when questions-are asked that call .for reference 
to religion, there should not be hesitation •••• Topics 
of this kind when they arise sholud be discussed open-
ly; otherwise there will come in later life tempta-
tions against faith which can be disastrous.n 
Calling for higher standards in teacher education, Sis-
ter Pieper emphasizes the need .for a broad liberal arts back-
round. She stresses also the importance o.f keeping abreast 
of the latest developments in one's field. Mentioning the 
need .for prayer in finding a solution to the problem, she 
adds: "Just as students have been led away from God by the 
agnostic attitude o.f teachers, so youth can be inspired to 
find conf'idence in God by saintly men and women wise in mat-
ters o£ faith and learned in the sciences they teach~n 
Sister Pieper closes her article with comment on the 
great need .for Catholic leaders in the f'ield of science and 
reminds parents who are ab:le of their responsibility to edu-
cate talented children beyond high school and in the liberal 
arts tradition~ 
1 Rt. Rev. u. A. Hauber,· ttThe High School Biology Course,n 
Catholic Education Association Bulletin (May", 1953), 
A Correspondent nscience in Sixth Forms; the Ef'.fects on 
Religious Belief, n Times Educational Supplement (February 10, 
1950) ' l815 :103. . . . . . . 
An investigation into the attitudes of Sixth Form pupils 
to science and religion was conducted by the Christian Auxili-
ary Movement in England. nThe primary aim o.f the investiga-
tion was to .find out whether the teaching o.f science at an 
advanced level made it more difficult for boys and girla to 
accept Christian .faith.n The study was carried out among 
students of grammar and independent schools which included 
both one-sex schools and co-educational institutions. The 
sampling included science students and arts students. 
Instrument .for the survey was a questionnaire. The 
questions were of two types: (l)those calling for a direct 
answer (yes, no, or don't know); and, (2)those which involved 
giving an order of preference. The findings were: 
(1) Most of the students were unaware of any conflict 
between the code of conduct expected at school and 
that .found outside. 
*Total number of cases ••••• 50-60% 
(2) Those attending church regularly "§ew·.;~ouna~to be: 
One-sex schools •.••••••••• 60% 
Co-ed schools: 
Art atudents •• ~········60% 
Science students .......... 47% 
*Read: of the total number o1· cases_. 
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(3) Those who said their study of science made faith 
more difficult to hold were: 
Total number of cases ••••• 33% 
One-sex schools ••••••••••• 22% 
Co-ed schools •.••.•••••••• 35% (mostly boys) 
(4) Those who did not know whether or not their friends 
had similar difficulties with their faith were: 
Total number of cases ••••• J6% 
Co-eduschools: .••..••••••• 29% 
Boys •• ................... 41% 
Girls ••••.•••••••••••••• 35% 
(5) Only 6% of the students thought their main job in 
life was to spread the Gospel. However those who 
put as their first choice, "To improve social condi-
tions under which people live and to work for peacen 
included: 
Total number of cases ••••• 40% 
Total number of boys •••••• 20% 
One-sex schools (girls) ••• 40% 
Co-ed schools: 
T"'l r·.- ,-f::' 
i3oy,S (science) .••••••••• 25.6% 
Gir:t?J arts ) • , ...•.•••.• 3 9% 
(6) Those who believed the teacher played no part in 
forming their convictions were: 
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Science students: Arts stud~nts: 
One-sex schools (boys) ••• 48% ••••• 33% 
One-sex schools (girls),.45% ••••• 36% 
Co-ed schools •••••••••••• 57% ~ •••• 43% 
Boys ••.••.•.•. ~ ....••• 58% ...... 55% 
(7) The first choi~e as a source of help with difficult 
problems turned out to be: 
Parents •••.••.••• ?O% 
Teachers ••••••••• l0-15% 
Ministers •••••••• 2-3% 
Among the general conclusions the correspondent reported 
the following: (l)Few students are aware of the real problem 
which exists in the science-religion controversy. Even the 
more thoughtful are ignorant of the controversy between Hu-
manism and Christianity. "Certainly no connection is seen be-
tween social action and the philosophy which lies behind it." 
(~) Most of the students attend church regularly; (3) Most of 
them feel their faith is ndlt affected by the study of science; 
(4) Boys in co-ed schools object most strongly to the influ-
ence of teachers in forming their views; (5) Students do not 
seem to discuss religious questions with their friends; and, 
(6) Parents are the most common source of help with difficult 
problems.· Teachers come second in popularity. Ministers are 
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referred to only rarely. 
Summarizing the sex-di:f:ferences, the correspondent draws 
the :following conclusions: (1) No di:f:ference between one-sex 
schools and co-ed schools seems to exist; (2) Students in co-
ed schools seem to be more grown up in their thinking; (3) Boys 
seem to beless regular in church attendance; (4) Boys have 
greater di:f:ficulty with their religious :faith; (5) Girls are 
more aware o:f their :fellow pupilst religious views; and, (6) 
Girls seem to be more appreciative o:f the teacher's influence 
in helping them :form their convictions. 
The rlter interprets the results o.f the study as :follows; 
/1 
"The picture which seems to emerge :from the survey 
is that o:f a generation o:f sixth,:formers genuinely in-
terested in Christianity, a generation o:ften misinformed 
. but not ungenerous. It is a generation o:f which the 
majority goes to church •••• but it does not :feel that the 
church ministers to its real needs. The children answer-
ing the questionnaires were :for the most part high-minded 
with high ideals about what was to be their li:fe's pur-
pose, andthe impression is gained :from their comments 
that they were young people o:f more than average integrmty." 
/ 
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A Correspondent, ttSoience and Religion, 11 Times Educational 
Supplement (July 16, 1954), 2046:704. . 
This is a report on the Student Christian Conference 
held at Liverpool. It was attended by schoolchildren of 
northern England and ~heir science teachers, Commenting on 
the desirability of such a meeting, the writer states, nAt 
the Sixth For.m stage the human mind is probably more acutely 
aware of the points at which religion clashes with politics 
and science than at ah]t other~n 
C. A. Coulson, Oxford professor of applied mathematics, 
addressed the group onnfteligion and Christian Faith". His 
main theme was the complementar~ nature of science and reli-
. . 
gion. In conclusion he stated, rrwe need_both the guidance 
of religion and the knowledge af science.n 
In response to his talk the students queried him on such 
widely diverse topics as co-existence with Russia, the scien-
tific definition of soul, the H-bomb, spiritualism, and the 
state of disbelief so common among scientists. 
The professor also adressed the teachers. In this talk 
he d~scussed the harmful effects_ of second rate science teach-
ing. It is the teacherrs duty to eradicate fallacious beliefs 
concerning the objectivity of science. nscience provesn, he 
reccomends, should be stricken from every book. Scientists 
themselves are refuting the absolute nature of their discov-
eries. He concludes, nscience is really a humanity and should 
be taught as such;n 
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A.Correspondenn.t, nQuestion of' Facts; Scientists and Theo-
logiane,~_Jimes Educational SUpplement (April 22, 1955), 
2083:357; ... 
T.he conference here reported was arranged b~ the Chris-
tian Frontiers Council and the Student Christian Movement: 
It met at Sheffield, England and was attended by eighty uni-
.versity teachers; The main theme was considered under four 
areas of discussion, (l) The Bible and Modern Science; (2) 
Creation and Destiny of the Universe; (3) Time; and, (4) Re-
velation and discovery.· Comment on the logic of scientific 
and theological statements served as introduction; 
One point at which the sharing of knowledge proved fruit-
ful concerned the question of evidence~ The kind of' evidence 
used to support scientific belief's and that which forms the 
basis of' religious belief's appeared to be quite different. 
Facts are of' primary importance to the scientist. He is will-
ing to abandon any theory which contradicts them. 
The suspicion that there are contradictions between faith 
and science seemed to be a possible source of conflict; These 
suspicions tt!'~ •• arise more subtly from Christian claims that 
God is active in history and Nature, and that he became a man 
at a particular date and place, that some miracles seem to be 
essential to faith, and that prayer is said to be ef'f'ective •••• n 
Other areas of possible conflict would seem to arise from the 
fact that n •••• Christianity speaks of the resurrection of the 
9$ 
body, and that the Church continues to use material elements 
in its sacraments and highly mythological language in its 
scriptures and liturgies~" The writer suggests that these 
are questioned by the science-minded world becaus:e they 
violate the known laws of. nature; 
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A Correspondent, ttEvo1ution and Education·, A Unifying Con-
cept, n Times Educational SuEp1ement (December 14, 1951), 
1911:966. . 
This article is a report on one of a series of confer-
ences held in England on the subject of Evolution and Educa-
tion. Eleven organizations interested in the teaching of 
biology gathered to discuss the problem, Since the idea of 
evolution its~lf has undergone gradual change, the conference 
presented some of the latest thinking on the theory. The at-
tempt was to bring out some of the complexities of the con-
cept, Considerable attention was given to methods of teach-
ing the facts of evolution in a dramatic way. 
Concerning classroom problems in teach:ibng evolution, the 
need for strengthening rather than disturbing religious be-
lief's seemed most important~ IvJany saw the teaching of this 
theory as a unique opportunity for giving pupils a revelation 
of the eternal; A f'ew objected to teaching evolution on the 
gro'tl.llds that it is antireligious~ However, most saw no con-
; 
'" flict between religion and science in this mattert In general, 
the conclusion may be stated as follows, tt A.....,;t present too 
little is being done to help guide the pupil and show how the 
theory fits in with the whole picture~'n 
JLOO 
A Corr~spondtmt, ttThe Teaching of' Evolution; Christianity and 
.. Science, r~ Times Educational Supplement (December 15, 1950), 
1859:962 .• 
This'meeting of' science teachers was organized by the 
British Social Hygiene Council and was held at the University 
College in London,.' Part of' the conference was devoted to 
discussing how and when the subject of' evolution should be 
introduced. Of' greater importance, however, seemed to be the 
possibility of' conflict between the theory of evolution and 
religious concepts~ The fear was expressed that it might 
" •••• cause considerable mental and spiritual conf!lsion to a 
school child confronted with it f'or the f'irst timetn -Several 
references were made to the 6hild1 s need f'or security. How-
ever, it was pointed out that this emotional need was not apt 
to be satisfied py intellectual arguments. 
nAn important question was whether enough backround could 
be given to destroy the impression that science revealed an 
odderly march of', events in which man had progressed with com-
mendalhle ability:n Some held that science f'ar f'rom supplying 
all the answers, merely increased the amount of' the unknown. 
In his address bef'ore the group attending the conference, 
Julian HUxley expressed the belief' that Darwin's theory of' 
evolution had destroyed the arg~nts f'or the existence of' 
God based on design. The majority, however, thought it actu-
ally reinforced the belief': A 11 agreed that a study of' science y 
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increased the feeling of awe and wonder at.the mysteries of 
the universe. 
Dr. W. H. Thorpe of the Cambridge University department 
of z~8logy examined the ~ifficulty of reconciling the doc-
trine of a loving Father with natural selection which seemed 
cruel, wasteful, blind and amoral~ However as he pointed 
out it is fallacious to speak of nsufferingn in nature~ 
Science and Christian faith are indispensible to each other. 
Both are n •••• complementary revelations of the eternal,n 
Science teachers must be careful not to exclude God from the 
the picture. It is imperative to impress on the childts mind 
" •••• the fact that if evolution is true it is a part of Chris-
tian belief and not its antithesis.n 
10~ 
Estelle R. Laba and Eugep.e W~ Gross, nEvolution Slighted in · 
High School Biology, n Clearing House (March 1950), 24:396-399; 
This article is a report on a survey of teacher attitude 
toward and textbook treatment of organic evolution. As out-
lined by the authors, the objectives of the study were: 
n (1) to find out what texts were being used and the 
teacher's criticism of the topic in them; (2) to determine 
the extent to which evolution is discussed; (3) to learn 
what subject matter is included in the discussion as com-
pared to the ~ewark, New Jersey Syllabus; (4) to see what 
materials are used in teaching the topic; and, (5) to de-
termine the correlation between the treatment of the sub-ject and the teacherts own philosophy.n 
A questionnaire was devised (it is not described by the 
authors) and sent to sixty-four biology teachers in the high 
schools of Essex County, Newark, N. J. Twenty-nine questinn-
naires were returned, represe~tiog a total of 2,623 pupils 
and eight different textbooks. According to the Writers' in-
terpretation of the data, the following conclusions may be 
drawn from the study: · 
rt(l) Textbooks were inadequate and evasive in their 
treatment of the subject •••• (2) teachers themselves were 
perplexed in their thinking due to hostile emotions crys-
tallized by early religious training •••• (3) the teaching 
of evolution is unsatisfactory and unsupported by visual 
aids; (4) the influence of Darwin on politics, philosophy 
and popular thought~was unmentioned or unknown to the 
teachers themselves.n 
The authors express the belief that biological scientists 
today regard evolution as an established fact. Only the eauses 
of it are unknown, an,d ttT.here is no evidence that these causes 
\1 h '• are supernanural, t ey claim. 
·. 
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Teachers must h~ students to become critical thinkers 
n.,..~appreciative of the method of independent scientific 
research~tt Instead ofvpresenting only areas of accepted and 
inoffensive information, there should be critical evaluation 
; 
in class and in textbooks~.They conclude, ttAnything less must 
inevitably iead to the ·type of science that plays lackey to 
the state or church •••• Scientific truth must be fearlessly 
propounded in the class and in textbooks;n 
in the middle of the stream: n 
Among those who saw no conflict between religion and 
• 
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Charles E. Packard, "What Evolution Means to ·Me, n American 
Biologz Teacher (Dece~ber, 1950), 12:175-178. 
An experiment was eobducted by the writer of this article 
in his General Biology course for College Freshmen. In it he 
encouraged discussion of ".~~.doubts, questions and problems 
concerning organic evolution·;n G_are was taken, he point out, 
u • ., •• to present the facts and let the student draw his own 
conclusions independently.n 
Some observations and conclusions made by the students 
follow. An apparent conflict between the theory of evolution 
and the Biblical story of Adam and Eve troubled some. Belief 
in the literal interprepation of the Bible seemed to on~ stu-
dent inconsistent with both science and "truett religion: An-
other found the scientific account of mants origin and develop-
ment more convincing than the Biblical story. One student 
felt that belief in the theory of evolution necessitated the 
exclusion of God as Creator~- • Still another believed the Bib-
lical account emphasized the dignity of man, whereas ttQrganic 
evolution seeming to lower man's standards to that of an ani-
mal made incorrect attitudes possible~n One is faced with the 
choice then of excluding one or the other account, or accepting 
each in part. Finally, one student expressed the doubt that 
"·~-~a person brought up on the Adam and Eve story could change 
in the middle of the stream:" 
Among those who saw no conflict between religion and 
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science, one student saw evolution as n •••• the most glorious 
tribute to God. and His powers than man can hope to realize and 
pay~n .Another, believing that u., ••• science concerns itself 
with the known, £aith with the unknown," favored the theory 
of evolution to that of special creation. At the same time 
he felt n •••• without faith and inspiration the world might 
well go asundeJ;"~tt Finding no con:flict with faith ane student 
remarks, nThe theories of Darwin have actually strengthened 
my religious beliefs. n Other statements indicative of tb.e 
variety and quality of student thihking on~~hms subject are 
listed below; 
1. nBible truths are fundamental. tt 
2. trwhat really constitutes Species?" 
3. 11JlY.tost evidence· .for evolution is indirect. n 
4; "Ignorance determines the horrified attitude 
toward evolution.n 
5.~ere is the missing link between Cro-Magnon 
and present day man?u 
6: "We shall never clearly understand thecworkings 
of the all-powerful mind which directs life~ tr 
77.. nHomology, so common in life, is explained 
logically onl.y by organic evolution. u 
8~ ttBiological evolution is defined as animal and 
plant descent." 
9. ~ouldn1 t it be better to emphasize ascent with 
change.rather than descent?rt 
10; "'lhe origin of life and the evolution of life 
are inseparable;u 
• 
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·A s~ary of the writer 1 s findings are organized in the 
list below; 
1 •. nNo student rejected organic evolution •••• although 
there were some adjustments for :individuals;t; 
2. "The majority do not question what there common 
sense has revealed.:tt 
3. rrTwo general views prevailed. Six defin:itely saw 
saw no need for conflict; nine felt there was one:" 
4• fllli,e biggest problem appeared to be the original 
appearance on earth of life forms •••• how, when 
and where did it all startY" 
5. The majority a ••• :recognize God as creating man 
through natural means as an integral part of the 
universe, mot as a puppet creature of artifici-
ality to be pulled by invisible strings totally 
unrelated to the rest of cosmic existence:n 
Students taking part in the experiment expressed their 
views in papers written at the close of the semester. The 
group was representative of' the various faiths~ It is the 
writer's conclusion that ttY....,oung people cannot be wronged by 
the sympathetic teaching of facts. Careful interpretation and 
sober analysis with an eye to implications and adjustments 
should be invoked." Pointing out that education by legisla-
t:ion constitutes a real crime, he states; 
"We should not be afraid of' what youth will believe 
and will adopt as a program of' self-development when we 
stick to the truth as recognized by the highest authori-
ties and to observation :itself'. It is more likely that 
damage will resuln later if it is discovered that truth 
has been concealed and error has been zealously but mis-
takenly substituted:" 
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Rev. John B. Murphy, C .M., "Treatment o:f Evolution in the 
Seminary ScieJn.ce Course,tt National Catholic-Education 
Association Proceedings (1950), pp. 126-132" 
ary. 
Rev~ Murphy is pean o:f the St. Louis Preparatory Semin-
In this art:i,.cle he discusses the problem presented by 
apparent conflict between scientific theories and philoso-
phies of life. A. right perspective provides a corrective in 
that it stresses the unity o:f all truth and the limitations 
o~ science as a way o:f knowing. In the :final section he pre-
sents the Church's attitude toward the theory o:f evolution 
and some reminders :for the student who is studying the theory. 
The writer opens with comment on the confusion engendered 
by the pragmatic science of Haeckel and the materialistic 
monism of Karl Marx, both o:f whom represent man as an irrespon-
sible machine. The pragmatic theory of evolution encouraged 
n •••• an egocentric philosophy which makes man the individual 
abosolute. It has confused the science o:f philosophy with the 
philosophy o:f ·science;rr 
An adequate treatment of evolution requires an8Un4~rsfand­
ing of both science and religion. Since the aim o:feach is truth 
there can be no real conflict between the two. No matter what 
method is used to arrive at truth, truth is one and does not 
contradict itself'. "Our primary aim is to make philosophy, 
science and religion agree with objective reality; they will 
then necessarily agree with eachother.n 
lOB 
A proper understanding of the relationship of philosophy 
religion and $Cience each to the other is essential. Philoso-
phy may be defined as n •••• the study of things in their ulti-
mate causes obtained through the unaided reasoti, i. e. with-
out revelation.n In an attempt to establish objective reality 
it organizes all the.sciences into one and correlates the evi-
dence of each. Based solely on reason and not faith, it does 
not ask one to accept revelation. 
Since philosophy encompasses the whole of reality, it is 
not the same as religion, which " •••• consists in mants alle-
giance to a Supreme Being.n Religion is a part of ethics 
which is a branch of philosophy. Thus natural religion is a 
part of philosophy also. 
A further distinction should be made. "The studv of rev-
elation and its ordinances is not philosophy, but theology 
and its authority is God who can neither deceive nor be de-
ceived.tt At times there are apparent conflicts between phil-
osophy and theology. However this does not imply conflict in 
objective truth. In some cases revelation may be brought to 
bear on the solution of apparent conflicts. However, there 
are many areas of truth, scientific and philosophical, which 
revelation does not touch. Evolution is one of them •. 
Here the Church, in its function as teacher, helps to 
preserve a necessary sense of balance in the search for truth. 
It accepts the proven facts of science, but cautions against 
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confusing the method of science with the theories of philoso-
phy. Science deals only with secondary or proximate causes. 
Theories bases on observed .facts may or may not be true. 
There is nothing either absolute or dogmatic about them. 
Moreover, when.theories attempt to give ultimate explanations 
they cross ove~ into philosophy and religion. They cease to be 
purely scientific. 
It should be remembered that evolution is not a proven 
favt of science. It is simply a good working hypothesis, 
providing the most proballil~ explantion for tlae origin of the 
species. It is not concerned with the origin of ttlif'en it-
self, but only with the genetic relations of groups endeavor-
ing"to arrange them according to a natural series o:f descent._n 
It does not teach that man is the ultimate goal o:f all evolu-
tionary processes, but that he is n •••• merely the present end-
product o:f one particular series of evolutionary changes.n 
Neither does it teach that man descended from apes or monkeys. 
T.he theory of' evolution is not incompatible with religion. 
Revelation makes known only the :fact of creation and the spirit-
ual and immortal na'bure of man's soul.- Man's soul cannot have 
evolved from matter, but his body may have. Evidence is as yet 
insufficient to say it has. tti:f the theory of evolution is 
proved it only makes more necessary and indispensible an All-
Wise and All-Powerful Creator as First Cause. 
John Julian Ryan, "The Christian Teacher 6f Science rr 
Catholic Education Review (May, 1948), 45;288-293. ' 
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In this article, the writer contrasts the four basic 
suppositions of the Non-Christian Method of teaching science 
with the Christian Method; The main points of this compari-
son may he summarized as follows: 
1. Non-Christian Method: The aquisition of knowledge 
should lead to a love of truth for its own sake. 
It should provide an understanding of the world 
around us which will enable us to converse intelli-
gently and to "get-ahead." 
Christian Method: The aim is to know, love and 
serve God, and ~ur neighbor for love of G?d, by the 
aquis~tian of wisdom,oknowledge and skill. 
2. Non-Christaan Method: Being concerned with natural 
phenomena and their secondary causes, the knowledge 
we acquire is first-hand and accurate. Ultimate 
causes are in the realm of philosophy~ not science~ 
Problems develop from trying to correlate these two 
conflicting fields. The science teacher should not 
stray out of his own field~ 
Christian Method: The knowledge acquired in science 
is nknow-hown. It embodies all the truth about a 
given segment of reality which man has been able to 
obtain. The teacher must correlate it with other 
fields. 
Ill. 
3. Non-Christian Method: The science teacher has no 
time to spend on auch problems if .he is to do an 
adequate job of teaching science, if he is to ncover 
the groundn. Student success is determined by his 
ability to state the facts and principles of science 
and by the amount, accuracy and neatness of hms work. 
Christian Method: All truth is ··:. one. The teacher 
must take time to help the student unify his know-
ledge and transform it into wisdom: Success is de-
termined by student's aquisition of scientific skill, 
whether or not the ground was covered~ The student 
should be tested on his ability to observe, classify 
and experiment; 
q.; Non-Christian Method: No science class is free of 
digressions, but they should be dealt with sparingly: 
They may be of three kinds: (1) to make practical ap-
plications; (2) to point out the connection of a par-
ticular doctrine with that in closely allied fields; 
(3) to warn against misunderstanding moral andre-
ligious implications: 
Christian Method: The primary object is to help stu-
dents acquire as much wisdom as possible~ Thus their 
ability to appreciate ultimate truths and to live in 
accordance with them may be increased; Therefore, it 
no digression to show philosophical and religious 
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implications: SUch explanations should be in pro-
portion to the students' need and the truth on which 
they are based. 
From his comparative study of the two methods of teach-
ing science the writer concludes that the Christaan Method 
n .. ~ ... subsumes the Non-Christian, includes it and perfects it.,tt 
Hughs .. Taylor, nscience, Education and Human Values,rr 
Association of American Colleges Bulletin (March, 1949), 
35:25-32~ -
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To be truly democratic, Dean Taylor beli~ves that public 
education must leave out problems of theology, Responsibility 
for the preservation of freedom and human values, therefore, 
falls to the privately endowed institutions. The private 
secondary schools have failed miserably in this job. Twenty 
years ago the typival ~xoduct of these schools was a materi-
alistic Godless Utopian-seeker. The average product of the 
completely secular schools cannot be expected to be much dif-
ferent. How could they be when n •••• for twelve of the most 
aquisitive years of the child's mental development, we im-
merse him in an entirely aspiritual environment?rt A spiritual 
culture is not likely to be the result. ''Failing such a revo-
lution in our primary and secondary schoolssystems, there lies 
upon the colleges the hard task of repairing the defects of 
such systems,; •• n 
Although science is the author of a power so great that 
it threatens the wofld, it has no contrml over it; The power 
that comes with increased knowle~e demands increased respon-
sibilipy. Knowledge of purpose and goals is needed to meet 
this responsibilty. "Purpose and goals lie beyond the fron-
tiers of science~ 'lhey lie in the province of wisdom and it 
is the hard task of hnmanity today to rediscover how science 
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can be harmonized with wisdom.n 
It is f'or religion to determine whether a thing :ia good 
or evil. The writer believes that the naturalist approach 
to theology can show where religion and science meet and 
collaborate. ttMaterialism provides no solution to the pros-
lams which beset man today, In the West scholars of every 
type are rallying to the defence of spiritual values;n 
Pointing out that the search for wisdom is the object 
of sound education today, Dean Taylor calls f'or a ttrededica-
tion of' eff'ortn on the part of' student and teacher alike; In 
reference to hfits- own field he says, naur science teachers 
should be aware of the limitations of', science, aware of' the 
dignity of' pure scientif'ic resa.arcg and inquiry,. ••• n They 
must resist the temptation to glorify the application. Science 
teaching needs to be humanized. In conclusion he states: 
r~e need a continuing insistence in the social 
sciences and the humanities on the sanctity of' the in-
di vi'<iual, the inviolability of' human rights, human free-
dom and human dignity •••• The measure of' spiritual pro-
gress def'ines the range of' social progress ..... which de-
pends on grace and ef'f'ort of' our minds and hearts. 
These convictions should be reflected in our educational 
c~riculum.n 
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Kirtly F. Mather, lTNatural Scd.ences and the Christian Faith, n 
Christian Scholar (June, 1953.), 36:122-126. 
According to the writer, who is Professor of Geology at 
Harvard, it is the teache~s duty to help students to recognize 
the lmmitations as well as the power of science. The well-
rounded individual is more than a nman of science~n he is also 
an artist and philosopher as well.. His life transcends that 
of animal existence, for.it involves the recognition of aes-
thetic and ethical values. 
The teacher must gring the whole nature of his personali-
ty to bear upon his teachiij.g. '.rhere must come a point in every 
science course when " •••• the man of science bows out and the 
philosopher takes over. 7t is at this point that the teacher 
who regards his profession as a vocation, with somwthing of 
the religious impliuation of that term, has his golden oppor-
tu:nity. ii 
At present there is ~rend toward integrative education~ 
T.he teacher must help students to recognize the unity of all 
knowledge. With its ability to inspire the feeling of awe and 
o../ 
wonder at the ordil:Uiness of Nature, 00 study of natural science 
is particularly suited for this purpose.· The teacher must also 
impart the conviction that wisdom is more than knowledge. 
" •••• Something that transce4 science must assist man tore-
spond to the challege of· our time. n That something is u good-
will or discerning loven which has its source in man1 s inner 
nature, his spirit. 
-· 
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H. T. Harvey, ttBiology Appreciation", American Biology 
Teacher (February, 1955), 17:81-82. 
Recognizing the value of courses in art and music 
appreciation, the writer proposes a course in rtbiology 
appreciationn. It is his conviction that such a course, 
emphasizing the wonders of Nature, could be instrumental 
in strengthening religious faith. In support of this con-
viction, he points out that the trend today is toward the 
realization that " •••• a scientific study of life increases 
one's belief in the Maker of that life." 
Mr. Harvey goes on to explain n •••• it is no less 
scientific to write or speak about a God of creation and 
t'. 
be enthusiastic about His worksn than it is t,; teach scien-
tific theories " •••• that were controversial in the first 
place and which later proved to have serious errors.n 
Reminding the reader that n •••• Biology surpasses every 
other subject matter area in the humber ahd degree of its 
marvels,n he calls upon the teacher to take increased ad-
vantage of the fact. 
The writer proceeds to describe some of these marvels 
the contemplation of which he suggests ".~ •• cannot but pro-
duce a feeling of awe." Foremost among these marvels is the 
structure of the human being, immense in its complexity; 
Here he alludes to the grandeur of planning that resulted 
in such an organism. Discussed also were some of the many 
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wonders of mitosis and the selective action of the cell 
membrane. Mentioned as gifts of God for our enjoyment were 
the color and fragrance of flowers, the glory of autumn 
foliage, and the bright plumage and melodious songs of birds. 
In conclusion, the writer suggests that such a course 
would result in a revitalized teaching and outlook on life, 
for the teacher would be contributing to n •••• a deeper re-
ligious faith, a higher morality and a greater enjoyment 
of life.n 
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Rev. Kurt Holdereid, 0. Carm., nBiology in the Catholic School~'! 
Catholic School Journal (April, 1955), 55:129. 
It is the writerts conviction that the .teacher should 
bri~ with him a philosophy pertinent to the subject he teaches. 
'llius, the Catholic terudl.er' s aim in teaching biology should 
'be " ..... to instill in his students a respect of life and a 
disposition to protect it." The desire to contribute to the 
betterment of life should be fostered. Thus, by his daily 
growth the student is led closer to God~ Heelearns to recog-
nize God as the nnivine Preserver and Authorrr c:>f life. 
Although they employ different methods, both science and 
religion call upon man to use all the powers of his mind. 
Man must preserve the balance between his material self and 
his spiritual self. However he should devote his "Whole self" 
to every undertaking .. 
Biology is n •••• perhaps the clearest revelation of God 
in our age.n It can lead to greater knowledge of Him by link-
img the principle of causality with the study of living things. 
The reason the study of biology often times has not served 
this end is because the teacher has " •••• divorced the 'why' 
of lifettfrom his research lectures. He has concerned himself 
only with "hown things happen. However the study of life 
(biology) should not exclude the Author of life from yhe pro-
gram. Students taught biology devoid of God and religion are · 
not truly educated. 
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J ohnd Sternig, ttMa tchi. · ng Genesis with Geology, tt School 1 Science an lVIathema'tJ..cs {November, 1950), 50:637-64-3. 
In the writer's opinion Dhere is no conflict. between re-
ligion and science, since each is in search of truth and truth 
cannot conf'lilzt with itself.· There is instead n •••• honest 
questioning, study and discussion. As an example of how reli-
gion and science can he brought into harmony, the writer com-
pares the Biblical story of Creation with that proposed by 
modern geology. 
Some general principles to keep in mind when making such 
correlations may be outlined as follows: 
1. T.he Bible is not, nor was it ever meant to be, a text-
book of science. 
2. T.he Biblke was written for people with :s!hn-scientific 
minds.. Its style is descriptive rather than literal. 
The modes of expression are not like moder.m terms. 
3. The sequence of events in the Bible is often logical 
or psychological (for dramatic emphasis) rather than 
chronological. 
4. Truth can never coni'lict with itself'. Hence the Bible 
and science cannnot, atthough the complexity of Biblical 
interpretation oi'ten makes it seem so. 
5. Concerning the story of creation itself, 
a. The word ndays" rei'ers to a sequence of events which 
span two thousand years. 
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b. It is possible that the vision was revealed to the 
writerin six or seven episodes, or over a period 
of six or seven days, and was recorded in such 
order. 
c. While the sequence of events in Genesis agree well 
with the main outlines of geologic histmry, it is 
possible that some ndifficultn parts are in logi-
cal order. It may also be that the order of suc-
cession was altered in past translations. 
From his analysis of the two accounts of the story of 
Creation, the writer concludes that Biblical story n ••• ~is 
in really quite r~arkable agreement with the best ideas 
science has on the dubject~n He expresses the hope that 
others will undertake similar correlation studies~ 
12:L 
John E, Merrill, "Creator and Creation: Religion in the 
Teaching of Astronomy," Christ:j.an Education (September, 1952) 
35i-l88-196. 
Religion is essential to the teaching of astronomy. The 
writer, who is Professor of Astronomy at Ohio Wesleyan U~iver­
sity, points out that scientist, phmlosopher and poet alike 
. see the evolving universe as the work of a Divine Creator and 
' 
man as part of a Supreme Plan; "Every great astronomer of to-
day, like every great astronomer of ages past, is a religionist 
as well~u 
The teacher must present a picture of the astronomical u 
universe as modern science reveals it. But he must also make 
clear the assumptions from which he woks and the method and 
data he uses. Since n:; •• creation itself demands the feeling 
of a Creator, n it would be both misleading and unscientific to 
leave God out of the pivture. The question of point of view 
or religious implication cannot be sidestepped; "These ideas 
must be integrated into the very .fiber of the course by appro-
priate timing and casual ref'erence on many occasions;n 
Religion is a commonplace matter belonging to the daily 
affairs of men and should be treated as such in any.discussion. 
New ways need to be .found .for linking astronomy and religion 
and for increasing the casualness o.f the approach. The writer 
offers a .few suggestions .for doing this by the use o.f display 
materials, students do not resent such obtrusions, he has 
:found. 
• 
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Sister M. Aquinas, O.S.F •. , ncorrelating Science with Reli-
gion,n National Catholic Education Association Bulletin 
(August, 1954}, 51:503-507. 
Sister Aquinas is Supervisor of Science and Social 
Studies in the Dioscesan Department of Education, Green Bay, 
Wisconsin. In contrast to religion which is nthe search for 
God in revelation and tradition,n she describes science as 
·nthe search for God in His Creation." Thus she sees science 
as the finest method for leading children to God by natural 
means. However one must not correlate science with religion 
by any ttdragging-in" process. Science can give religion an 
"enlivening influence" by fostering :favorable attituqes whmch 
may develop into rthabits of Christlike living." Sister Aqui-
nas outlines the purposes of such a course as follows: 
ttLet us say that in correlating science with reli-
gion the main objectives are: to stimulate children to 
discover the power, wisdom and goodness of God in the 
environment; to admire Him for His creations ; to realize 
His fatherly providence for His creatures, and especial-
ly for us, His people; and to use all thin~s for.the pur-
pose for which God madedthem so that our l~ves w~ll grow 
fuller and richer as the years advance." 
The writer goes on to describe some of the ideas and atti-
tudes which can be developed in a science course. These can 
be achieved by integrating the content of the course with three 
curriculum themes: love, law and gifts. Children learn to re-
verance God for His power and majesty in recognizing the gifts 
of the environment and the gifts of body and soul. The teacher 
must provide activities which ennable children to discover 
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God in His works and in His plan for their use. 
The sense of justice present even in small children tells 
them that nothing happens without a cause. Every poortunity 
for presenting the natural order should be utilized. Students 
can recognize God's directive forces in the way animals and 
plants behave, the way rocks form soil and the, and soil makes 
a home for plants, animals and people. They develop favorable 
attitudes towards conservation, discovering-their own role as 
"stewards of God's things." They learn that God's creatures 
obey the natural laws for them and that obedience to the law 
demands sacrifive. The content of the course should stimulate 
observation of sacrifice in plants and animals, for their off-
spring and for men. 
Children learn that in sharing the material things of the 
earth, there is ample food, clothing and shelter for everyone. 
The~ learn that through the unfailing pperation of natural 
laws God's work of creation goes on through the ages. Thus 
man's needs are continually served. They learn that man must 
also live obedient to natural laws and that true success in 
life comes only with voluntary co-operation in G od's plan. 
The rewards of justice in obedience to God's laws are 
gifts, supernatural gifts in religion and natural gifts in 
science. Ih the natural order the rewards of justi~e are 
God-given natural resources. To use the gifts of nature 
wisely God has given each person talents and virtues, gifts 
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o.f the body and gi.fts o.f the soul. the child learns that 
each o.f these must be developed to achieve .fullness o.f li.fe. 
Primarily concerned in this article with science in the 
elementary grades, Sister Aquinas points out that course con-
tent should be integrated with these same themes im the upper 
grades also. Order and harmony have a deeper meaning .for 
... 
thesesstudents. 'l11.ey learn that man,;~s the ltu between 
heaven and earth, that evolution reaches higher levels than 
the material, that in man Goctt s creation returns to .Himsel.f. 
Pointing out that the great reason we teach science is 
t~ influence Christian thinking, Sister Aquinas states that 
nscience can be a great help in restoring Ghrist to the world 
through the minds and hearts of our children. It is still 
true that a little child shall lead them." In conclusion, 
this statement seems worthy o.f reconsideration: 
ttReligion is not preached in a good science course, 
but the content is presented in such a way that the 
learning process carries God with it as well as science. 
If the course is well planned and well taught, it is 
surprising to learn how much science the child assimi-
lates, and how well he weaves God into his habits o.f 
living at home, at school, in Church and in the communi-
ty. Love deepens because dependance on God deepens, be-
cause realization o.f human dignity and purpose deepens. 
Humility .flowers and bears fruit of Christian living. 
Before the in.finite power, wisdom and goodness o.f God, 
no mind can resist right thinking, no knee can resist 
bending, no heart can resist loving.n 
CHAPTER V 
StJMllflARY AND"·- cYONCLUSION 
1~ General Findings 
Educators are keenly aware of the fact that science and 
science teaching are largely respo~sible for the relativistic 
climate in our schools today. To overcome the effects of 
specialization, fragmentation of knowledge and secularism, 
there is a vital need for integration and a revival of spir-
itual values in education. 
Among the educators whose views are recorded in this 
survey, two general themes predominate. The first is that 
the science teacher must deal with the religious implications 
of his field.. Those concerned with correlating science and 
religion point out very definitely that the teacher should 
not inject religion into the science course.. Catholic educa-
tors are as emphatic about this point as are the teachers in 
completely secular schools. When questions concerning the 
relation of religion to science do arise, as they naturally 
will, the teacher must discuss them openly and to the best of 
his ability. The teacher who evades this responsibility 
fails his students in a very important way~ Several writers 
are particularly concerned with the effect of the teacherrs 
-.'J.-25* 
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example and attitude, This, they explain, is even more im-
portant than anything the teacher may say in answer to stu-
dent questions. 
Many of the authors express the conviction that science 
can actually reaffirm religious beliefs. This possibility 
lies in the unique ability of science to inspire a feeling 
of wonder and awe at the orderliness in nature. Some insist 
that to leave God out of the picture is not to teach science 
at all. A few see the science course as an excellent tool 
for fostering the growth of spiritual values. 
Only a few science teachers to date have been concerned 
with the problem of harmonizing the findings of science with 
religious concepts. Of greater importance Lhas seemed to be 
the need to emphasize the limitations of science. This is 
the second predominant theme in the articles reviewed. The 
trend toward integrative education has been marked by the 
recognition that wisdom, as distinct from knowledge, is the 
goal of sound education. 
The teacher must assist students in their first feeble 
attempts to formulate a philosophy of life. Many of the 
writers, especially those whb teach the physical sciences, 
see it as their prime responsibili~ to stress the limited 
nature of the scientific method. Students must be made to 
realize that there are other ways of ttknowingtt which, though 
they employ different methods, are equally as valid. The 
• 
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unity o:f all truth must be emphasized. Many o:f the teachers 
concerned with this problem express the conviction that con-
--·.·. 
:flicts between religion and science are only apparent and 
therefore unnecessary. 
In recognizing the limitations of science, it is also 
pointed out that values and goals lie outside the province 
of science in the domain of religion and ethics. Thus, sci-
ence must be supplemented by something; it needs the guidance 
o:f wisdom. It is part of the science teacher's responsibili-
ty point out the value and importance of religious faith. 
Except :for the Catholic schools, most e:f the work on 
the religion-science problem has been done in the field of 
higher education. Teachers in colleges and universities 
have taken the initial steps toward a solution to the pro&-
lem. Organizational efforts sponsored by the Danforth Foun-
dation, the Edward W. Hazen Foundation, and the Nationu 
OcHmcil on Religion in Higher Education have begun to bear 
fr~t. Gatho~ic educators, who have never lost sight o:f the 
integrative force of religion and the unity of all truth, 
have shown particular concern with the various phases o:f the 
problem. They have helped to point the way ~o a recovery of 
perspective in secular education~ 
f.hose few who have experimented with discussing relig-
ious implications in their science courses report enthusias-
tic response on the part of students. Students do not resent 
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attempts to correlate science and religion. Tqey react with 
keen interest and intelligent questions~ 
In England, there is considerably more being done in 
the way of frank discussion and investigation of every aspect 
of the problem. Particular attention has been given to the 
teaching of evolution. Students themselves have been invited 
to participate in conferences on the religion-science problem. 
z; Conclusions 
Science teachers can no longer evade the issue of reli-
gious.implication; If they are to render adequate service 
to their students~ ~eachers must equip themselves to handle 
the philosophical problems in their field~ Science teachers 
need orientation in philosophy, theology and Hebrew-:ochristian 
history. 
This need is more predominant in higher education today. 
However, teachers at every level must correlate their subjects 
with other fields, if an accumulation of knowledge is not to. 
substitute for wisdom; Any easy path to science teaching, 
which glorifies the claims of science, must be avoided: 
Teachers must realize and impart even to the very young a 
sense of the limitations of science. A teacher who does not 
have convictions of his own cannot be an inspiration to youth; 
A sound personal philosophy is essential to the good science 
teacher, 
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There is a need for scholarly research on the problem 
of correlating science and religion: The problem o£ teaching 
science in relation to religious concepts, however, goes much 
deeper than harmonizing the discoveries o£ science with tra-
ditional religious b~liefs~ A recovery of perspective is 
badly needed in sci~nce teaching today, a perspective which 
recognizes the importance of ultimate values and religion as 
the unifying core of our American cultural heritage. 
3. Suggestions £or Further Research 
Many problems suggest themselves from this study~ They 
lie in three general areas, teach~r education, curriculum 
planning and public opinion. The following questions need 
answering: 
1. To what extent does the teaching of science make it 
easier or more difficult for students to hold their 
religious faith? In connection with what science 
concepts and what religious beliefs? 
2. Do students resent discussion of the religious im-
plications of science in public education? in higher 
education? What is the effect on student attitude 
toward the home, church and community? What is the 
effect of the teacherts attitude toward religion~ 
3. How many teachers take up controversial theories 
and how much time do they allot to them? To what 
--
1.30 
extent are teachers themselves aware o! the basic 
philosophical issues of the religion-science problem? 
4. How may religion-science questions be dealt with in 
the framework of the curriculum? How may teachers 
be trained to handle such questions1 Grade by grade, 
su"bject by subject where do questions concerning re-
ligion come up? 
5 ~ What is taught in the church and hoJDB regarding the 
religion-science controversy'Z Row may science be 
harmonized with wisdom and students be helped to re-
spond to the totality of their cultural inheritance'{ 
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